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Abstract
This thesis explores the delivery of services to clients requiring legal representation in the
Newfoundland Legal Aid System. Generally, the aim of legal aid is the provision of legal
representation to persons that are unable to alford these services. A qualitative
mcthodological approach, using semi-structured questionnaires, was used to collect data
for this study. Twenty-four organizational members were interviewed including: thineen
staff lawyers, two intake workers, two receptionists, six legal secretaries and the Director
of Legal Aid for Newfoundland. Because the Newfoundland Legal Aid System was
intentionally sought as a research site, a non-probability sampling technique, known as
purposive sampling, was used. In order to provide a varied perspective on service delivery
to clients, a cross-sectional view of various work roles and practices was cxamined in
conjunction with the organizational environment of legal aid. To facilitate this
exploration the following three concepts were used: the decision making process,
emotional labour (known as the management ofcHent emotions) and the element of time.
While organizational rules govcrn and structure the decision making process in an
effort to dispensc uniform delivery of services, research findings indicate that
organizational members across various occupational categories have the capability 10
influence the determination of client eligibility for legal aid funding. Though a lack of
uniformity with regard to service delivery could suggest unfairness, findings indicate that
thc acceptance of some cases requires the consideration of extenuating factors that may
be particular to a casco Emotional labour, engendered by clients and accompanied by
organizational pressures to provide services wllh limited budgets and voluminous
caseioads, has the capacity to negatively influence the work roles of organizational
members by usurping a valuable and limited commodity - work time. Also, the computer
system, recently installed for administrative purposes within the Newfoundland Legal Aid
Organization, is generally regarded as slowing down the production of work tasks.
Consequently, the ensuant provision of services to clients can, at times, be negatively
affected.
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Chapter I Introducing Lcgal Aid
1.1 Introduction
The research problem forthis thesis is to describe and explain the complexity involved in the
delivery of services to clientele' requiring legal representation in the Newfoundland Legal
Aid System. The delivery of legal aid services should be a fundamental component of any
judicial system in order to ensure the legitimacy of the legal process. Generally, the aim of
legal aid is the provision of legal representation to persons unable to afford these services,
Specifically, the Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission (1989:18) maintains that the
Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization provides "legal assistance to individuals who have
serious legal problems and who are financially unable to engage the services of a lawyer"
[italics added). Both professional and nonprofessional members ofthe Newfoundland Legal
Aid Organization were interviewed in order to provide a cross-sectional view of various
work roles and practices, and thus a varied perspective of service delivery to clients. l
This thesis will explore the work experiences ofmembers oflegal aid, including their
views of their work roles and the organizational environment of legal aid. In order to
accomplish this exploration the following three concepts will be used: the decision making
process, the management ofclien! emotions (hereafter referred to as 'emotionallabour')J and
I For the purpose: ofthis thesis, application of the word clientele or clients will refer to
both incoming applicants and current clients of the organization.
1 Although a complementary fit for this study would include an exploration of the
experiences of legal aid clients, time limitations precluded a dual study of both organizational
members and clientele (se:e7).
J The use of this term began with Arlie Hochschild's (1983) study of emotional labour
and night attendants almost two decades ago.
the element of time. It will be argued that a combination of emotional labour and time
constraints has the capacity to negatively influence the work role oforganizational members.~
The decision making process delennining client eligibility can be conceptualized using an
agency and structure perspective, as outlined by Giddens' theoretical framework known as
structuration theory. Organizational members occupying various work roles have the capacity
to influence the decision making process that detennines clicnt eligibility. Although
objective rules and organizational mandates (e.g. the Legal Aid Act) facilitate the
detennination of client eligibility for legal aid, when perfonning such work tasks as the
financial assessment of incoming files, human beings perform the actions necessary for the
delivery of services to clients. According to Scott (1997:53), "on a continual basis, public
policies are shaped by service providers as they detennine how existing polices and
regulations are to be implemented, oreven circumvented, in theirday-to-day interaction with
clients.'"
This thesis will demonstrate that emotional labour exists as part ofthe organizational
environment of legal aid, thereby affecting the overall delivery of services to clients.
Organizational members are required to manage the emotions of clients as part of the
perfonnance of their individual work tasks, regardless of whether these tasks are
4 Application of this term will include both professional workers and the non-
professional support workers.
S Similar to Scott, Kelly (1994) maintains "street-level bureaucrats" should be studied
because the implementation of policies accedes discretionary action to these workers (see also
Kelly2.J.2).
administrative or legal in nature. As professionals, lawyers need to maintain objectivity whcn
representing clients. Yet, they arc require<! to provide emotional support to their clients.
Thus, lawyers seek to reconcile the need to perform work tasks objectively while subjectively
managing client emotions. Support workers also seek ways to reconcile the necessity to
manage the emotions of clients while conducting administrative work tasks. Furthermore,
it will be sbown that the performance of emotional labour takes up valuable work lime.
Finally, it will be argued that the delivery of services to elients is negatively
influenced by the constraints oftime. Time is viewed as both a valuable and limited resource
with respect to tbe performance of work tasks. As such, the volume of work tasks that can
be executed during a period of time has implications for the delivery of legal aid services.
Members seek to control time by increasing individual and organizational efficiency.
Accordingly, they must consistently renegotiate the amount of time allocated for the
performance of work tasks. For instance, due to the unpredictability of daily events in the
workplace, organizational members are required intermittently to prioritize and rc-prioritize
CUITCnt and incoming files. I will demonstrate that time is viewed as a scare resource in the
legal aid organization. Also, computer applications, originally deemed to increase
organizational efficiency, arc viewed as wasting time that could be better spent on service
delivery.
This thesis will provide an Wlderstanding of how the Newfoundland Legal Aid
System delivers services to clients and the factors that impinge upon these services. From
this study potential areas for future research studies of legal aid will be discussed (see 7.2).
Additionally. this research will provide several policy recommendations aimed at improving
the level of services rendered to legal aid clients (see 7.3). Next, I will briefly discuss my
reasons for choosing to study the area of legal aid, specifically the delivery of legal aid
services to clients of the Newfoundland Legal Aid System.
1.2 Why Study Legal Aid
My objective when choosing to study legal aid was fundamentally altruistic in nature. I
hoped to contribute to an accumulation of knowledge regarding the provision of legal
services to clients ofthe Newfoundland Legal Aid System. The Canadian Council ofSocial
Development (1975:v) states. "those who benefit most from any successful effon to improve
the scope and effectiveness of legal aid in Canada are the clients of legal aid -the poor." As
opposed to costly institutions that fail to meet the needs of the poor, Cappelletti and Garth
(1981 :xv) emphasize the need to create legal aid institutions that function for the benefit of
clients. Currently, there arc no other studies of the Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization
Consequently, this project will contribute to a knowledge gap within the area oflegal aid in
Canada and Newfoundland and Labmdor\ in particular. From a research knowledge
standpoint, the social sciences will benefit from a study of the legal aid organization, and
such work will contribute to the area of study regarding the concepts utilized to explore the
delivery of legal aid services - the decision making process, emotional labour and the
element of time. The analysis of work tasks and the structural environment of legal aid as
6 The official name of this province was changed 10 Newfoundland and Labrador in
2001. For ease of reference 'Newfoundland'will be used hereafler.
experienced and perceived by organizational members has the potential to increase our
knowledge and understanding of the delivery of legal aid services to clients.7
1.3 Theoretical Framework
Anthony Giddens' slructuration theory will be used to guide the analysis. This theoretical
framework emerged from Giddens' study offunctionalism and his criticism of interpretive
sociology (Giddens, 1977:96-134; see also Joas, 1987: 13). Giddens' (1979:69) theoretical
approach refers to the "duality of structureS and the mutual dependence of structure and
agency' (italics in original). Giddens (1979:49) further explains that "agency and structure
are 'formed' based on the activities of human agents; an account of the conditions and the
consequences of action; and the agent's interpretation of ,structure.'" Notably, neither the
human agent nor society (or social institutions) should be regarded as maintaining primacy
(Giddens, 1982:8). Structure exists only through the actions ofsocial actors who produceand
reproduce societal structures by applying rules and resources in day-to-day social activities.
The concepts of action and power are linked. While action consists of the agents
"intervention in events" that occur in the world and the production of fixed outcomes, power
can be "understood as {the1transfonnative capacity" ofthe social agent (Giddens, 1979:88).
1 The current research is similar to FarraH and Bowling's (1999:254) study of human
development and desistance from crime whereby they maintain that "the insights drawn from
Giddens' work provide strong bases for the interpretation of experiences of crime (e.g. episodes
of offender victimization and anxiety) as they are experienced by individuals and communities"
(italics in original).
I For a discussion of the duality of structure in relation tOlhe subject/objectdualismsee
Mouzelis(1989)
As such, power can be viewed as the capability of an agent to reach a desired or intended
outcome. The worker's capacity to transfonn rules and resources is an important part of
human agency (Giddens, 1979:104). For example, organizational members maintain the
capacity to employ the 'exceptions to the rule' strategy or reinforce the status quo when
providing legal aid services to clients.
Social actors have the capacity to choose among various courses ofaction al various
points in time (Giddens, 1984:9). Both legal aid clients and organizational members have the
capacity to act by way of executing or refraining from executing an action. For example,
clients have the capacity as human actors to withdraw their application at any lime. Theyalso
have the right to appeal a decision which rejects their application for legal aid funding.
Giddens (1984:281) contends that "all social actors know a great deal about the conditions
and consequences ofwhat they do in their day-to-day lives." However, social actors may not
be aware of the consequences oftheir actions. Unintended consequences can occur during
the production and reproduction of actions (Giddens, 1982:33). For instance, the intended
goal of an organizational member may be to provide legal services to the poor. However,
their actions may achieve success only in thc short tenn (sec mcdiation, 4.5). These
consequences are conceptuaJized as actions that "eseape" the actor's intended purposc for
the activity (Giddens, 1979:59). Accordingly, Giddens' theoretical framework will facilitate
an exploration ofthe actions oforganizational members and thc organizational environment
of legal aid, thereby facilitating an understanding of the delivery of services to clients.
1.4 A Brier Historical Overview: Early Attempts to Provide Free Legal Services
According to Oeser (1992:432), "organizations arc ... action-constituted entities, in the
sense that past actions were necessary in order to found them and to fix the parameters (e.g.
chartcr, goals, rules, programs, tcchnologies) that define their actual slrncturc and activities."
Briefly situating the formation of legal aid in Canada, within an historical context, will
provide a useful background for understanding the provision of legal aid services in
Newfoundland. While the amount of literature on the formation of legal services to the poor
in Canada is limited (Arthurs et al. 1986:522), it is virtually non-existent for the province of
Newfoundland.
During the early part ofthe twentieth century the "Social Service Organization of the
Anglican Church and the Social Service Council of Canada began actively working to pass
legislation to grant aid to people charged with acrime but unable to retain a lawyer" (Jones,
1931 :272). While early development oflcgal aid had begun in 1911, in Montreal, legal aid
services slowly spread to Winnipeg, Windsor, Edmonton, Saskatoon and Vancouver in the
1920s and 1930s (Hoehne, 1989:360). In 1929, a special committee was set up by Ihe
Canadian Bar Association to consider making legal aid available to the poor (Jones,
1931 :272). Following the passage ofseveral resolutions9, a petition to appoint salaried Public
9 These resolutions included the following: (I) "the problem of ~gal Aid for the Poor
is a pressing one and demands the attention of agencies adapted to its administration according to
the varying needs of communities; (2) that the Committee ... ascenain whether there are any
Provincial Governments, municipal bodies, or groups of interested persons who are willing to
initiate in Canada some pennanent fonn of organization to give effective leadership to this
important step forward; [continued next page]
Defenders, signed by more than 500 members of the Ontario bar, was sent to the Ontario
government. In 1963, Graham Parker commented that "nothing came of this" petition and
there was little progress on these resolutions after 1929 (1963:180). Cuthbert Scott
(1935:155) Slated, "the desirability of the appointment of public defenders has becn
considered on several occasions by the Canadian Bar Association," but no lawyers were
appointed to take on this position. Manitoba set up a system that granted certificates for legal
services to poor persons in 1937 (Brooke 1977:536). Although legal services for this
program were provided by lawyers, free-of-charge, clients were hcld responsible for
miscellaneous costs and court fees.
In 1942 the Canadian Bar Association approved a proposal by Margaret Hyndman
to establish a committee that would offer legal aid assistance to members ofthe armed forces
and their dependants (MacKenzie, 1946:198). The Committee on War Work functioned
lUldcr the supervision of the Canadian Bar Association and the Department of National
Defence. On January I, 1946, a policy was launched to extcnd this service to ex·anned forces
personnel and their dependants. However, legal mailers were limited to those that arose
"during or by reason of Ihe period of active service of the person concerned" (MacKenzie,
1946:20 I). The Department ofVeterans' Affairsjoined the Depanment ofNational Defence
and the Canadian Bar Association, thereby ensuring that legal aid was available to eligible
land] (3) that Provincial Governmenls be requested to investigate the subject with a view 10
passing enabling legislation so that in one or more suitable districts the feasibility and efficiency
of the principle of the appointment of Publie Defenders may be tested and applied to cases in
whicheounsel are in eharge ofprosccutions" (Jones, 1931:272).
persons. More than 15,000 cases were handled during the period these legal services were
available (Nelligan, 1951 :605).
In 1951 Ontario developed a legal aid plan that wa~ administered by lawyers on a
voluntary basis (Parker, 1968:476). Although eligibility for legal aid was detennined via a
screening process that utilized a means test to detennine an applicant's income level
(originally S1,200 for a single person or $1 ,800 for a married person; later it was raised to
$1,700 and $2,500 respectively), the directors oflegal aid maintained "discretion" regarding
the eligibility of applicants (Parker, 1968:475). In 1956, the Junior Bar of Montreal created
a private, nonprofit corporation entitled The Legal Aid Bureau of the Bar of Montreal
(Brooke, 1977:539). Two full-time lawyers were employed by the agency to assign legal aid
cases to 1,800 lawyers who worked in Montreal.
Legal aid services in the postwar era were offered by provincial or local bar
associations on a charity basis designated as pro_bono lO services. In 1965, the Joint
Committee on Legal Aid, appointed by the Attorney General of Ontario, recommended that
the administration of justice should be considered a right as opposed to charity (Parker,
1968:472). The poor would be entitled to legal aid services as a right. Although the legal aid
system in Canada was based on ideals stemming from both American and British legal
services, the American view of legal aid was a far greater influence (Hoehne, 1989: 16).11
10 This "volunlary-charitable model" was part of a "professional ethos" associated with
being a lawyer (Lightman, 1987:23).
l! Notably, Great Britain maintained a legalistic approach to legal services, while the
United States advocated a social rights approach (Hoehne, 1989: 14).
10
The first provincially funded Legal Aid Plan was provided by the Ontario government
in 1967 (lemans, 1978:663). This funding enabled Ontario to be the first province to employ
lawyers who could handle both civil and criminal cases. 11 The Department of Health and
Welfare, in 1971, contributed the firsl federal funds for the construction of four community
legal aid offices,ll which ultimately "influenced the whole legal aid movement in Canada"
(Penner, 1977:1-13). Information gained from the operation of these offices demonstrated
the need for further development in the area ortegal aid. Lowry (1972: 184) maintained the
high percentage of poverty in Canada signified thaI many people cannot afford to pay for a
lawyer, subsequently "it has become apparent that there is a vast area afunme! legal need."
In a government brief, the Attorneys General of the Provinces maintained that the
contribution offederally funded grants was the beginning ofthe "movement oflega! aid from
a traditional lawyer based service into an expanded delivery ofservice" (Penner, 1977: 148).
The various provinces and territories administer an "individual legal aid program with
resulting diversity in services, delivery systems and administrative structures,,14 (Arthurs et
12 Prior to 1951 legal aid was limilcd tothc provisionoflcgal serviccstoindividuals
charged with capital offenses and other serious criminal charges, while persons involved in civil
cases did nOI receive legal services (Parker, 1968;475; sccalso Hoehne, 1989;362).
lJ The community legal services proje{:ts included the following: Dalhousie Legal Aid
Service in Halifax (Nova Scotia); Community Legal Service Inc. in Point SI. Charles, Montreal
(Quebec); Parkdale Community Legal Services in Toronto (Ontario); and the Saskatoon
Community Legal Assistance Society in Saskatoon (Saskatchewan) (Penner, 1977; I).
14 Under the Constitulion Act of 1861 (section 30 and 31)each provineehas
responsibility for the delivery of legal aid services (Arthurs et. aI., 1986:523). The BNA aCI
maintains Ihat the federal government holds Ihe authority in matters of criminal law (see criminal
law, section 91 [27]), while the provincial government maintains legislative authority for the
administration ofjustice (stttion 92 [14]) (Lightman, 1981:23).
II
aI., 1986:523). Between the years 1972 and 1974 all ten provinces and two territories entcrcd
imo negotiations with the federal government for cost-sharing expenses incurred by the
delivery oftega! aid services (Lightman, 1987:23). In 1972-1973 the Department of Justice
"funded eighteen community legal services" agencies that totaled S198,000 (Hoehne,
1989: I56). Among those agencies that received federal funding was the $1. John's legal aid
office, which received a grant ofSI2,000.
According to a senior official wilh Legal Aid in Newfoundland, the legal aid
organization began with Judge Alcworth, a "practicing lawyer back in the early 1960s who
had to do a number of cases thai he didn't gel paid for." He organized a meeting with all
Newfoundland lawyers asserting that a legal aid organization needed to be established. As
a resuh of this meeting, the "law society established a committee to implement a plan for
legal aid and a number of members were appointed." Legal aid began to deliver services
"fonnalty" to clients on January 26th, 1968 (The Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission,
1989: 18). The province ofNewfoundland signed an agreement with the Federal Department
of Justice on February 21,1973 to cost-share legal aid expenses for the purpose of handling
criminal law cases (Statistics Canada, 1981: 16-17; sec also Implementation Work Group,
1981 :37). According to the Encyclopedia of Newfoundland and Labrador (1991 :271), the
"opening ofthe first office outside SI. John's occurred in Corner Brook on October I, 1969."
A senior official with Legal Aid in Newfoundland maintains "in 1976 the Legal Aid
Organization had a budget of$425,000 with one lawyer and two offices." The initial goal of
the Legal Aid Commission consisted ofsecuring pennanent staff lawyers to work in the legal
12
aid offices outside St. John's. Staffing was aconcem because the organization had difficulty
getting lawyers to service Ihc rural areas. Compounding this problem, the inhabitants of
Newfoundland were widely distributed across the island. Decentralization oflegal aid offices
was initiated to facilitate the availability of legal aid services to clients in various provinces
and territories (Statistics Canada, 1981: 14). A senior official with Legal Aid maintains that
the founders ofthe current Legal Aid System dctcnnined that Ihe placement of stafTlawyers
al "strategic locations" throughout the island would be the most economical way to fund
legal aid services to rural residents.
Currently, ten legal aid offices exist throughout the province. While eight area offices
are spread throughout Newfoundland and Labrador, the main office is locatcd in thc City of
St. John's. Additionally, a conflicts office is located in St. John's.u Area offices are located
in Carboncar, Clarenville, Comer Brook, Gander, Grand Falls, Marystown, Stcphenville and
Happy Valley.16 There are 102 people working in the Newfoundland Legal Aid System.
While forty members are lawyers, the remaining sixty-two eonsist ofaccountants, librarians,
research staff, law students and clerical staff (Statistics Canada, 1999a:6-7).
According to a senior official with Legal Aid, during the 19705 and 19805 the legal
aid office in St. John's depended on private lawyers "to handle a number oflegal aid cases."
He maintains that problems arose in 1991 following the onset ora strike by private lawyers
who mainlained that they were not going to do any more legal aid at the rate they were being
IS For additional infonnation on the conflicts office see 4.5.
16 For a map of office locations throughout Newfoundland, see Appendix I.
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paid. These lawyers wanted an increase in the tariff. A senior official at Legal Aid maintains
that at Ihis point "money was freed up." However, rather than pay the lawyers a higher ratc
for their legal setvices, the Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization began to hire more
lawyers to staff the 81. John's office. According to a senior official at Legal Aid, "in the
space ofa year - a year and a half we probably increased our staff by 10 or 12 lawyers."
Statistics Canada (l999a:7) contends that "Legal Aid Plans receive funding from
three main sources including government contributions, client contributions and cost
recoveries17, and contributions from the legal profession." Notably, the majority of legal aid
funding is derived from government contributions. Direci legal aid expenditures include
payments allocated for legal advice. information, representation and referrals. Administrative
expenses are not deemed to bedirect legal aid expenditures (Johnstone and Thomas, 1998:6).
In 1980, Healthand Welfare (now Human Resources Development Canada) fonnally
began sharing the cost of civil legal aid with the provinces and territories under the Canada
Assistance Plan (CAP). In 1996, Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) replaced the
Canada Assistance Plan for federal funding of a number of social programs, including civil
legal aid. The federal government now determines the amount spent directly on civil legal
aid in the province (Johnstone and Thomas, 1998:5). The CHST distributes federal funding
to provincial governments in the form of a block transfer as opposed to single funding
allotments specifically delineating the distribution offederal funds. Currently, the provinces
11 These recoveries include legal aid applicants who are able to pay a portion or all of
the costs associated with legal aid representation (see payment agreements 4.3).
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are responsible for the allocation of funds received from the federal government under the
CHST. Accordingly, the provincial governments now have "more flexibility in their own
funding priorities" (Statistics Canada, 1999a:8).
1.5 Models of Delivering Legal Aid
In order to facilitate an understanding of legal aid, various models of delivering legal aid
services to clients will be discussed. The judicare model is a fee-for-service system whereby
eligible applicants arc given the opportunity to select a private lawyer. Upon selection, a legal
aid organization issues a certificate pennitting the private lawyer to bill the cost of the
client's legal representation to the organization. In the staff system of delivering legal aid,
lawyers are hired to work for a legal aid organization on a full-time basis hence the tenn staff
lawyers. Accordingly, eligible applicants are provided with legal representation from a staff
lawyer as opposed to being given the opportunity to hire a private lawyer. The mixed model
employs elements found in both the judicare and the staff model. This model utilizes both
private and staff lawyers to deliver legal aid to eligible clients.
Considerable diversity exists among the provincial and territorial legal aid systems.
Each province and territory has adopted variations of the staff model, mixed modcl or the
judicare model ofdelivering legal aid to the poOL II Currently, the Legal Aid Systems in New
II Arthurs et al. (1986:525) in an essay on the legal profession in Canada maimains the
"unfortunate reality of the Canadian system is that government decisions about models of legal
services are generally based on cost control rather than on an analysis of the most effective
utilization of limited public resources." Easton et al.'s (1994) quantitative study of the various
fOnTIS of legal aid delivery in relation to cost and efficiency across Canadian provinces and
territorial systems indicates that an expansion of the legal aid system in Canada is inevitable and
the pattern of growth suggests that expenditures will increase.
IS
Brunswick, Ontario and Alberta are regarded as utilizing primarily judicare models. The
provincesofQuebec, Manitoba, British Columbia, Northwest Tenitoricsand the Yukon have
a mixed model ofdelivering legal aid. Staffmodels are found in Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan
and Prince Edward Island. Griffiths and Verdun-Jones (1994:287) maintain that
Newfoundland's Legal Aid System is based on acombinalion ofjudicare and staffsyslcms,
designated as the mixed model (sec also Zcmans, 1986:46-7; Arthurs et aL, 1986:524). In
contrast, Statistics Canada(1999a:5) maintains the Newfoundland Legal Aid System utilizes
a staff model because the majority of "direct legal expenditures" for services rendered are
allotted to staff lawyers. According to a senior official at Legal Aid, the province of
Newfoundland changed from a mixed systcm of delivering legal services to a staff system
in the 1990s to reduce expenditures.
1.6 The Governing Body of Legal Aid: The Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission
The Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission was launched on January 26, 1968, with a
provincial government grant of$1 0,000 (Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission, 1989: 18).
At that lime "applicants were interviewed by solicitors on a voluntary basis and cases were
assigned to members of the Society who provided thcir services free of charge"19
(Implementation Work Group, 1981:37). The law society agreed to fund a pro-bono
arrangement whereby all "members ofthc Jawsociety"would accept cases on a rotating basis
19 Prior to the 19505, lawyers were not always paid for their services (Statistics Canada,
1981 :9). At the request of a judge, lawyers could be appointed to represent individuals unable to
afTord the legal services
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(Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission, 1989:18). Although a full-time secretary was
employed in 1968, it was not until January I, 1972. that a full-time administrator was hired
(Implementation Work GrouP. 1981:37). Federal-provincial funding allocated to
Newfoundland in 1973 enabled the legal aid system to expand its services. Consequently,
lawyers were provided with partial financial compensation for their work on behalfof legal
aid clients (Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission, 1989: 18).
The Newfoundland Legal Aid Commission is a seven-member board whose principal
goal is the administration oflegal aid funds. Five members of the board are appointed by the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, while the remaining two members include the Deputy
MinisterofJustice and the Provincial Director ofLegal Aid (Government ofNewfoundland,
1990:2). The Newfoundland Legal Aid Act, passed in 1975 (Encyclopedia ofNewfoundland
and Labrador, 1991 :271) regulates the actions of members belonging 10 the Legal Aid
Commission. Under the guidelines of the Act, commission members "may take any action
considered necessary to establish and administer the legal aid plan" (Statistics Canada,
1999b:80). The Act authorized Ihe formation of the Legal Aid Commission, the
interpretation and administration of the Act, and the delineation of the financial operation
governing the legal aid system (see Government of Newfoundland, 1990:2).
l.7 Thesis Outline
In the next chapter, a review of relevant literature concerning the areas oflega! aid, decision
making, emotional labour and time will be conducted. Chapter Three will describe the
methodology used to collect and analyse the data. In Chapter Four, the decision making
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process involved in legal aid's determination cfelieo! eligibility will be explored. Decision
making as a part of service delivery docs nOI occur in a vacuum. In the work environment
of legal aid, actions and interactions occur which directly or indirectly constrain and/or
enable the actions of organizational members. According to Watson (1987;205), the
"meaning and expectations which prevail in any given organizational setting are partly
imposed upon organizational members by those holding power and are partly negotiated
between the variety of parties involved in that situation."
In Chapler Five, it will be argued that emotional labour exisLS as a constituent part
of the legal aid work environment. This form of labour is experienced subjectively by
organizational members and thus has the capacity to influence the delivery of services to
clients of the legal aid organization. The application of time in tenns of voluminous
caseloads, work tasks, the computerized time management infonnation system and overall
organizational efficiency will be explored in Chapter Six. In the final chapter a summary of
the findings, potential directions for future research and the implications and policy
recommendations of the thesis will be presented.
Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will explore the literature relevant to a study of the Newfoundland Legal Aid
System. While several govenunent funded studies have been conducted regarding provincial
legal aid systems in Canada, there have been no studies of the Newfoundland Legal Aid
System. A genera! examination of studies conducted on legal aid in Canada and other
countries will be presented. Studies of legal aid in other countries will act as potential
frameworks with which legal aid in Canada can be compared (see 7.2). Next, the concepts
of decision making, emotional labour and time will be discussed.1Q Each of these concepts
will be discussed in different sub-sections of this chapter.
2.2 Canadian Studies of Legal Aid: Models of Delivering Legal Aid
Inter-provincial comparisons of Legal Aid arc complicated by "fundamental differences in
the structure" oforganizations delivering this service (Statistics Canada, 1999a:5). A primary
difference is the use of different models of delivering legal aid.:' As previously mentioned
(1.5), three models ofdelivering legal aid are utilized in the Canadian legal aid system. These
models include the staffsystem; the judicare system and an amalgamation ofthe two systems
10 While a literature review of studies utilizing the concepts of decision making,
emotional labour and the element of time will be conducted in this chapter, definitions of each
concept and it.~ relationship to the data will be discussed more fully in later chapters.
l' With regard to the delivery of services internationally, much diversity exists
(Brantingham, 1985:67).
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known as the mixed systemY The legal aid slaffing model currently utilized in the
Newfoundland Legal Aid System is the staff model.
A rCiXlrt by the National Council of Welfare (1995:76) maintains that curren! "legal
aid plans do a very poor job of mecling the legal needs of low·income people." The report
maintains that slaffmodels are more effective, in most instances. in meeting the needs afthe
poorcomparcd to judicare systems. The Council contends that the psychological nccdsofthe
poor and the greater accessibility of "decentralized staff offices" comply with the needs of
the poor (National Council of Welfare, 1995:61-2). However, Bums and Reid (1981), in a
study of the delivery ofcriminal legal aid services in Canada which focussed on the models
of delivering legal aid, maintain that one system is no more effective than the others.
In a paper evaluating legal aid services aeross several Canadian provinces, Poel
(1993:126) maintains that the Canadian Bar Association (CBA), upon a review of studies
conducted on Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia and
Saskatchewan, concluded that none of the "models alone arc capable of delivering an
adequate mix and range oflegal services in an effective marmer.'m Arthurs et al. (1986:525),
in an essay discussing The Canadian Legal Profession, maintain that the "variety of legal
11 For a brief discussion of the Models ofLegal Aid see Arthurs et al. (1986:523-526)
and Brantingham (t98S:68).
II Similarly, a recent study oftegal aid in Ontario claims, the "empirical evidence does
not point unambiguously to the superiority of either model in terms of cost, quality of service, or
access to justice in a modern legal aid context where choice of models is highly context-specific,
reflecting differences in the nature of legal problems, legal clients, and geographic context"
(Report of the Ontario Legal Aid Review, 1997:6).
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services in Canada should nOI be overemphasized" because the "predominant concern of
Canadian legal aid is to deal wilh the discrete claims and readily categorized legal problems
of clients who present themselves to legal services programs." While several studies have
been conducted on the various models of delivering legal aid, findings do not indicate that
one model is more effective relative to the others.
2.2.1 Delivering Legal Services in Other Countries
This section will explore studies orJegal aid in other countries. These studies will facilitate
an understanding oflhe way structural aspects inherent in the organizational envirorunent of
legal aid, suchas voluminous caseloads and demands from clients, impinge upon the delivery
ofscrvicestoclienlS.
Meadow and Menkel-Meadow (1985) conducled a study of personalized and
bureaucratized forms of justice in the delivery of legal services to the poor in the United
States. Thedata forthis study were collecled through the legal services lawyers14 and through
interviews conducled with these professionals. Meadow and Menkel-Meadow (1985:400)
hypothesized that conflicting expectations in their work role "engender in legal services
attorneys a 'sociological ambivalence.'" For legal services lawyers, this ambivalence stems
from conflicting expectations oftheir work role. Similar to solo practitioners, these lawyers
maintain much professional autonomy and limited supervision. However, similar to lawyers
working in larger corporations these professionals also work in "small units of large
l4 Legal selVices lawyers in the Uniled Slates are Ihe equivalent of Canadian legal aid
lawyers.
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bureaucratically structured organizations and are salaried" (Meadow and Mcnkel-Mcadow,
1985:4(0). Furthermore, these lawyers "mix aspects of the private, personal advocate with
the obligations of the public social work employee to service all eligible clients" (Meadow
and Menkel.Mcadow, 1985:400). While factors such as large caseloads and continual
demands from clients may increase the likelihood of some lawyers behaving more
bureaucratically, their findings indicate that other lawyers may act more independently by
exercising their discretionary capabilityls (Meadow and Menkel-Meadow, 1985:411). The
lawyer's personal decisions regarding work tasks arc pan aran "adaptive strategy to avoid
the sociological ambivalence and frustration that would be revealed if they saw themselves
as purely bureaucratic and nonautonomous actors" (Meadow and Menkel-Meadow,
1985:412).
Bogoch (1994) conducted a qualitative study ofpower, distance and solidarity in the
professional-dient relationship within a legal aid organization in Israel. Content analysis was
utilized to code conversations between lawyers and theirdients. His findings indicate that
the traditional authoritarian model, whereby the lawyers' as professionals maintain greater
power in the professional dient relationship, exists in the Israeli legal aid office.Ui The
lawyers' specialized knowledge (i.e. legal jargon) was found 10 create a distance between the
2S See Kelly's (1994) study below (2.3.2) of the relation between discretionary action
and social judgements with regard todispcnsing individual justice.
:!Ii For a study of lhe unequal pov.'er relationship between doctors and patients see
Lupton (1996) below 2.4.3. Also, for a discussion oflhe tawyer-dient relationship in the context
of the Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization see 5.3.1.1.
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lawyer and client. thus reinforcing the hierarchal status oflhe lawyer relative to the client.
TIle organizational goals ofthc legal aid office were viewed as taking priority over the needs
of the client. The findings indicate that these lawyers did no! vicw the client's emotional
expressions 10 be apart oftheir"profcssional objective reality" (Rogoch, 1994:65). Instead.
the client's expressions of emolion were viewed as part oflhe client's lifeworld.
Studies of legal aid in other countries utilize such concepts as personalized and
bureaucratized approaches to delivering legal aid. Other studies have explored the lawyer's
SI'leCialized knowledge as a professional in relation to the client's lifeworld to facilitate an
understanding of legal aid. As previously mentioned, studies of1egal aid in other eoumrie~
can act as frameworks to conduct studies of lega! aid in Canada. Next, a literature review of
studies utilizing decision making and the decision making process will be e."plorcd.
2.3 Considering Decision Making
This section will begin with a brief discussion of studies examining the decision making
process in the conlext of organizations. Although many of these studies focus primarily on
decision making in the business sector as opposed to routine service delivery decisions, these
studies will contribute to a general understanding of the decision making proce.u. Then,
studies focussing on the discretionary action of organizational members in the context of
decision m<lking will be discussed. This thesis explores the determination ofclient eligibility
for legal aid and the general delivery of services via the decision making process. An
exploration of the process by which decisions are made in service organizations is essential
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because the implementation ofpolicies by street-level bureaucrats has the potential to impact
on the life chances of those individuals seeking these services.
2.3.1 The Decision Making Process
Mintzberg el al. (1976) conducted a field study oftwenty·five decisions to initiate mandatory
retirement at age sixty-five in various organizational settings. The settings ranged from a
small manufacturing business to a hospital. Participants for this study consisted of persons
holding upper level executive positions. To facilitate an understanding of decision making,
the authors drew on the notion that each "decision maker dcals with unstructured situations
by factoring them into familiar, structurable elements" (Mintzberg et aI., 1976:247). Based
on this assumption, the authors proposed that all twenty·five decisions could be represented
by one model of decision making with some minor alterations. The authors utilized the
notion of satisfieing27, whereby decision makers attempt 10 reduce the complexity of the
decision making environment through problem solving shortcuts (Mintzberg et aI.,
1976:247).
According to Paul Nut! (1984:414), Mintzberg et al.'s study "made a key contribution
by identifying key phases ofdecision making and external factors that influence" the decision
making process. In a longitudinal study of seventy-eight case studies of decision making,
Nun (1984:414) aimed to explain the process whereby managers make decisions. The author
maintains that decision making processes can be explored by either imposing a framework
27 This concept was originated by Simon (1960) who maintains that decision makers
will accept incomplete searches or 'salisfice' when making complex and political decisions.
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upon the data or examining the data for patterns. The storytelling ofparticipants is "conlent
analyzed to detennine how decision making is conducted within organizations" (Nutt,
1984:415), According to Nut! (1984:415), the "emergent approach used by Soelberg (1967),
Bower (1970), Witte (1972), Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and Theoret (1976), and others
examines the raw data (each case) and use intuition to organize decision activities into
patterns that describe the nature and sequence of key phases and within-phase steps." A
framework for the decision making process, constructed by Carroll and Johnson (1990) (see
4.1), and a search for patterns v.'Cre utilized to examine the data for the present thesis.
Although Nutt (1984:415) maintains the framework approach can become unwieldy when
many case studies are examined, as it becomes difficult to "tease out patterns," only one ease
study was utilized to collect data for this study. Therefore, the data were not considered to
be unwieldy.
Peyrot (1982) conducted a study that focussed primarily on caseload management in
a community mental health care agency. The discretionary act of choosing suitable clients
(screening and assigning applicants) was explored as a way to regulate limited agency
resources. Peyrot's (1982) study is the sole research project considered in this literature
review that utilized the stage model of the decision making process across multiple job
categories (both professional and non.professional) and within a service organization. In
Perot's (1982) study, participant observation and imerviews were used to collect data
regarding the detennination of diem eligibility for organizational services. The decision
making process began with the applicant's first contact with the agency through the
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switchboard operator/receptionist. Workers made decisions concerning whether the agency
could fulfill the needs of each client, while detennining whether or nOllhe case constituted
an emergency. The next stage included the client's contact with a medical case worker who
was required 10 assign the client to a care provider. The final stage included the care provider
who decided on a treatment for the client.
While medical case workers considered the entire agency caseload when making a
decision, findings indicate that the hands-on care providers were concerned only with those
cases assigned to them (a subset of the agency's easelaad). "Designations of clients as
suitable, which threatened to increase demands on an overburdened staff ... were rigorously
tested before bcingaccepted" (Pcyrot, 1982: 165). Furthennore, staffmembers were more apt
to underestimate as opposed 10 overestimate client suitability. In contrast to many studies
focussing on the decision making of managers, this study acknowledges the discretionary
power of organizational workers holding lower level positions. Therefore, Peyrot's study is
particularly relevant to this thesis in that it investigates decisions made at many levels of a
service organization. In addition, Peyrot (1982:166) suggests that a contextual model
integrating features such as client attributes and caseload management "would be an
important contribution to the study of decision-making:' Thus, the organizational
environment of legal aid will be explored in this thesis to detennine how much it impinges
on the delivery of services to clients. Next, the concepts of decision making and discretion
in the context of service organizations will be discussed.
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2.3.2 Street·Level Bureaucrats: Decision Making and Discretion1.l
Kelly (1994) conducted a qualitative study of the relationship between discretionary action
and the social judgement of street-level bureaucrats.29 The author maintains that
organizational cultures have the potential to facilitate or constrain the actor's view ofjustice
in relation to their discretionary action. The target population interviewed for this study
consisted of schoolteachers who worked in an educational institution and office workers
employed in an Employment Development Department (EDD). The findings indicate that
when teachers believe they have more control over situations, and constraints are perceived
as manageable, discretionary actions are generated according to their sense of justice. A
majority of EOD workers, on the other hand, emphasize structural constraints (Le.
departmental rules and constraints on time) as circumventing actions that could potentially
lead to fair outcomes for clients. When EDD workers perceive their environment as less rule-
centered, individual client factors (the attributes ofeach case) are perceived as having greater
n Lipsky (1976: 176) maintains that although the street-level bureaucrat "works within
abureaucratie structure, his [sicj independence on thejob is fairly extensive." These workers'
maintain independence in their work role, which enables them to use their discretion when
making decisions. Referring to Lipsky's definition of discretion as a "range of choice within a set
of parameters" (Lipsky, 1980), Scolt (1997:37) maintains that the parameters in which choices
are made can be identified as "OrganiUltional rules, or they can be externally sourced, being
grounded in laws or even nonns or codes associatcd with profcssional practice." Notably, the
powcr of discretionary action held by street-level bureaucrats has the potential to affcct the
clients "significantly" (Lipsky, 1976:176).
~ Kelly (1994) defines street-level bureaucrats as those individuals who execute public
policy at the lowest level.
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influence over the workers' discretionary action.:lO To this extent EDD workers and teachers
were found to arrive at their decisions in a similar manner.
Similarly, Cantley and Hunter (1985) conducted a case study of criteria that General
Practitioners (GPs) usc to suppon decisions regarding referrals to geriatric clinics and
admissions to hospital beds for the elderly. They conclude thai GPs exercise a vast amount
of discretion when handling referrals for future patient care. Individual attributes of the
doctors have been found 10 influence decision making. The ffi3[llJCr in which GPs utilize
services depends on their "perceptions and expectations of other services," in addition to
their perception of"their ofown skills and responsibilities" (Cantley and Hunter, 1985:283).
As several studies in the literature document, the environment in which services are rendered
loclients influences decision making. Professionals are simultaneously influenced by intcrnal
pressures such as patient complaints and by external pressures such as insufficient resources
or other service operations.J1
In an experimental studyoffaetors that detennine discretion by public administrators
when delivering organizational services, Scott (1997) found that organizational control
followed by client charactcristics had the greatest influence ovcrthe delivery ofservices. The
,l(I Clark-Daniels and Daniels (1995) conducted a case study of social workers' street-
level decision making and their application ofdecision rules to service rationing in elder
mistreatment JXIlicies. The findings indicate that structurally oriented administrative power had a
greater impact on decisions relative to the individual social worker's gatekeeping power.
II For similar studies see White's (1998) study of bureaucratic and lived time within
social service departments and Yoels and Clair's (1994) study of medical interns who attempt to
limit the emotional demands of clients, thereby saving time (see below 2.5.1).
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professional as a specialist was also found to be influential, hut to a lesser degree. The
findings indicate thai client attributes greatly influence dedsions made by service providers
at both high and low levels of organizational control. Accordingly, persons identified as
high-compassion clients were provided with grealer benefits and services by organizational
members.
Difficulties can be found with experimental studies. Data were collccte<lthrough a
laboratory experiment wherein an artificial training session was developed for hiring new
case workers in a public assistance agency (Scott, 1997:40). While compassion as an
individual attribute of the decision maker was examined, the question remains how the
decision maker can truly feel compassion for a client when he or she is aware the applicant
is not actually in a situation that calls for compassion. Although laboratory experiments can
pennit the oontrol of one variable relative to others, the social reality of face-to-face
interactions between service provider and client cannot be reconstructed in a laboratory
setting. Nonetheless, this experimental study is similarto Cantley and Hunter's (1985) study
in whieh the findings indicate that individual attitudes toward clients have the potential to
affect services rendered. Similar to other researchers above, Scott (1997) maintains that the
organizational environment must be accounted for when analyzing decisions made by public
administrators in service organizations.
Organizational dynamics differ between organizations that seek to increase resources
by way of gaining clientele compared to service-oriented organizations such as legal aid
wherein clientele are striving to obtain services. The majority of organizations referred to
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above have utilized strategic decision making processes. Acoordingly, decisions arc executed
as part of a strategic evene1 meant to advance resources or other advantages for the
organi:mlion. Excluding Peyrot's (1982) study of caseload management, the majority of
studies examined above used managers or executives as the target population. There are few
studies of the decision making process thai include lower-level workers as the target
population with the exception ofparticipative decision making (POM) studies.)] These types
ofstudies include the participant as a stakeholder with regard to the decision being made as
opposed 10 an organizational member who makes decisions regarding the delivery of
services. Although organizational parameters (i .e. internal organizational rules and externally
sourced rules of professional conduct) limit the choices a service provider can dispense to
clients, there is much discretion on the part of organizational members. A review of the
literature suggests that organizational environments should be explored in order to advance
II Through an examination of power in the strategic decision making process, Wilson el
a!. (1986) examine how managers are constrained by "organizational repertoires of decision
procedures." Sharfman and Dean (1997) examine the requirement for flexibility in the strategic
decision making process by examining infonnational processing and ideological perspectives.
For an examination of four models (the unitary rational, the organizational, the political and the
contextual) utilized to"predict and understand slrategic decisions in organizations" see
Schocmakcr (1993). For additional studies ofslralegic decision making see Butler cl al. (1991)
and Harrison and Phillips(I99I)
II Black and Gregersen (1997) eonducted a study of participative decision-making
regarding the relationship between the employee's involvement in decision.making processes
relative 10 their satisfaction and perfonnance levels within a multi-national manufacturing
organization. Locke et a!. (1997:295-6), in Iheir study of participative decision making, argue
that rDM (as an organizational process) should be used to explore information exchange and
knowledge transfer as opposed to furthering motivation and commitment. For a study of rOM,
job autonomy lind perceived eontrol see Evans and Fischer (1992).
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an understanding of me decision making process. Next, prominent themes found within the
literature on emolionallabour will be discussed.
2.4 Emotional Labour
This section will begin with a discussion of prominent themes found in the literature on
emotional labour. The first theme is the consequences ofcmotionallahour both negative and
positive (2.4.1). The second theme is the gender differences among those who experience
emolionallabour(2.4.2). Finally, studies ofemotional labour considered most relevant to Ihe
current thesis will be explored in detail (2.4.3). There are no studies that have used this
concept in tenns of understanding legal aid organizations. Emotional labour includes
feelingsl4 that are "underplayed, overplayed, neutralized, or changed according 10 specific
organizational feeling rules and in order to advance organizational goals" (Yanay and Shahar,
1998:347). Feeling rules occur when the company infonns the worker ofthe "right" way to
interpret "incidents and evenlS during work" hours (Yanay and Shahar, 1998:347-8).
In the legal aid environment, organizational members from a variety ofoccupational
categories experience emotional labour. Nonetheless, Yanayand Shahar (1998:370)
maintain, "emotional labor in professional organizations is not easily identified or
recognized, mainly because rules of regulation and disciplinary practices are disguised as
ethical codes, professional techniques, and special knowledge."
J4 While there has been "an enormous shifi from a strictly rationalist icviewof
organizations" in organi7.ational theory, there is very little emphasis on "feelings" (Fineman,
1993:1)
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2.4.1 Consequences of Emotional Labour
Morris and Feldman (1996: I006) maintain that the majority ofresearch on emotional labour
has focussed on the "negative consequences for employee well-being." Problematic in
discussions ofonly thc negative aspects ofemotional labour is Ihe misguided assumption that
workers are unable to control their personal emotions because man~gers exercise control
within the context arthe work environment. Disregarding the worker's control over their
emotions ignores the agency of the individual v,"Orker. My research does not indicate an
attempt by managers to control the emotional labour of organizational members. Emotional
labour emerges as a consequence of working in the context of the legal aid environment.
Wharton (1993:218), in her study of the social-psychological consequences of
frontline service work, found that "emotional labor is positively related to job satisfaction."
This finding is "consistent with prior research (e.g., Hodson, 1989; Wharton and Baron,
1987, 1991)" indicating that "women and those with high job autonomy or high job
involvement express higher levels of job satisfaction than other workers" (Wharton,
1993:218). Furthennore, Wharton's (1993:226-7) study found that ''the impacts of job
autonomy,job involvement, and self-monitoring on emotional exhaustion differ depending
on whether the respondent perfonns emotional labor." For instance, while high job
involvement was found to have positive consequences for a worker's sense ofwell being, the
opposite effects were found for those individuals who perform emotional labour. Jobs that
have a combination of emotional labour and job characteristics consisting of low job
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autonomy, longer working hours and increased tenure were found to have higher levels of
job exhaustion (Wharton, 1993:227).
In a later paper, Wharton (1999) maintains that emotional labour may not necessarily
be associated with negative outcomes. Notably, studies such as Wharton (1993) and Wharton
and Erickson (1995) and Adelman (1995) found that "workers who performed emotional
labour no more likely than others 10 report job burnout ... [also) they were significantly more
satisfied with their jobs than other workers" (Wharton, 1999:165). However, in a study of
worker burnout, Maslach (1982) maintains thai higher levels of emotional exhaustion are
associated with workers who have frequent face-Io-face interactions with clients. In a
participant observation study of a McDonald's restaurant and a Combined Insurance
Company, Leidner found that many service workers do not possess a status shield to protect
them from emotional onslaughts precipitated by clients. Nonetheless, "extreme routinization
of the job and standardization of the interactions made it easier for workers to avoid taking
mistreatment personally or seeing themselves as deserving the low regard in which many
obviously held them" (Leidner, 1999:92).
In an essay examining the psychological well-being of workers, Ashforth and
Humphrey (1993:89) utilize social identity theory to argue that the negative effects of
emotional labour can be decreased through an individual's personal and social idemities.
Positive effects can be found when a worker performing a service identifies with the person
for whom they perform the service. Ashforth and Humphrey (1993:89) maintain that
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emotional labour can facilitate task effectiveness and self-expression, but it may be a causal
factor in emotional dissonancell and self-alienation.
Studies conducted on emotional labour demonstrate that emotional labour in the
context of service organizations can result in such negative consequences as worker burnout
and job exhaustion. Frequent face-la-face interactions with clients can lead to emotional
exhaustion for workers. However, other studies reveal the existence ofposilive consequences
such as increased job satisfaction. For this thesis the negative consequences of emotional
labour are particularly relevant as most workers in the legal aid organization experienced
negative as opposed to positive consequences
2.4.2 Gender Differences Regarding Emotional Labour
GenderdifTerenceshave been found to be important variables in the workplace. Forexample,
Hunt (1984) maintains that within the police academy, a dichotomy exists between the work
roles of males and females. While "high status 'men's work'" involves work tasks such as
crime fighting, "low status 'women's work'" involves work tasks such as social relationsand
secretarial labour (Hunt, 1984:287). Nicky James (1989: 19), in a study ofemotional labour
and the social regulation of feelings in the public and private domain, argues that present
fonns ofemotional labour construct an image ofwomen as "unskilled" while simultaneously
lJ Raraeli and Sutton (1987:32) designate emotional dissonance as "person-role
conflict, or a clash between personal values and role requirements" identified as a "clear threat to
employee well-being." In a qualitative study orbill collectors, Sullon (1991) found that
socialization practices were initiated to reduce the dissonance between the workers' actual felt
emotions and their expressed emotions when interacting with clients. The potentiality of
employees feeling sympathy forclienls when they are supposed to be hard on them was thought
to create emotional dissonance for the worker.
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stigmatizing them as emotional rather than rational persons. Accordingly, emotional labour
is perceived as a task that women naturally perfonn in the workplace.
Hochschild's (1983) study of flight attendants indicates that women are less likely
than men to have protection from emotional labour in the ronn of status shields. In contrast,
from a quantitative study of frontline workers in both banking and hospital industries,
Wharton (1993) found that being a female did not increase the worker's chances of
experiencing emotional exhaustion when doing emotional labour. Similarly, from a data set
collected while developing the Gender Neutral Comparison System (ONeS) Steinberg and
Figart (1999: 189), found that "emotional labour and emotional demands are not confined
primarily 10 female occupations." Furthennore, the authors maintain that "occupations with
very different gender labels can contain similardimcnsionsofemotional skills and demands"
(Steinberg and Figart, 1999: 189).
This review of studies on emotional labour indicates that males have greater
protcction from the effects ofemotional labour in their occupations, relative to females. This
is particularly relevant to the current thesis because all the support workers arc female, while
the majority of professionals are male. Next, studies of emotional labour in service
organizations will be discussed in detail.
2.4.3 Emotional Labour in Service Organizations
Lupton's (1996) qualitative study of interactive communication among doctors and patients
in Sydney, Australia found that patients perceive doctors to be good or bad based on their
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interaction with them. Utilizing both Giddens' (1990) argument that "trust in intimate
relationships involves mutual self-disclosure" and Foucault's (1978) conception that
individuals who reveal important details about themselves have less power relative to those
who hear their confessions. Lupton (1996: 168) argues that some aspects of trust arc no!
encouraged in the professional-client relationship. While the patient is required to divulge
intimate thoughts, the doctor is not required to reciprocate. The majority ofpatients consider
interpersonal communication with their doctor more important compared to the expert
medical knowledge of the professional. The ability of the doctors to '''listen' and
'communicate' and their willingness to 'spend time with you' and 'talk things over'" were
considered significant to the client's perception of the doctor (Lupton, 1996:159). Bad
doctors were characterized as "not listening to the patients concerns or questions" and
spending insufficient time with patients overall (Lupton, 1996:160). Thus, unequal power
relationships are viewed as contributing to the negative perception of professional-client
relationships. This particular finding links the concept ofemotional labour to the allocation
of time in relationships and organizations.
Yanayand Shahar (1998) conducted an ethnographic study of psychology student
counsellors in a psychiatric facility in Israel. The student's work role consisted of acting as
companions to facility residents. One aim of the study was to explore the students' emotion
management, particularly how the students "dealt with their own emotionality in relation to
the professional ideologyofemotional self-control" (Yanay and Shahar, 1998). Feeling rules,
J6
objectivity, neutrality and caring were concepts used to examine the power ofprofessionals
and their limitations. Students were socialized to believe that the display ofloo many feelings
when interacting with residents, whether affection or anger, was improper behaviour. Rather
than drawing upon professional emotional distance or neutrality when interacting with
psychiatric residents, students tended 10 react emotionally. According to Yanay and Shahar
(1998:370), the display of the "right feelings" emphasizes a "legitimate contrast between
common sentiments [unprofessional display of emotions] and the science of emotions
[professional display ofemotions]." Accordingly, the authorsmaimain that "emotional labor
in professional service organizations is the product of contested professional discourse"
(Vanay and Shahar, 1998:371).
Although the legal aid organi7..ation is oriented towards the goal of providing legal
services to those unable to afford these services, legal aid workers are required to manage the
emotions of clients prior to achieving this organizational goal. Whether employers monitor
or direct the emotional labour of workers is contingent on the organization's demand for
clients. Organizations such as "government agencies and other providers with a captive
customer base. . are less likely to focus on the quality of their workers' emotional labor"
because the employers are secure in the knowledge that they have "a steady demand for its
services regardless of the quality of service interactions" (Leidner, 1999:84). Nonetheless,
as shall be seen in chapter five, this organizational dynamic does not prevent the occurrence
of emotional labour.
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2.5 Time
The nolion ofclock time (also known as chronological time or even time), defined as unitary,
linear and mechanical, "hasevolved historically" in western culture (Bluedorn and Denhardt,
1988:300-2) through industrial control of work-time. Hassard (1989) maintains thaI
conceptualizations of time as quantitative and homogenous advance a limited view of time
(see also Clark, 1985; Whipp, 1994; Holmer-Nadescn, 1997). In this section, research on
time will be discussed briefly. Only studies utilizing qualitative research methods will be
discussed in detail as these studies are most applicable to the current thesis. Notably, there
are few research studies that have used qualitative methodology to explore the element of
time in organizations. There are no studies that have critically applied the concept of time
to a study of legal aid in Canada. Although time is a "fundamental dimension of
organizational life and action," this concept has been neglected in the current literature
(Butler, 1995:925), Existent studies conceptualize time in terms oflinearity, rationality and
quantitative aspects.
Gherardi and Strati (1988: 149) maintain studies of "time and motion '<' the
reduction of working hours, shift work, the allocation oftime in strategic choices, planning
schedules, the time-horizon ofan organizational actor when dealing with a cenain event" are
all comparable in the sense that all these studies utilize units of "objective and external
time," In contrast to this objective way of studying time, Gherardi and Strati (1988:149)
argue for "a plurality of internal and panicular times within each individual organization."
Whipp's (1994) review of the literature on lime criticises the dominant vicw of time as
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regular and linear, in the context of western society. Whipp (1994: 100) argues that although
the concept of lime as regular and linear is dominant in the study of time management, this
view of time is rudimentary and undeveloped as many "meanings" of time exist in
organizations. Whipp (1994) emphasized the need to contextualize the pluralityofmeanings
of time. While Whipp (1994) recommends further studies of time as non-linear and
subjective within the context of management studies, there is a need 10 explore time within
a variety ofareas, particularly service delivery organizations.
In an essay on time, Butler (1995:925) delineates a "conceptual framework for
thinking about lime in organizations." This model delineates organizational time as a socially
constructed variable whereby the focus on time is based on "the interpretation and
experience of' events occurring in the present (Butler, 1995:925-6), Sahay (1997:240)
maintains that the view oftime as a unilear variable, as discussed in Bluedorn and Denhardt
(1988) and Butler' (1995), "seems to imply that time is rather unproblematic and
measurable." Whether the variable is treated as dependent or independent, Sahay(1997:240)
maintains that limitations are placed on the notion of time that "prevent a deeper and more
sophisticated analysis relating to the constituting and constituted nature of time with respect
to social practices." The next section will provide a detailed analysis ofqualitative research
studies utilizing the element of time to explore various facets of work processes and
organizations.
36 Although Sahay (1997) delineates the publication year as 1996, the correct date for
Butler's study is t995.
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2.5.1 Qualitative Studies of Time
Fine (1990) conducted a qualitative case study offour restaurant kitchens utilizing participant
observation. The target population for this study included restaurant cooks. This study
demonstrated that features external to work tasks have the potential to influence the amount
of time required 10 conduct work tasks. According to Fine (1990: III), organizational work
periods that are both rushed and slow have the potential 10 "provide insight into the ways in
which workers attempt to structure their jobs to make them self-satisfying and to provide
themselves with some measure of autonomy." The following topics were investigated in
Fine's study: synchronization pertaining to the interdependence of workers required to
perform work tasks; sequencing and prioritization of work tasks (i.e. the necessity for one
task to be conducted prior to another); and finally the duration of time required to conduct
work tasks. The findings indicate that work demands which imposed time limitations have
the potential to cause felt emotions. For example, cooks felt angry and tossed a plate offood
in the garbage on some occasions when the number of food orders bL-came high.
Furthennore, control overwork time was deemed important with regard to work satisfaction.
For instance, cooks would occasionally take a break regardless ofthe consequences, such as
backed.up food orders, ensued by annoyed customers and employers.
Yoels and Clair (1994) conducted a study of the management of time as a scarce
resource from the perspective of medical school residents. The study took place over a two
year period. In this study, time was explored as a central component of social organization.
The authors explored how medical residents sought to control their work through the
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management oftime. Residents learn to manage their work time as part of their professional
socialization. Additional findings indicate that controlling lime was viewed as a way of
"limiting the emotionaJ demands on doctors" (Yocls and Clair, 1994:200). Although
residents would cause hospital patients to wait, these patients would direct their anger
towards the nurses. Yoels and Clair (1994:197) maintain that "low-income, minority
patients" may perceive the nurses as possessing less power and status relative to the
residents, thus acting as a less threatening outlct for their anger. The nurses, in tum, were
angry towards the residents because the residents were deemed to be the cause of the
patients' anger. This study shows the link between time and the need to manage the emotions
ofclients. Organizational time pressures can affect the emotions ofworkers and subsequently
the delivery of services to clients.
In an ethnographic study of social workers in a social services agency in Britain,
White (1998) argued that time has a central place in the delivery of social services. The
author maintains that both structural, bureaucratic characteristics and human agency
influence the practice of delivering services in organizations. White (1998) explored the
social workers' work routines and the linguistic practices utilized in negotiations of time. In
White's study two meanings oftime are explored: bureaucratic rational time and lived time.
Lived time involves the agency of the social workers and their control over their personal
time in the private sphere. White (1998:57) maintains that rational time, delineated as elock
time, "dominates human experiences" in western societies, particularly in complex
bureaucracies such as social service departments. The distinction between bureaucratic and
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lived time involves the recognition that the client's life progresses whether or not the social
workers are present. Also, the clients' life-world impacts on the activities of the social
workers employed in the service organization. For example, during a social worker's
vacation many events may have occurred in a client's life. These events have the potential
to influence the social worker's activities upon his or her return from vacation. In essence,
this means that the client's life-world has an influence on the social worker's activities.
Although social workers are professionals who maintain a degree ofprofessional autonomy
and negotiate work time through. discourse, rational time is viewed as exerting much
influence over the professional-client relationship (White, 1998:63). The social workers'
discretionary capability and the structural constraints of the organization influence the
delivery of services in service organizations.
The literature discussed in the final section ofthis chapter supports the view that time
can be explored in a variety of ways. However, there are few studies that use qualitative
methodology to explore time in organizations. As such, there is a need to explore the
subjective experiences of workers and professionals in the context of organizations.
Furthermore, there is a need to differentiate among the experiences of a variety of
organizational employees holding different positions within an organization. Such studies,
conducted by Fine (1990) and Yocls and Clair (1994), delineate the importance ofanalyzing
time from a qualitative perspective. They provide valuable insight for the current study
because they establish a link between emotionalism and time in work organizations.
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2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed literature relevant to a study of legal aid and the subsequent
delivery of services to clients. An exploration of the various models of delivering legal aid
in Canada was provided, followed by a brief exploration of legal aid studies conducted in
other countries. The study ofJegal aid in Canada, particularly the province ofNewfoundland,
is largely undeveloped. The decision making process was explored next in relation to the
discretionary capability of street-level bureaucrats. For the purposes of this thesis, it is
important 10 examine the discretionary capability held by street level bureaucrats because
they have the potential to impact the life chances of individuals seeking legal aid services.
Next, cmotionallaoour in teons of both fXlsitive and negative consequences was discussed.
Notably, the negative consequences of emotional labour are more relevant to an
understanding of service delivery in the Newfoundland Legal Aid System. The effect of
emotional labour was explored in relation to traditionally held female and male occupations.
This is particularly relevant to this study because all support workers are female, while a
majority of the professionals are male. Lastly, the element of time was explored in relation
to the organizational time pressures while working in service organizations. The experience
of emotional labour and the pressures of time have the potential to interact and negatively
affect the delivery of services to clients of service organizations.
The following chapter will describe the methodology used to collect and analyze the
data presented in chapters four, five and six.
Chapter 3 Research Methodology
3,1 Introduction to Qualitative and Quantitative Research Methodologies
This chapter will describe the methodology used in this thesis. Qualitative and quantitative
methods attempt to "study and represent social life in different ways" (Ragin, 1994:155).
Greater reliability can be attached to conclusions based on quantitative data from a large
nwnber ofcases. In contrast, qualitative research methods emphasize "similarities" through
the construction of a "single, composite portrait of the case" (Ragin, 1994:87). Qualitative
research is usually inductive as opposed to deductive. Accordingly, "researchers develop
concepts, insights, and understanding from pattems in the data, rather than collecting data
to assess preconceived models, hypotheses or theories" (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984:5) as
would be the case when utilizing quantitative research methodologies.
Research data are judged according to the criteria of validity and reliability.
According to Babbie (1998:303):
Validilyconcems whcther measurements actually measure what they're supposed
to rather than measuring something else. Reliability, on the other hand, is a matter
of dependability: If you made the same measurement again and again, would you
get the same resull?
Quantitative research methods such as highly structured questionnaires rely on consistency
when collecting data. Qualitative methods, on the other hand, emphasize the "immersion of
the social researcher in the research setting and the effort to uncover the meaning and
significance of social phenomena" (Ragin, 1994:88). Accordingly, qualitative research
methodologies "refer 10 the meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics, metaphors,
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symbols and descriptions of things" (Berg, 1995:3). Exploratory studies are milized
"essentially whenever a researcher is breaking new ground, and they can almost always yield
new insights into a topic for research" (Babbie, 1998:91). The flexibility, inherent in
qualitative methods, allows the researcher (0 "modify [their] research at any time" (Babbie.
1998: 198) in an effort 10 pursue unanticipated themes. Qualitative methodology will be
utili7..ed to explore the work roles of the people working for legal aid and the subsequent
delivery of legal aid services in the Newfoundland legal aid organization.
3.2 Participants
"Inductive researchers begin by assuming their naivete about the phenomenon ofinterest, and
use the exploratory phase to acquire new insights, particularly through the perceptions of
those who inhabit the research site" (Palys, 1997:78). Members oforganizations accumulate
experiential knowledge with regard to the day-to-day functioning of the organization.
Therefore, support staff and legal aid lawyers were specifically sought for their knowledge
ofthe legal aid process thai determines applicant eligibility for legal aid funding. The target
population for this study consisted of support staffand lawyers who had direct contact with
clients of the Newfoundland legal aid organi7.ation. Twenty-four organizational members
were interviewed for this study: thirteen stafTlawyers, two intake workers, two receptionists,
six legal secretaries and a senior official for Legal Aid. Intake workers (also known as
financial assessment officers) conduct financial assessments that determine whether
applicants qualify for legal aid based on their financial status. Legal aid lawyers (also known
as staff lawyers) determine whether an applicant qualifies for legal aid based on the legal
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merits of their case. Staff lawyers work for legal aid on a pennanent basis as opposed 10
private lawyers who choose to provide legal services for clients on a fee-for-service basis,17
3.3 Sampling
Two broad types of sampling techniques are used to collect research data. These include
probability and nonprobability sampling. The former is utilized to provide "an efficient
method for selecting a sample that should adequately reflect variation that exists in the
population" (Babbie, 1998: 198). A non-probability sampling technique, known as purposive
sampling, was utilized to facilitate the exploratory nature orlhis research project. This type
of sampling stipulates that "people or locations are intentionally sought because they meet
some criterion for inclusion in the study" (Palys, 1997:37). The Newfoundland Legal Aid
System was intentionally sought as a research site and organizational members as
participants because the primary objective of this research project included an exploration
of the decision making process dctennining client eligibility for legal aid services in this
province. Because the target population was not randomly selected, the results of this study
cannot be considered entirely representative of other legal aid offices.
While the total population ofworkers in the non-professional occupations are female
(including intake workers, legal secretariesand receptionists), a clear majority ofprofessional
workers are male. Only one ofthe lawyers interviewed for my study is female, the remaining
twelve are male. The data collection spanned the months ofNovember 1999 to March 2000.
J1 Additional information regarding the duties and responsibilities of each occupational
categol)' will be delineated in the data analysis chapters (see chapters 4, 5 Rlld6).
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However, the majority of interviews were conducted in the months of December 1999 and
January 2000.
Data were collected from one legal aid office located in 81. John's and one smaller
office located outside 81. John's. As various offices are spread across the island (see 1.4),
these sites were chosen due to their geographical location relative to 81. John's, where I
reside. While a third legal aid office, located outside erSt. John's, was initially proposed, I
was unable to gain access. rwas specifically informed that if I was granted access, I would
be contacted. Otherwise it was recommended that I should not call again.
3.4 Designing the Questionnaires
Given the contrastingjob categories among the participants and their different work roles and
level afknowledge of the organization, five different questionnaires ....·ere developed. Each
participant was asked questions based on their work role in the organization. Questionnaires
wcre constructed based on information gathered through a standard literature rcview.
However, specific questions to obtain information regarding the internal operation of the
Newfoundland legal aid organization had to be developed. To aid the construction ofthc
research design, a preliminary intervicw with an intake worker was conducted. Anthony
Giddens' theoretical orientation, conceptually identified as structuration theory (see 1.3), was
utilized to aid the design of the questionnaires. Structuration theory helped form questions
that would unearth data from both an agency and organizational structural perspective.
According to Ragin (1994:91), "without concepts, it is impossible to select evidence,
arrange facts, or make sense ofthe infinite amount of infonnation that can be gleaned from
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asingle case." The original point offocus for this research project consisted ofgathering data
regarding the decision making process as a social practice in the legal aid organization.
Accordingly, the interview questionnaires consisted of the following sections: the process
of applying for legal aid, the duties and responsibilities of the organizational members, the
role ofcomputerapplications in the legal aid organization, and the goals, rules and resources
viewed as regulating client eligibility for legal aid funding (see appendix II). During the
process ofgathering data, additional themes were discovered. A major unexpected theme that
emerged during the process of gathering and analyzing the data was emotional labour.
A balance between fannal and infonnal phrasing afthe questions was sought. Despite
this effort to ensure full comprehensibility and clearness of the proposed questions,
additional explanation was provided to clarify questions. Characteristic of qualitative
methodologies, the researcher is permitted to clarify questions without compromising the
participant's response and the ensuant data. However, if the researcher is required to
repeatedly interpret a question, it should be revised. Furthennore, a participant may interpret
their lack ofunderstanding adversely, thereby causing them to feel inadequate. Ethically this
is unsound. Other participants may simply become bored, impatient or irritated with
awkward questions. Consequently, the quality ofthe research data could be affected. In fact,
requests for clarification occurred infrequently and rarely involved the same question.
A combination of open-ended and structured questions, known as funneling, was
utilized to design the questionnaires (Palys, 1997:166). Open-ended questions allow for
greater detail and responses considered salient by the individual. Furthennore, these types
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of questions allow the "informants responses to be minimally affected by Ihc researcher"
(Palys, 1997:166).lI Structured questions allow participants respite from long drawn-out
responses. Questions were designed to elicit responses whether participants provided positive
or negative responses (i.e. ifyes or ifno, see appendix II). This structural design minimized
the potential for non-informative, monosyllabic responses.
3.5 Gaining Access: Disappointing Time Delays
An irrefutable truth regarding methodological approaches, whether quantitative or
qualitative, surrounds the inability 10 remove all subjectivity from the research design, the
collection of data and subsequent analysis orthe data. Becker maintains (1966:242) Ihat "it
is not possible" to conduct "research that is uncontaminated by personal and political
sympathies." As such,the researcher's values have the potential to impact upon some aspect
of the research process. According to Palys (1997:8),
Researchers are people too ... like everyone, they bringccnain understandillgs and
values along on their voyage of discovery. If that baggage goes unacknowledged,
social scientists risk becoming 'knowledge lobbyists' whose 'truths' renect little
more than personal biascs.
Subjectivity will enter any research study whether or not all social researchers agree with this
statement. Consequently, it is important that social scientists acknowledge their position with
regard to their research project. This section will acknowledge my individual frustration
whilc attempting to gain access to the legal aid organization. It is also important to
n For infonnation on reactive bias, see below 3.8.1.
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acknowledge the difficulties ofattempting to gain access to organizations for the purpose of
oonducling research studies.
Access 10 the legal aid organization was fraught with difficulties. Several months
after I decided 10 do my thesis in the area of legal aid, [contacted a membe~9 oftegal aid to
inquire about the likelihood that an MA student would be pennitted to conduct a study of
their organization. I was told that a meeting could be set up with one aCthe intake workers.
During this phone call I attempted to explain the aim of my study, but the organizational
member appeared uninterested in the details. During the final stages of my research design,
I contacted this member to reaffinn access. On this occasion, the worker appeared to be
irritated as access had been previously granted. Although I was encouraged that access would
not be denied, I was also uncasy as I felt that the extent of my study had not been fully
recognized. However, I did not want to cause any negativity. Conscquently, I thanked this
person as I ended the telephone conversation. Following my interview with the intake
worker, which was set up by legal aid, problems arose. When I contacted the second intake
worker to conduct an intcrvicw, shc informed me that she did not know anything about my
research project. Therefore, she would have to obtain permission prior to being interviewed.
The following day, the worker that I had originally contacted regarding access to the legal
aid organization contacted me. Contrary to the previous phone calls, I was asked pertinent
39 Forethical reasons, this individual's work position and gender will not be identified.
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questions involving the nature army study. Then, I was infonned that I would be contacted
at a later date.
Next, a senior official at Legal Aid contacted me. He infonncd me that I would
require pcnnission from the Legal Aid Commission prior to the commencement of a study.
Accordingly, I scnt a copy ofmy proposal, a release fonn and a letter outlining my intentions
10 the Legal Aid Commission. Approximately a week and a halflater, I received a letter from
a senior official at Legal Aid stating that the commission members wished to meet with me
during their monthly conference meeting. The upcoming meeting would be held during the
week of October 11.15, 1999. I was very pleased with his prompt reply. Consequently, I
called legal aid to confinn a time. I was infonned by my original contact that I would be
contacted later in the week to set up a time. By the week of October the II"', I had not
received a phone call. Consequently, J attempted to establish contact with the person who
was slated to confirm my meeting with members ofthe Legal Aid Commission. However,
I was unable to establish contact. Concerned, I called a receptionist who informed me that
my contact was already attending the conference.
At this point, I was slightly overwhelmed at the swell of road blocks. As J had been
ready to begin interviewing for several weeks, time was a consideration. If I could not meet
with the commission members at this time, I would have to wait another month. With utter
frustration, I realized that I wanted an answer regardless of whether it was positive or
negative. I did not feel comfonable at an impasse. Armed with information I could make
other plans, whether or not this included the development of a new research proposal.
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Uncertainty regarding pennission to conduct a study is not a secure place for any social
researcher (Crompton and Jones, 1988:69), least of all a student whose MA degree is
contingent upon finishing a thesis
Fortunately, the receptionist pa%ed along my message to a senior official al Legal
Aid. He contacted me about two hours later 10 schedule an appointment to meet with
members orthe Legal Aid Commission. Although I am currently unaware of any reasons for
forgotten phone calls or misunderstandings, I suspect Ihis particularworker(my contact) was
simply busy. While I had attempted to express my intentions clearly on two occasions in an
effort to establish access to the organization, I believe the organizational member that I
contacted focussed on the word student. Consequently, this member did not feel it necessary
to hear or ask questions regarding my intentions for a proposed study. Initially, I thought the
word student would invoke a less threatening image, thereby facilitating my effort to study
the organization. For this study, I believe I was incorrect.
While this study was important for me as a student researcher, I realize that my
original contact might have considered this study less important relative to the day-to-day
work priorities and funetioningofthe organization. Delays are simply part ofthe process of
gaining access to organizations. Indeed, organizational members must ensure that their
interests are protected. Researchers such as Taylor and Bogdan (1984:19) state, "it is not
uncommon for researchers to 'to spin their wheels' for weeks, even months trying to break
into a setting." My experience while attempting to gain access to the legal aid organization
confirms this assertion.
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3.5.1 Meeting with the Board Members
According to Taylor and Bogdan (1984:20), it is important to convince gatekeepers that you
are "a nonthreatening person who will not hann their organization in any way." Accordingly,
social researchers should delineate identifiable payoffs to members ofthe organization as an
avenue to gaining formal access to an organizational setting (Hertz and Imber, 1995:46). In
my opening statement to the members of the Legal Aid Commission, I indicated that my
proposed research project would include tbe study of the decision making process that
determines client eligibility for legal aid funding by looking at the organizational structure
of legal aid and lhe work roles oforganizational members. I emphasized that feedback from
my proposed study had the potential to improve the scope and effectiveness of legal aid as
an organization. As such, the organization as a whole could potentially benefit from a
research study. Although ethical considerations are an integral part ofsocial science research
and were addressed in the research proposal sent to commission members, they expressed
concern regarding the identification and confidentiality of participants. I confirmed that
participants would be required to sign a consent form prior to the initiation ofeach interview
and that every effort would be made to remove possible identification of persons from the
final analysis. Finally, I was granted access to the legal aid organization for the purpose of
conducting the study.
3.6 Establisbing Contact
Although I had gained entrance to the legal aid organization for the purpose of conducting
a study, my next endeavour involved obtaining organizational members willing to
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participate. All of the intake workers and receptionists agreed 10 participate in my study.
However, the first legal secretary I called refused to participate. She stated that she would be
uncomfortable being interviewed. I responded by stating that she "did not have to
participate" ifshe fell uncomfortable. The second legal secretary stated that she "only worked
allegal aid on a part-time basis." Thus, she did not want to participate. Although I feared that
a trend had begun, my fears were allayed in subsequent phone calls. SiK out of eight legal
secretaries consented to participate in this study.
Although several legal secretaries thoughtful1y offered to speak with the lawyers they
worked with regarding their willingness to participate in my study, I chose to speak directly
with the lawyers because I anticipated that Ihey mighl be more willing (0 participate in my
study if I did so. Dircr:t communicalion would enable me to immediately alleviate any
misconceptions or misapprehensions about the aims of my research. I was given an internal
listing oftelephone numbers for organizational members. Using this lisl of phone numbers,
I began to eontaci staff lawyers, but many oflhem were nOI in their offices. Although I had
envisioned messages being left on answering machines and people forgelling or refusing to
return my phone calls due to either time constraints or disinterest. to my surprise the majority
ofmessages wefe returned promptly. Nonetheless, several phone calls resulted in 'phone lag'
due to our conflicting sehedules. Thirteen of seventeen lawyers that were contacted
consented to participale in my study. Lawyers unable or unwilling to participale included Iwo
who were ill, one who was on work leave and a fourth who simply did not return my phone
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messages. Notably, a lawyer and legal secretary located in a rural area office agn::"ed to
participate in the current study. Both individuals were included in the study.
When each participant was contacted. they were informed that Ihad permission from
the Legal Aid Commission to conduct a study. While the majority of people accepted this
faci at 'face value,' one individual asked me whether I had met with the board members. I
affirmed that I had indeed met with members orthe commission. Following my response,
he very quickly inquired whether I knew the name of Ihe head of the commission.
Subsequent 10 the correct response, this participant appeared satisfied and consented to an
interview. I was left with the impression that if I had failed the test put before me, I would
not have received an interview.
3.6.1 Administrative Aspects of Field Work
In addition to the use of a weekly date-book, I designed an organizational table to track
contact information. Meticulous control of contact information was necessary because
establishing communication with some organizational members required several allempts.
Following each phone conversation, detailed notes were made regarding the details
discussed. Additional notes were made regarding the content of phone messages including
whether I had left them on their machine or with their legal secretary or whether they had left
a message on mine. The organizational table recounted the following information to aid the
scheduling ofparticipant interviews: agreement to participate; request to call back at a future
date (e.g. a participant wanted me to contact them the following month because they were
too busy at the time I made eomact); cancellations and (re]scheduling; and the date and time
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Iestablished contact with organizational members. Both the organizational table and weekly
planner were valuable administrative tools that probably prevented errors. Perceived
incompetency regarding simple administrative tasks could have prompted participants to
regret their agreement to participate. An image of a social researcher as incompetent could
have sel a negative tone for an upcoming interview or the participant may simply have
canceled the interview outright. Furthermore, when scheduling interview appointments, easy
access to unblocked times is vitally important because researchers want to present themselves
as well-organized individuals who would not waste panicipants' time ifgranted an interview.
3.7 Ethical Considerations
Informed conscnt forms were used to ensure thaI each participant had the opportunity to
know the aims of my research and that they could, at any time, terminate the interview
process (see appendix III). These consent forms were issued prior to each interview and
required the signature of both participant and researcher. This activity allowed me to
establish "the knowing consent of individuals to participate as an exercise of choice, free
from any clement of fraud, deceit, duress, or similar unfair inducement or manipulation"
(Berg, 1995:212). Nonetheless, possible problems may arise when using consent forms. The
potential exists for this wrilten statement to hinder the communication process. Due to the
image of legality, participants may believe that signing a consent fonn requires them to
stringently monitor their verbal responses. Nonetheless, all participants were willing to
respond to each question and they did not appear to be monitoring their responses. Indeed,
they appeared to respond openly to all questions.
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All interview consent forms were secured in a safe location to protect the identity of
each participant. Due to the possible identification of research subjects' in this thesis, "an
active attempt" was made "to remove from the research records (and ensuing final analysis]
any elements that might indicate the subjects identities" (Berg, 1995:213). According to Berg
(1995:213), complete anonymity ofsubjects is "virtually nonexistent" in qualitative research
because researchers know who their subjects arc in the conlext of the collected data.
However, the highest level of confidentiality was attempted.
Precautions were taken to prevent the easy identification of receptionists and intake
workers. Blurring the boundaries of work roles allowed me the opportunity 10 ensure the
work titles of receptionists and intake workers would not simply referto two workers in each
occupational category. A full-time receptionist and a records clerk (acting as a receptionist
on various occasions) were utilized to gather information regarding the receptionists' work
role in the SI. John's office. A third worker from a rural area office maintains the duties and
responsibilities of a legal aid secretary and receptionist because she is the only suppon staff
working in the office. Three organizational members contributed information regarding the
receptionist's work role because each member possessed intimate knowledge ofthis position.
Similarly, a lawyer working in a ruraJ area office maintains the duties offinancially assessing
incoming applicants. Therefore, this lawyer has contributed his knowledge of the intake
process.·O
<lO Differences regarding the intake process in the St. John's office and the rural area
office have been noted where applicable.
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3.8 The Interview Process
Semi-structured interviews were utilized to gather data for this study. There are several
advantages of face-la-face interviews as a means to collect data. First. there is a higher
participation rate for interviews. According 10 Palys (1997: 154), "participation rates among
people approached for a face-ta-face interview arc often around 80 percent or even 90
percenl- comparable to some self- and group-administered questionnaires, and considerably
better than mail-out questionnaires." Accordingly, possible biases in relation to differences
between individuals granting interviews and those unwilling to participate are minimal.
Secondly, the interviewer can "ensure that the appropriate person completes the interview
clarify any confusion about particular questions, and encourage verbally stingy
respondents" to add richer detail to their responses (PaJys, 1997: 154), To further clarify my
understanding of the infonnation being presented, I encouraged interviewees to augment
their responses with examples. Additionally, I would carefully reiterate portions of their
response to validate my interpretation of the participant's response.
Upon arriving for a scheduled interview, I wailed in the reception area until the
interviewees infonned me that they were ready. Occasionally, the receptionist would buzz
me in early. Thus, I would set up for an interview prior to the arrival of the participant. The
design ofthe legal aid offices prevents clients from having physical access to organizational
members. Although receptionists are visible to clients in the waiting room, these workers
labour behind a glass partition. In this work area, legal secretaries and receptionists do not
have a closed-in office space. Therefore, all interviews conducted with secretaries and
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receptionists were conducted in a small room that was typically used to conduct interviews
with clients. Interviews with the intake workers and eleven of the lawyers were conducted
in their offices. Only 1;\':0 lawyers elected to be interviewed in an interview room. One lawyer
maintained his office was too small for the comfon of an interview. Another lawyer decided
that it would be more convenient to use the interview room because he arrived late for his
interview. The status of the organizational member was reflected in their ability 10 choose
between their personalized office space and an interview room. While some participants
might have been more comfortable in their own work space, all interviews were conducted
in a private setting. Accordingly, interviews were conducted without supervisors or other
members who may have inhibited participams' responses. All interviews were conducted
face-to-face.
3.8.1 Identifying with Informants
Three support workers exhibited visible signs of nervousness at the beginning of the
interview process. These participants expressed fear regarding their ability to respond
adequately to the interview questions. Two ofthese participants suggested their co-workers
would have the knowledge to explain the subject matter better than them. In these instances
I did not feel comfortable with the role of being an interviewer, which identified me as the
person who gencrated their nervousness. I endeavored to ease the tension by explaining that
I was there to learn about the organization from each member. I explained that although I had
read much literature pertaining to both legal aid and the decision making process, I was
unfamiliar with how this process was conducted in their organization. I explained that each
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organizational member, regardless of their work position, could contribute valuable
knowledge to my study. I emphasized that there was no right or wrong answer.
In addition to alleviating the participant's anxiousness regarding the interview
process, this explanation had the double impact of preventing bias. According to Palys
(1997;155), caution should be used 10 prevent "reactive bias" as participants could
potentially impart infonnation that they think the researcher wants 10 hear. Although
Manning (1967:308) was referring primarily to survey interviews when he suggested that
interviewees may attempt to gain the interviewer's approval through "ingratiating tactics,"
it is important to notc that interviewers conducting other types of interviews, such as semi-
structured interviews, be aware of this possibility.~1 During the initial part of the interview
process, the nervousness that was felt by some participants decreased as they became more
comfortable with the interview. Participants did not appear to have difficulty when
responding to the imerview questions. The reason for the lack of difficulty was most likely
because the questions focussed on their knowledge oftheir everyday work experiences. Also,
I believe the participants became more comfortable with me as the interviewer. In an attempt
to dispel a one-dimensional image of me as being only a researcher, I infonned the support
workers who appeared nervous that I had formerly worked as an administrative clerk. This
allowed me to align myself with their work role. According to Kirby and McKenna
.1 Indeed Stenross and Kleinman (1989:438) employed Manning's statement to further
an understanding of their qualitative interviews conducted with police detectives.
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(1989:67), "for quality interviewing, there must exist a sense of equality between the person
gathering the infonnation and Ihe person whose knowledge is sought."
I had anticipated a power differential between the lawyers, as professionals, and
myself as the student researcher. However, there was no discernible indication of this
phenomenon during thc course of Ihe interviews. As I continued conducting interviews, I
gained more confidence. Contributing to my confidence gain was the realization Ihall could
converse knowledgeably about the area oflegal aid and the decision making process. Also,
it became apparent Ihal the members of legal aid accepted my research aims and were very
generous with their time and knowledge.
3.8.2 Variation of Interview Times
The duration ofthe interviews ranged from a low offorty-five minutes with a legal secretary
to a high of three hours with a lawyer. The average length of interviews was one and a half
hours. When I originally contacted participants I estimated the inlerviews would take fony-
five minutes to an hour. However, I did not anticipate that panicipants would provide long,
drawn-out responses in the fonn of examples and stories. Although this was unexpected, I
greatly appreciated the extended responses and their willingness to continue the interview
process beyond the originally quoted times. The lawyers and intake workers appeared to have
greater flexibility regarding their work time relative to the legal secretaries and receptionists.
Although the secretaries and receptionists answered all the questions posed. they expressed
concern regarding the need to "get back to work" to complete required work tasks.
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The interview process for one lawyer was divided into two scgmems because all
interview questions could not be asked during the allotted lime. Although I waited an hour
for one interview and another interview was delayed by fifteen minutes, the remaining
interviews began on time.
3.9 Collecting the Data: Tape Recording
Tape recording was thought 10 be best-suited for this research because interviews were
expected 10 be lengthy. Additionally, I wanted to capture verbal responses accurately and in
their entirety. Nonetheless, the act oflape recording was DOl assumed. Each participant was
asked for their permission to be taped, prior 10 each interview. The act of tape-recording
interviews was viewed as safeguarding the accuracy and natural flow of general
conversation. Recording data allowed me 10 capture, verbatim, statements generated by
participants. The tape recorder was compact and unobtrusive. This device was strategically
placed (off to the side of the participant), so as not to hinder the interview process. Ninety
minute tapes were used to minimize interruptions precipitated by turning the tape to the other
side. Despite this the tape required turning at least once during the majority of interviews.
While interviewing, Iwas alerted when it was time to tum the tape to the other side by a very
smaJl clicking noise. In most cases, the natural flow ofdialogue was interrupted only briefly.
Therefore, these interruptions were not generally hannful. The tape recorder was checked ten
minutes after the commencement of each interview to avert technological difficulties and
subsequent loss of data.
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In one instance, prior to my verification that the tape-recorder was working properly,
LawyerC requested that I playback a briefexchange to verify that thcconvcrsalion was being
taped. This particular individual had stated that a study oflegal aid was "long overdue," and
thus he considered thc interview process a wonhwhile endeavor. Only one participant
refused to be tape recorded. LawyerG staled, "Don" you know you are dealing with lawyers.
No lawyer is going to let you tape them." Accordingly, hand written interview notes were
utilized to record this intetView. It did not seem necessary to inform this person thai several
lawyers had already consented to the recording oftheir interview sessions. In fact, excluding
this individual, the remaining lawyers assumed they would be taped in order to expedite the
interview process. Furthermore, two lawyers maintained they were used to being taped in a
courtroom setting.
Although I was careful to ensure that I had the necessary tools for the interview
process (i.e. questionnaires and a tape recorder), on one occasion I neglectcd to bring
replacement batteries. Unfortunately, on this particular day the batteries failed. Similar to the
interview whereby the lawyer refused to be taped, hand written notes were utilized to collect
data. Minimal loss of information occurred as I had checked the tape recorder shortly after
the interview process had begun. The participant's previous responses were quickly rewritten
and thc intervicw resumed. The two interviews, requiring hand-written notes, were
immediately transcribed following the interview process. Thus, any possible loss of
information was minimized.
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Somedrawbacks existed with regard to the transcription process. Periodically, noises
such as squeaky chairs or clicking pens dislOrted the conversational dialogue. A potential loss
ofinfonnation was counterbalanced by the use ora transcription machine, which allowed the
researcher to stow-clown the taped dialogue and reduce distortion. Approximately 500 pages
of notes were transcribed (an average of 21 pages per interview). The longest transcribed
documents were generated by the lawyers.
3.10 Analyzing the Data: Coding and Counting
The cOOing process began with a thorough reading of two transcribed interviews from each
occupational category and the sole interview conducted with a senior official of Legal Aid.
Subsequent to the identification of thematic patterns from these nine interviews, there were
very few additions or alterations following a thorough rereading of all twenty-four
interviews. Participants were not given pseudonyms during the collection, transcription and
analysis of the data. They were simply identified by number for the purpose of research
analysis. A numerical code was attached to each transcribed interview for the purposes of
counting and coding. This code identified the occupational category and the participant for
each transcribe<! interview. To facilitate a comprehensive understanding ofthe research data,
an alphabetical code was utilized for direct quotes stated by the lawyers' and utilized within
this research project.4l Following the numerical code, concepts identifying the thematic
pattern were delineated (e.g. OIJ/Emotional Labour/Work Role/Organizational Rules). This
~2 Because the number of panicipants were smaller for the legal secretaries, the intake
workers and the receptionists (see above 3.2), the likelihood of identifying these panicipants was
increased,thercforealphabetical coding was not utilized.
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example indicates that themes related to emolionallabour, work roles and organizational
rules were found in the identified quote. Initially, some quotes spanned half a page while
other quoles would include only two or three sentences. Upon becoming more familiar with
the data, the larger quotes were broken down further. During the original coding process,
initial insights were identified and highlighted in the data. These initial insights provided
valuable infonnalion for the final data analysis.
Following a thorough reading and rereading of the transcribed interviews and an
indcplh coding of the oollecled data, Jwas ready to write. A descriptive style was utilized to
present the data. According to Patton (1980;343),
Description and quotation are the essential ingredients of qualitative inquiry.
Sufficient description and direct quotations should be included to allow the reader
to enter into the situation and thoughts of the people represented in the report.
Although much ofthe data are presented as direct quotations, paraphrased statements are also
used. In direct quotations repetitious phrases were removed to facilitate the interpretation of
the data. As shall be seen in the following chapters, I have pursued various themes in an
attempt to understand the events and processes that combine to influence the delivery of
services to legal aid c1ients.
Chapter 4 An Exploration of D«ision Making Processes
4.1 Introduction: Conceptualizing Decision Making
This chapter will explore the decision making process that detennines client eligibility for
funding within the Newfoundland Legal Aid System. Though the final decision to accept or
reject an application for legal aid can be made by the director of Legal Aid, other
organizational members participate directly and/or indirectly in this process (see Easton et
aI., 1994:31). These members include receptionists, intake workers (also known as financial
assessment officers), legal secretaries and staff lawyers. Below, participation will refer to
a staff member's involvement in any aspect of the decision making process. Small pockets
of decision making will be explored as part of the larger process that ultimately detennines
the eligibility of each applicant. These pockets include the following: (I) the receptionists'
scheduling of appointments for legal aid clientele; (2) the financial assessment officers'
determination of financial eligibility; and (3) the stafflawyers' detennination oflegal merit.
Secretaries have the least direct contact with incoming applicants. Therefore, these workers
will be discussed only briefly in this chapter. Additionally, the role of a scnior official with
the Newfoundland Legal Aid System will be discussed in relation to the delivery of services
where applicable.
For the purpose of this study, Carroll and Johnson's (1990) interpretation of the
decision making process will be utilized to explore the detennination of client eligibility.
However, all ofthe stages identified by Carroll and Johnson may not be used during decision
making nor followed sequentially. The following concepts will be used to explore the
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decision making process that determines client eligibility for legal aid funding: fannulation,
infonnation search,judgements or choices with an interrelation between action and feedback
(Carroll and Johnson, 1990:21).
Fonnulation involves the agent's examination and classification of the decision
making environment. According to Lawyer E. the main objective of legal aid involves the
provision of "clients with a level of service they would expect to receive if they had the
financial ability 10 retain private counsel." This is important because organizational
members' subjective understanding or interpretation of the situation (the objectives and
values relevant to the decision making environment) may influence the outcomeofdecisions.
Sanctions, nonns and the constitution ofmeaning are important in relation to following rules
(Giddens, 1979:82). While norms exist in combination with rules to set boundaries that limit
right and wrong modes of conduct, normative sanctions help to guide the social practices of
human agents. Though fonnal rules specify particular requirements, informal rules tend to
be more general and imprecise "rules of thumb" (Carroll and Johnson, 1990:23). It is the
actor's capacity to interpret and apply decision rules as a distinct practice that can influence
the decision making process detennining client eligibility.
Another element ofthe decision making process is the search for infonnation relevant
to the decision. Detennination of eligibility for legal aid involves gathering information on
the financial and legal aspects of an applicant's case. At this time, attributes relevant to
various alternatives are sought. Depending on the decision being made and the roles and
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responsibilities ofvarious workers, information may be collected by some workers and used
by others as clients move through the organization. For example, contact notes made by the
intake workers and transferred via the computer arc helpful to thc lawyers determining legal
merit.
The third element of the decision making process includes judgments and choices.
While choices involve the comparison of several alternatives, judgments involve the
classification of alternatives or attributes on a scale of importance (Carroll and Johnson,
1990:23). Though organizational members may strive to examine legal aid information
objectively, these individuals are not automatons. They are human beings who actively and
subjectively process information based upon their present knowledge and former
experiences. According to Cowan (1991:463), "infonnation·processing shortcuts, e.g.
heuristics" are used to help the agent "identify and manage [the complexity of] important
changes in day-to-day decision-making."
The concept of action refers to the activities of human agents. The actions of human
agents are not predetennined by the larger social structure of the legal aid organization or
society in general. Accordingly, "at any point during the process of acting social agents can
choose an alternate course ofaction" (Giddens, 1979:56). As previously suggested (see 1.3),
social agents cannot be aware of all possible consequences resulting from their actions.
Because the mere "existence of a legal aid scheme" does not presuppose the "availability or
use of legal resources within a society ..." (Regan, 1994:213), an examination of the
services rendered to potential clients could provide practical infonnation regarding the
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delivery oflegal aid services. Moreover, examining feedback derived from research has the
potential to increase learning, and thus lead 10 "changes in substantive knowledge and
decision rules" (Carroll and Johnson, 1990:23) that currently govern the process of
dctennining client eligibility for legal aid funding. Feedback involves receiving infonnation
relating 10 the decision and subsequent examination of consequences related to the action
(Carroll and Johnson, 1990:23).
4.2 Receptionists Making Appointments
Making appointments includes the actual scheduling and subsequent determination of
appointment times for incoming clientele. Both structure and agency guide the worker's
decisions regarding this activity. The receptionist is the first person the client comes into
contact with when applying for legal aid. Receptionists are required to make appointments
for applicants who need to be interviewed by the intake workers. These workers must
detennine whether an applicant receives an appointment immediately or whether they can
be scheduled for a later date. According to a receptionist, "I use my judgment to detennine
who gets anappoinunent. I feel it out."Theorganizational scarch for infonnation begins with
the receptionist. These workers gather infonnation about clients. They collect information
regarding the applicant's name, phone number and date of birth. Reccptionists make a note
ofwhether individuals have sought legal aid services in the past and whether the legal matter
is criminal, family or civil.
Receptionists must detcnnine whether a situation constitutes an emergency. They
must ascertain whether the applicant has a forthcoming court date and whether they have
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been served papers by the court. When a client replies no 10 both questions, the receptionist
allocates a date specific to their situation. For example,
'Today is the 9"'. Well, lean givc you an appointment on December IS"'.'Valldan',
take that as an emergency. But, if someone calkd and said that they have to be in
Unified Family Court for the 14"'-you fit them in. If you are filled like every 15
minutes, then youjustteillhem 10 come on in. We have 10 make a decision, 'Well,
Ok,lsthisreallyvital?lsitorisn'\ic'
Receptionists must consider the availability of staff lawyers when scheduling walk-ins.
Walk-ins are incoming applicants who have not previously booked an appointment. These
individuals simply walk in off the street.
The receptionist's understanding of the decision making environment can be
influenced by the actions and expectations of individuals for whom they provide a service.
For example, a woman who was waiting in the reception area needed to see a lawyer, but
developed a migraine. Regarding the individual with compassion, the worker attempted to
get a lawyer to see her prior to her previously scheduled appointment time. However,
securing a lawyer was problematic because the lawyers were too busy. Some applicants
possess prior infonnation indicating they require the services ofa lawyer, but simply refuse
to book the appointment in advance. Compounding their failure to book in advance, many
of these clients also express what receptionists call an "altitude." The attitudes of these
individuals are unlikely to enoourage workers to extend their services beyond the boundaries
of their work role. These individuals are not regarded with sympathy or understanding. As
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stipulated by a receptionist, these clients will frequently assert, "Well, I have court tomorrow
and I have to have a lawyer. The judge told me I have 10 have a lawyer." Though the
receptionist maintains Ihal "there is nothing you can do about it," Ihe willingness to extend
additional effort to incoming clients is within this worker'scontrol. Structural influences also
have the capacity to influence their work tasks. A receptionist maintains that "at a recent
legal aid conference" organizational members were told that "clients come first" because
they are the main reason for the existence of legal aid. Furthermore, members were told Ina'
"if legal aid didn't have clients," organizational members "wouldn't have jobs."
Occasionally, applicants causing a disturbance in the waiting room will be secn
immediately because organizational members do not want other clients to be disturbed.
According to a receptionist, these clients are "hard to get along with and they make a big
fuss." Consequently, these situations, designated as emergencies, would not be handled
solely by the receptionists. They would generally enlist help from the intake workers andlor
a senior official with the legal aid organization. For example, a receptionist explains,
We had one irate client who was really upset and it took three or four people to
calm him down. A senior official with legal aid came OUltO speak wilh him. The
intake worker and a lawyer spoke with him. You can tell when someone is really
upset, SO usually you got 10 Iry to accommodate them.
Next, the intake worker makes the decision that detennines whether an applicant will be
accepted or rejected for legal aid funding, based on their financial status.
7i
4.3 ."inancial Assessment of Incoming Applicants
According to an intake worker, applicants are able to "qualify on a month-ta-month basis if
their monthly expenses exceed their monthly income." Prior to the introduction of Ihe
computer system within the 81. John's office, intake workers would manually calculate the
income of applicants using an official monthly list of expenses:3 This table of allowable
expenses delineates basic requirements such as food allowance, clothing and personal articles
(toiletries). An intake worker contends thai the calculated monthly rate for "two adults and
one child would be $529 a monlh." Although the subjective viewofintake workers describes
this predetermined scale as being "quite low," bolh intake workers maintain the "primary
responsibility" of legal aid is the provision of "legal counsel for people who fall within the
mandate we represent" When calculating an applicant's total expenses, intake workers use
the following allowable expenses: Visa, MasterCard, loan charges, car insurance and house
insurance. An intake worker maintains that when calculating an applicant's financial status,
they maintain the "discretionary" capacity to include additional expenses such as
transportation expenses and long distance telephone charges.
Structurally based financial guidelines are used to help the intake worker assess an
applicant's financial status. An intake worker maintains that knowledge of whether the
applicant possesses "any mortgages, homes or equity, any investments such as RRSPs and
03 This list, known as The Newfoundland Legal Aid Commissioll Modified LOllg Term
Assistallce MOllthly RoleS, was issued by the Department of Social Services effective April I,
1992
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GIes are the most important questions in detennining eligibility" because these items "can
be liquidated." For example, an applicant receiving money from "his or her share of
matrimonial property" upon divorce potentially has the finances to pay for a lawyer.
Accordingly, allocating funds to these applicants would not be considered panofthe official
mandate of legal aid. These applicants would be referred to a private lawyer who would
legally represent them on a "contingency basis." An intake worker provided Ihis example to
explain the meaning of contingency.
This means Ihal once the $20,000 is coming to that individual and the private
lawyer has incurred say $2,000 ofhis or her time into getting Ihis settled, the lawyer
would take the $2,000 from the $20,000 and give that person the $18,000. The fee
would pay for their services rendered even Ihoughthat individualcould nOI provide
forlheirservicesrnonlhly.
furthennore, as the legal aid organization does nol have a trust account they cannot get
involved in an exchange of money. However, a person in this situation may go to a private
lawyer who may say it is not worth their while because the case may take months or years
to settle. In this instance, legal aid will reassess the client's case ifthe individual returns with
three letters from private lawyers stating that they will not take the case on a contingency
basis. Nonetheless, a case that is not accepted by a member of the private bar does not
receive an "automatic acceptance." An intake worker maintains that individuals accepted by
legal aid would have a "lien taken on their propeny" or legal aid would have them "sign a
fonn" saying they would take their legal fees from the client once the case is settled.
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Although all cases may appear to be solely within the power of legal aid members,
and therefore the legal aid organization, applicants have the capacity to alter the decision
making process. An intake worker provides this example:
[[there is a matrimonial home with no mortgage or a small mortgage alld the other
party is not interested in having the house sold, they say, 'Look, I'll sign it ovcrto
youbecallse it just doesn't mean anything more to me. Ijustdon'twantanything
more to do with it.'
While there would be no exchange of money, there would be a "deed of conveyance" and
legal aid would "draft up the papers." The individual could qualify on a "month-la-month
basis" because they would not be receiving any income from the sale of the house.
An intake worker contends that in some situations she may set up a payment
agreement, which means the "client contributes to the cost ofthcir case." For example:
If somoone was in a surplus of $75 or under per month and they wanted to get a
divorce - assuming the case would cost $75 a month - then they are within that
guideline. But, if they have a surplus of$ISO a month we would have to reject it.
For payment agreements, lawyers provide the intake workers with estimates regarding the
length of time required for a case. [n this quote, an intake worker illustrates the process
whereby the cost of a divorce is estimated:
The preparation and court time is about nine hours. So it takes about nine hours to
do a divorce. The cost per hour is $55. That is the lawyer'S fee. The disbursements,
which means the filing of the documents with the court, is estimated at S150. The
estimated cost would beS64S to do a divorce.
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Both intake workers designate the "long term assistance monthly" rates and the "Legal Aid
Act" as the written rules thai guide their work "iflhey are questioning something." Though
intake workers maintain the majority of incoming cases "fall within a rigid criteria," they
have the power to make "judgment calls as every situation is not going to be covered by
rules." When anomalies occur, the intake workers discuss these cases between themselves.
Both intake workers maintain tbere are cases that "we can', make up our mind whether it
should be approved or not."
For example, there is a couple who have grandchildren placed with them and they
are seeking custody. They are receiving money from the Department of Social
Serviccsasguardiansofthechildren. Taking this money into consideration, their
income exceeds their expenses. Nonnally, talking about Ihis case I would have
rejected it We might take il on with a payment agreement.
Work role pressures have the potential to influence the intake worker's subjective
understanding of the decision making environment. Periodically, the intake worker has
difficulty eliciting infonnation from incoming applicants during the intetview process.
According to an intake worker, "There are times you feel like you have to fish all this
infonnation out. I would say, 'Tell me as much infonnation as you possibly can - it would
make it easier,' I find that really frustrating." An intake worker maintains that many clients
question why the intake workers are asking "all these financial questions" because they "just
don't know what it is that we do around here." Additionally, she contends that there is "a
range of some people who come in with complete ignorance and others who have been here
five or ten times who eould explain Ihe system to me."
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4.3.1 Gathering and Verifying Informalion
An intake worker maintains that "the computer forces [herJ 10 get more detailed
infonnation." While the additional time required to gatherthisdctailed infonnation is viewed
negatively by most workers across various job categories (see 6.6), further infonnation has
the potential to reveal important factors necessary for the determination of financial
eligibility. For instance, the clients say, "Oh, I forgot to tell you we have SIO,OOO invested
or that we have land up in Salmonier Line or that they have a cabin that they forgot to
mention." The intake worker's contact notes and the lawyer's case merit notes are accessible,
via the computer, to workers requiring this particular infonnation. The accessibility of
previously gathered information through the computer has the potcntialto save work time,
while facilitating the transfer of information among organizational members.
An intake worker maintains that the length of time required to conduct financial
assessment interviews "depends on how much personal information the party brings in with
them,"
For instance, if there is a family situation I call them the full meal deal. They have
the house, the land,thevehicles and all their bills. Whereasacriminalapplication,
for the most part, they are not as heavily filled with all this information.
Organizational work expectations require thaI intake workers maintain documentation
validating their actions within the context of their work role. For instance, because the
organization is audited every year, intake workers will not process a file without the client's
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proof of their income and expenses.41 According to an intake worker, verification is
necessary "because anyone can walk-in and say, 'I make this and I payout this,'" Because
intake workers do not want to be accused of treating people differently, they must justify
their actions.
The actual execution of the decision, whereby an applicant receives legal
representation, is a fundamental component of the decision making process. Occasionally,
a client's financial SlalnS changes, thereby nullifying their previous acceptance for legal aid
funding. For example, an applicant may have been accepted while on social assistance, but
if they begin working or living common-law and their partner has a good job they no longer
qualify for legal aid funding. Though applicants accepted by legal aid sign a form that
obligates them to reveal any changes to their financial status, some applicants do not disclose
pertinent financial information. Nonetheless, organizational members can sometimes find
out from anothcr sourcc. According to an intake worker, there are many cases whereby a
secretary will ask, "Why did this person qualify when they have an RRSP?" She contends
that this can be "really, really frustrating." Another intake worker states that legal aid has an
obligation to do something about information they receive from any source. For example:
A disgruntled spouse could call up and say, 'I don't understand why my ex is
gelling legal aid. They an,: living common law.' Thisobligation extends to a follow-
upoflhatperson.
U Proofs include "receipts for social assistance or EI stubs." These proofs document the
incoming money that contributes 10 an applicant's household finances or other stubs whereby the
applicant is "paying out" money.
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The intake workers maintain thaI clients who are asked to verify information typically "get
upset and angry." When further assessment reveals additional income or the person refuses
to respond 10 the allegations legal aid can reject the file.
4.3.2 Considering Financial Assessments
The Newfoundland Legal Aid System uses a needs tcst as opposed 10 an income cul-off to
assess the financial eligibility of applicants. According to an intake worker, an income cut·
offmaintains a ceiling whereby "either the person is below it and they are fine or Ihe person
is above it and the person doesn't qualify." While a senior official with Legal Aid maintains
income cut-offs arc "too rigid," he views the needs tcst as sufficiently l1exible to aid those
individuals who "have fallen on hard times." Furthermore, he maintains there could be
"serious consequences" for those individuals who have a real need, but cannot go to the bank
and borrow money to pay for a lawyer. For example, circumstances may exist whereby
certain expenses must be maintained and the parents are fighting over custody.
One of the children goes home with the other parent and their eligibility changes
because their income changes. The additional income probably still wouldn't
provide for them to hire II private lawyer to represent thcm.
While the needs test retains positive aspects, two intake workers and three staff lawyers
maintain that the lack of an income ceiling is beneficial for some applicants who would
otherwise not merit free legal services. According to an intake worker, "If some of that
money was freed up, there might be other individuals who could be represented." Some
applicants applying for legal aid "make considerably more, but they maxed their Visa,
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Mastercard and they are making car payments. While legal aid does not allow a full payment
on their credit cards, they do allow the minimum payment on it." This intake worker states,
"It seems to be a little unfair thai I have 10 reject someone who makes $700 a month, while
I am accepting someone who is netting considerably more. It doesn't sit real weI\." Another
intake worker maintains that she "doesn't know what the system should be." Nonetheless,
she contends that "a little bit more discretion on our part, at legal aid, is needed," For
example,
I could say, 'Yes, you may have fivccharge cards. But, I am sorry we are nOI going
10 represent you: I could tell them, 'Go out and charge a little more and pay for a
lawyer' because these people do have access to funds and you got that person who
doesn't.
Assisting those individuals who nave the ability to pay for a lawyer is not part oflegal aid's
mandate. Thus, the acceptance of these individuals becomes an unintended consequence of
using a needs test.
4.4 The Staff Lawyer's Determination of Legal Merit
While financial eligibility of all incoming applicants is determined by the intake workers,
there are two different directions to send an application to determine legal merit. An intake
worker describes these directions as the family and criminal stream.4S Staff lawyers, on
4' Only criminal files are processed in the criminal stream, while the remaining cases
such as family and civil are processed in the family stream.
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rotation#> as the intake lawyer, detennine the legal merit or family and civil cases. Criminal
applications are sent via the computer system to the lawyer who co-ordinates all the
provincial criminal court matters on a full-time basis. Following Ihis lawyer's duty at the
courthouse, he returns 10 his office allegal aid and reviews the applications ofall the people
who have applied. Then, he makes a decision on whether they qualify. Upon the
detcnnination of legal merit for a criminal application, Ihis lawyer redirects the client's file
to another legal aid lawyer. He attempts to coordinate files with individuals previously slated
to work in a particular area. For example, if a file necessitates travel to Labrador. he will
attempt to match this file with someone who is going to be in the Labrador area.
Depending on whether the case is criminal, family or civil, various types of
infonnation are required to detennine legal eligibility. If the applicant has a family problem,
lawyers need to ask sufficient questions about what the problem is, what they have done
about it and what the response has been from the other side in order to detennine whether
or not this problem needs legal assistance. For criminal matters, the lawyer requires
infonnation regarding the crown's case against their client, also known as disclosure. Upon
receiving the disclosure, the lawyer examines the crown's evidence to identify the flaws in
the crown's case. Essentially, the disclosure package will infonn the lawyer whether the
crown has a good or bad case. The next step involves a meeling with the client to give them
.j(i Several modifications 10 the intake system and the distribution of files have been
made in the preceding years. The system of intake presently referred to includes the most recent
change. For funher information see 6.3.
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the chance to tell their story. Then, the lawyer makes a recommendation to the client
regarding fulure action on their case. Lawyer C slates:
If the client accepts the Tel;ornmendation then they go on to the next step. Now, we
might look al it and say, 'You're screwed. Deal with it Authorize meta talk 10 the
crown about negotiating a sentence.' If they say yes, we call the crown and work
back and forth on that. Then we come up with something.
When clients want to plead not guilty they are given a trial date thai may be three or four
months away. For criminal matters, the lawyer has to go through the file and figure out
whether there is a defense. whether the client has a record and whether or not it is a first
offence. Criminal offences can be broken down into three categories, indictable, summary
and hybrid offences. Indictable offences such as manslaughter, murder, break and enter,
assault causing bodily harm and assault with a wcapon arc morc scrious. Summary
conviction charges include shoplifting, causing a disturbance and damage to property. Thc
latter offences tend to be considered more minor than indictable offences. Lawyer M
contends that hybrid charges depend on "which way the crown chooses to go,"
There are time limitations on some events so that, if they are passed, then they will
choose to go by indictment, which gives them a longer time limitation. Usually the
crown will proceed by indictment where they want a little bit of a more serious
sentenceimposed,ifthereisaconviction.
The detennination ofaction on files such as workers compensation, El and Canada Pension
dcpends on the stage at which the client seeks legal aid. For instance, Lawyer A contends:
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There is no point appealing a workers compensation decision because we
would only be appcalingon errors of law. What they are saying is~he found
this fact instead of this fact. The court will not reverse thai, so there is no
point in us trying.
In these types of cases, the applicant generally has 10 bring in the documentation, so the
lawyer can read it before they can determine whether there is merit.
Both family and criminal cases require the lawyer, on intake, to listen 10 the person's
story, then decide what the issues are and whether they are covered bylhe Legal Aid Act or
not. According \0 Lawyer A, administrative cases such as "administrative law, refugee law
and so-on is basically merit driven." These casesare not so much based on what the applicant
says, as the rules regarding the appeal. This lawyer contends that "ninety-nine percent of
refugee cases get accepted" because these individuals "come in with a story that they will be
killed or imprisoned. So, they are always considered important enough."
When the intake lawyer determines legal merit, they must consider the goals of Iegal
aid. Lawyer C stated, " A couple wanted to get married and some bureaucrat said they needed
a letter from a lawyer saying their original divorce from the United States was good." The
lawyer rejected the application because "there is no requirement in the law that this be
obtained. It was just a bureaucrat's idea tMtthey should get a letter from a lawyer. This is
not what legal aid is about." According to this staff lawyer, "We have got limited resources,
unlimited demand and we have to try to help the client of modest means in the areas where
we have traditionally helped them. We cannot start adding areas right now maybe not for
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many, many years." This lawyer also questioned, "How do I know if a Chicago divorce is
valid in Canada? As far as I know it is, but I am certainly not going to do 20 hours of
research to find a case that says so." The lawyer's subjective interpretation of the decision
making environment must be considered as influencing the final decision. Lawyer F
expresses his dislike orthe intake process:
Intake is not something J look forward to. It is very hectic. Some days you feel like
a Maytag repair man. Some days there might be 10 people in an af'ternoon.
Sometimes I don't feel that I am spending proper time with them. Othertimes [will
maybe have three files. So, it is like Russian Roulette.
4.5 Delailing Decision Making Rules
Next, the decision rules that help the staff lawyer"1 determine whether a client will be
accepted or rejected for legal aid will be discussed. For the purpose of examination, these
rules have becn deconslructed. Rules can be fannal or infonnal and vary in complexity and
universality of their application. Though conduct in a role can be defined through
institutional structuresand social expectations(Chen and Regan, 1985:242: see also Collins,
1988:457), it should be noted that human decision makcrs can be "expected. . 10 impose
an imprint of self on the decision-making process and not just passively 'process'
infonnation" (Hunt and Magenau, 1984:121).
47 Given the diversity of decision rules, each lawyer listed only a few during the course
of an interview.
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According to Lawyer B, "Different lawyers have different approaches to how they
do their work ... but the code ofethics and the law society have certain ground rules,'''' For
example. ifa lawyer is negligent and a client suffers the lawyer could be sued. According to
Lawyer N, ethical codes are taken-for-granted ~ause they are "sort ofobvious - don'I sleal,
don't lie, return your calls, elc." The actual representation ofthe client is guided by the code
of professional conduct, various rules of coun and the rules of procedure Ihal include the
criminal code. Both private and legal aid lawyers are governed by these rules. The following
example, provided by Lawyer C. describes possible reactions by lawyers who have
knowledge Ihal their clients are going to commit perjury.
I can't be a party to thaI. I am an officer of the court and I have a responsibility. In
cases like that, J have treated it as a case that I must withdraw from, while other
lawyers have just said they aren't going to let the perjury go ahead and they
continue to represent the person. lbey tore a strip ofTthem, probably swore at them
a couple oftimes, put them on the slalld and dealt with them properly.
While the rules ofprofessional conduct, the various rules ofeourt and the rules of procedure
emanate from a source external to the organization, the Legal Aid Act itself imposes
constraints from within the organization. According to Lawyer F, "You work for an
organization, but you are a lawyer at the bar. There is a different set ofrules, I think, because
~I According to Lawyer C, "The supreme court of Canada in a case called Martin vs.
Grey said the court's aUlhorityover lawyers is really delegated to the law society. So, the law
societies have incorporated the Canadian Bar Association Code ofProfessional Conduct as their
bible."
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clients have a right to some lawyer at legal aid." As such, applicants who "qualify under the
Act and regulations are entitled to receive legal aid. It is an entitlement, not a discretionary
thing." Consequently, lawyers must dctennine whether the matter is not specifically
prohibited in the Legal Aid ACt.~9 Furthennore, it has to be a matter that legal aid has
traditionally covered, such as wardship cases (discussed below).
Lawyer C maintains that when people qualify for legal aid "we have to provide. Our
problem comes up in that we don't have the resources to cover everything that should
qualify. So, v.'c have triaged some stuff out in particular ways," Lawyer D maintains,
Any time there is another body to deal with a problem we won't do it. For example,
ifit was a ease of unjust dismissal or a llnion matter, it wOllld go to their union. If
il is a charter of rights argument, the human rights people have their own
investigators in St. John's to deal with il.
When dealing with family matters, the intake lawyer must inquire whether the client has
attempted mediation because the courts have imposed a rule that the person is not going to
get to see ajudge unless the person has tried mediation first. Sll According to Lawyer D, if the
mediation office did not exist and legal aid "had 10 accept all those people, we just couldn't
49 According to Lawyer C, "Section 51 of the Legal Aid Act includes such mailers as
defamation, breach of promise of marriage, loss of selVices of the female in consequence of rape
or seduction, alienation of affection, criminal conversation - those are completely banned."
Sll Lawyer J maintains that the unwrillen way of dealing with some family situations in
the SI. John's area is Unified family Court mediation sclVices. People who provide these
services will meet with each party separately, then togelher in an attempt to resolve the issues.
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physically cope" with the workload. Occasionally, mediation works only temporarily and "in
three weeks time the relationship luis deteriorated and one party is refusing any contact:'
Accordingly, the legal aid organization's initial rejection and subsequent referral of the
applicant to mediation could change to acceptance.
Decisions to grant legal aid are not made in a uniform manner. Lawyer H maintains
a need for organizational flexibility when he states,
We bend the rules II. little for someone who really needs help and can't do it on their
own. If! know one ofour lawyers is going to be in the counroom that day, anyway,
doing another Irial, what's the harm in him having to spend another hour doing II.
second trial? We are not so inflexible as to just stick rigorously 10 some guidelines.
Though files need 10 be accepted based on legal merit, there arc exceptions. According to
Lawyer G, wardship cases (also known as foster care situations) arc accepted whether or not
there is any merit because "the commission has always had the view thai it is the capilal
punishment of family law~ laking someone's kids." In some cases where thc individual has
a mental illness and consequently there is "very little merit, lawyers have spent days and days
going through the motions and letting people have their say knowing full well that they are
nOI going 10 get their kids." Staff lawyers have accepted these cases because many believe
the "person should gel their say."
On the other hand, the presence of legal merit does not necessarily ensure the
acceptance of a file. According to Lawyer C, the Legal Aid Act specifies Ihal "anything
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where the cost of achieving a remedy is more than the cost of the remedy," such as
defamation suilS and private prosecutions, will not be accepted for legal aid.
For example, when people split-up and there is about S3000 or $4000 worth of
fUTniture and the applicant is saying thaI \he olher person has kept itall. We will
say, 'While your case is legitimate, we can', do it because it would cost us more to
do it than the benefit to you.'
Utilization of decision rules that advocate cost-benefit analysis reflects a rational "cut and
dried" process for delennining client eligibility for legal aid funding. Nonetheless, this
process is determined by human beings who may experience conflicting emotions with
respect 10 their decisions. Four of the staff lawyers cited the difficulty of rejecting some
applicants. One of these lawyers states, "Your own personal opinions of whether it's right
or wrong and who should get a lawyer ditTers on whallegal aid says we should or shouldn't
accept. It's easier to accept someone than to reject someone," He provided the following
example of"a little old lady" that he rejected for legal aid and subsequently he "felt so bad"
when he told her. This applicant was charged for a first offence shoplifting of a pair of
mittens. The lawyer described the applicant as "sixty-seven and on a pension," The applicant
stated, "I have never been charged with a criminal offcnce in my life and I didn't do it:'
Regarding this type of case, the lawyer must ask the following question, "Will a criminal
conviction affect your livelihood?" He reasoned that the applicant would receive "a S50 fine
or probation."
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r thought to myselfwell maybe I should just say, 'Yes, you are approved.' But, if
I did do thai I would be breaking the rules that they have sel down. I don't think I
have the discretion to make a charity case because she is no different from anyone
else. So. [just said, 'No.' [didn't fecI good about it, but J felt that I did my job. I
felt this kind ofdeviation in my thoughts. it JUS! didn', feel right. They sel the rules
and I have 10 apply them. II is not my personal decision.
He further maintains that "in a private organization I would just have to say, 'Pay me.'" BUI,
as an organizational employee, he mustdctcnninc whether the person meets the legal criteria
that legal aid has set up.
[\ is legal aid's mandate to reject cases when applicants can afford 10 pay for private
counsel. This rule guides both intake workers (see above 4.3) and staff lawyers alike. Also,
legal aid is required to reject cases that could generate a fee for private lawyers. Forexample,
legal aid does nol get involved in "purely civil acts," such as someone slipping and falling.
Generally, legal aid will not accept cases where there is little or no chance of success. In
criminal cases there has to be a reasonable chance that the person will be found not guilty.
For example, if a person was caught by a security guard in a store with the goods and gave
an admission to the police, the person is going to be found guilty. While a staff lawyer may
be provided to help the person plead guilty and make sure the sentence is appropriate, legal
aid would not go to trial on it because there is no merit. Legal aid would not accept a case
where the person was charged with a minor criminal offence such as shoplifting, unless the
person was facing serious consequences such as losing their job. For example, Lawyer F
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contends that a cab driver who has a chance of losing their licence due to a drinking and
driving charge would be accepted for legal aid funding. However, this lawyer maintains Ihat
legal aid would not typically accept a similar case from people like himself(as a lawyer) and
myself(as a student) "or anyone like us who doesn't need a car for their living."
Applicants who encounter any risk of incarceration as a result ofa conviction would
be accepted for legal aid, provided there is a defence. In this example, Lawyer Kexplains thc
difference between first and second offence impaired driving charges and the subsequcm
connection to the risk of incarceration:
Generally, someooe who comes in with an impaireddrivingchargeasa first offence
-Ihat is nOI something [hat I would do because they are not going to go tojail. It's
going to be a fine and they will lose their license for a year. For a second offence,
they are going tojail if they are convicted. Then it is mandatory because it would
beasccondcharge.
Lawyer D suggests that "the Act is worded rather poorly in tenns of what the criteria are for
summary conviction offences." This lawyer further maintains that although some legal aid
offices will nO! approve a file with a summary conviction charge, he will "if the person is
looking at jail time." He contends that problems arise when clients who have dealt with a
rural area office move into the St. John's area and subsequently get charged with something.
The client may say, "They accepted my application there. Why won't you accept it here?"
This lawyer further contends that divergent "interpretations," made by various area directors,
"probably depends on how busy they are more than any other standards."
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Although the legal aid organization adopts the governing rules of the law society,
other regulations exist 10 supplement these rules. Client confidentiality is the most significan!
of these organizational rules. According to Lawyer E, "Client confidentiality is always a
concern within an organization such as legal aid. We don', want to be found representing an
issue when the fella across the hall from you is representing the olher side." While legally
representing both sides within the same firm is considered to be a conflict, opposing sides
can be represented by lawyers working in separate legal aid offices. Prior to a legislative
amendment in 1996, staff lawyers were unable to oppose one another in court because the
organization was regarded as onc law finn. An intake worker maintains that when a conflict
arises within the St. John's office, "the accused has the financial assessment done, then the
requisite proofs are provided and sent to the office in Atlantic Place." However, the
certificate would be issued from the St. John's office because "no one else could have access
to the infonnation in that file. It is strictly confidential." When the Atlantic Place offiee (also
known as the conflicts office) is also "in conflicl, the case could go to anolher legal aid
office."l'
According to Lawyer E, the legal aid organization is preparing a policy manual l1
whereby it will formally state "here is what happens" wilhin the context of a particular
situation. The objective of this manual involves "seuing down guidelines and categorizing
II For a listing of the other legal aid offices located throughout Newfoundland and
Labradorsee 1.4.
II One of the stafTlawyers has been relieved of his duties generated by his law practice
for a period of six months, so that he can prepare this manual
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different types ofconflict." While three lawyers stress the need for consistency regarding the
application of rules throughout the legal aid organization, an additional three lawyers are
concerned that the coding of rules within an official format will nullify their discretionary
action.
4.5.1 Discretion Regarding Grey Area Files
Though lawyers have objective rules such as the Legal Aid Act that guide their actions,
circumstances unique to an individual case can alter the decision making process, Eight
lawyers agree that discretion is an integral part afthe decision making process determining
client eligibility. A slaff lawyer, working on intake, can take the file to the Provincial
Director or the staff solicitor suggesting that they do the case because of the hardship
criteria,SJ For example, Lawyer D maintains that "if an applicant is in a wheelchair with a
speech impediment" he would accept the applicant even though, as a lawyer, he would have
to "fight more" to grant eligibility to the applicant.
Five lawyers maintain thai "in an iffy situation, grey area files are affected by the
demands of the job." Therefore, lawyers working on intake must carefully prioritize
incoming files because there are many cases and time is a scarce resource (see chapter 6).
Though the lawyer encountering the file on intake is generally the only one involved in the
SJ According to Lawyer D, this criterion contends that "if a person is really being
victimized by the system and they qualitY financially legal aid will generally try to find ways to
help them - unless the only caveat to that is availability to counsel." Though applicants were
required to "prove" their hardship status in the past, the Legal Aid Commission has since
repealed this criterion. While the Legal Aid Commission mainlains the power to accept, reject or
hand down new guidelines on cases, they have nOl done so for a long lime.
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legal assessment ofan applicant's fi Ie, occasionally lawyers encounter questionable files thai
could be accepted or rejected. In these cases, the Director or other lawyers may be consulted
for their opinion. According to Lawyer F, consultations occur infrequently because '"most
cases are pretty cut and dried." However, occasionally an organi7-ational member "will go
to bat" for an applicant. Lawyer A provides this example,
An intake worker could come in and say, 'Look, you know this is a grey area. I
don't think this person is really able to handle this themselves. Can you do
somcthingforthcmT Wehavcabitofdiscrction like that.
Lawyer G contends that individuals from outside legal aid could have "befriended a refugee
or some local person may come in and say that the person is concerned about this or can you
do this for them." These individuals. acting on behalf of the legal aid applicant "could be
from another organization or just an individual wanting to help. There is no structure to it.
It just happens." Though the lawyer may not accept the person immediately. they will look
into it and see what they can do.
4.5.2 Reassessments of Previously Accepted Cases?
Applicants rejected for legal aid based on financial or legal criteria end their application with
legal aid, unless they want to appeal the decision (see below 4.5.2.1). Applicants accepted
bOlh financially and legally arc referred to a lawycr who will handle their case. The legal
secretary will open a certificate and a file for the client. Then, she will send a notice of
disposition to thc client.S4 This acceptance does not end the decision making process. As
S4 This notice will disclose the name of the lawyer who will act as the client's legal
representation.
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previously mentioned, action refers to the activities ofhuman agents regarding the execution
of a decision. Lawyer J explained that "things may happen either financially or legally"
which necessitate a reassessment ofa file. During emergency situations in which a child is
being removed from their home, organizational members cannot always obtain pcninent
information promptly. Lawyer E explains that a file can be approved "on the basis of doing
the initial work in order to keep the child in the jurisdiction." However, the file may later be
rejected "because of X, Y and Z." Funhermore, he maintains that "by the very nature of
representing the individual, each lawyer is obligated to inquire behind a lot ofttle issues that
were only raised superficially" during the original intake assessment. As such, a lawyer
working on intake may ultimately hear that a client was rejected for reasons that may not
have been obvious to them in the IS or 20 minutes they had with the client when they made
the decision.
While only one lawyer stated, "There is no rejection ofcases once it is accepted," six
lawyers disagreed. Lawyer A maintains that "it doesn't happen often," but he has said to
some clients, "Look, I don't know why you were approved there is nothing we can do for
you." Consistent with the previous solicitor, Lawyer J contends that lawyers, in general, can
disagree on points, but "you don't get too many cases coming in with people saying, 'What
law school did you go to?'" Some cases require reassessments because there are particular
kinds of files "that we didn't want to do or they knew someone involved in a file" (conflict
file). Lawyer B maintains that these types of cases "would just go along to be re-assigned to
someone else." Similarly, Lawyer C maintains, "Once a person is told they have legal aid
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it is extremely difficult to tell them 'No, you don', actually qualify.' So the lawyer is stuck
carrying on through."
4.5.2.1 The Appeal Process
There is a two-step appeaJ process whereby any case that is rejected by legal aid can be
appealed to the Appeals Board aCthe Legal Aid Commission - that is something that is sel
out in the Act. This mandate includes those cases that legal aid does nOI traditionally accept
Lawyer 0 states, "Even ifthc person is accepted and the lawyer says, '( don't think that you
should have been accepted and I don't think you qualify,' they can appeal that 100," This
process grants protection to applicants and enables them to tell their story. Lawyer G
contends that sometimes applicants appeal a decision "to see if they can get some more free
advice." However, he maintains these individuals do not receive any free advice.
The first level ofthe appeals process involves anoptional meeting with the Provincial
Director. The applicant can either choose to meet with the Director or ask the intake worker
to inquire whether the Director has chosen to overturn the appeal. If the appeal was not
overturned by the Director, the applicant may proceed to the second level of appeal. The
second level gives the applicant the right to tell their story before members of the appeals
board. Board members consist of both lawyers and non-lawyers and meet once a month. If
the appeals board overturns their application, no recourse exists for the applicant.
If a lawyer rejects an applicant he or she is expected to provide written reasons why
they rejected the person, in the form ora memo-to-file or notes. Lawyer M contends that he
will reject an applicant if, "what the person is offering as a defence just will not float. Ifhe
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is being quite unreasonable: While he may reject an applicant ifi! "stretches the rules too
much," he may recommend 10 either the Director or the Appeals Board of the Legal Aid
Commission that the person be approved for legal aid. Lawyer 0 maintains that other than
stating a reason why they rejected an application, staff lawyers "don't have anything to do
with the decision" made by the board. Lawyer M contends "it is fine with me" when his
decision for denying an application is overturned.
I hate seeing people go through the system without a lawyer. If it were up to me
everyone would qualify, bUll realize we can't. It's not practical. We got to turn
some people down. The lawyers here gOI enough on their plate as it is without going
into overload.
Accordingly, organizational caseloads do impact on the decisions rendered by organizational
members (see chapter 6). This section has demonstrated that individuals denied legal aid
have somc rccoursc. As such, applicants seeking legal aid have some measure ofpowcr with
respect to gaining eligibility status, and therefore the discretionary capability of
organizational members cannot be viewed as absolute.
4.6 Conclusion
As part of the delivery ofservices within the Newfoundland Legal Aid System, the decision
making process determining client eligibility for legal aid was explored in this chapler. To
facilitate a holistic understanding of this process, small pockets of decisions were explored
in detail. The receptionists' seheduling of appointments for clients was the first decision
process that was explored. My findings indicate that these workers must prioritize
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appointments for all legal aid clients. In order to accomplish this work task, the receptionists
must gather information such as whether the applicant has a forthcoming court date and
whether they have been selVcd papers by the court. Then, the decisions made by the intake
workers regarding the financial eligibility of incoming clients V.'CfC explored. To assess the
applicant's current financial situation, these workers must gather sufficient financial
information from prospective clients. This action will delcnnine whether the individual has
the finances to pay for a lawyer without help from legal aid. My findings indicate that
although the worker attempts to gather all the necessary information, applicants do not
always provide complete financial records. Nonetheless, legal aid members can discoverthis
infonnation from other sources such as an ex-husband or ex-wife who may decide, of their
own volition, to divulge information regarding the client's financial situation.
Next, the staff lawyers' assessment of legal eligibility of incoming files was
discussed. Cases that are accepted for legal aid funding are assigned to a staff lawyer on a
pennanent basis. Notably, lawyers assigned these cases mayor may not agree with the initial
legal assessment. As such, cases could be rejected following an initial acceptance.
Nonetheless, this practice rarely occurs. Though the work tasks of legal aid lawyers are
guided by decision making rules originating from within the legal profession and from within
the legal aid organization, the lawyer's subjective understanding of each case is influenced
by their interpretation ofthe decision making environment. For example, grey area files exist
whereby a case may not have legal merit, but the lawyer accepts the case. On the other hand,
some cases that have legal merit may not be accepted for legal aid.
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The decision making process was explored using an agency and structure perspective.
This dual process guides the actions of all organizational members as client eligibility is
determined. As part of the organizational structure of legal aid, objective rules and
organizational mandates aid Ihc determination of client eligibility. Nonetheless, workers
subjectively gather and interpret information surrounding decisions. The member's
subjective interpretations of the decision making environment and their discretionary
capability has the potential to influence client eligibility for legal aid funding. Consequendy,
the actions of legal aid workers arc nOI predetermined by the rules and regulations of the
legal aid organization. Notably, some legal aid clients rejected for legal aid may apply to
have their case reassessed by the Appeals Board. Accordingly, legal aid members maintain
a degree of power.
While the decision making process was the first concept utilized to explored the
delivery of legal aid services, the impact of emotional labour and the role of time will be
discussed as part of the organizational environment of legal aid in chapters five and six. The
management of client emotions in the form of emotional labour and the limitations of time
will be presented as an integral part of the organizational environment of legal aid. These
concepts will be discussed in relation to their impact upon the various work roles of
organizational members and ultimately the delivery ofservices to clients ofthe organization.
Chapter 5 Experiencing Emotional Labour within an Organizational Context
5.1 Introduction: Defining Emotional Labour
In this chapter, emotional labour will be explored as a dominant theme in the organizational
life of legal aid. Putnam and Mumby (1993:36) contend that "people regard emotion as a
value-laden concept which is often treated as inappropriate for organizational life." However,
Ashforth and Humphrey (1995:98-105) maintain that "emotions are an integral and
inseparable part of everyday organizational life," yet researchers have overlooked the study
of "emotions and emotional regulation" in the context of organizations. Nicky James
(1989: 19-20) states, "emotional labour is hard work .. lilt demands that the labourer gives
personal attention, which means they must give something of themselves" to those
individuals requiring these services. Accordingly, emotional labour affe<;ts the organizational
members' work role in meaningful ways. Merging both work roles and emotional labour,
Putnam and Mumby (1993:37) define emotional labour as "the way roles and tasks exert
overt and covert control over emotional displays." However, the emphasis placed on external
control of the individual does not negate the actor's capacity to influence their work tasks
and external work environment.
Repeated work activities requiring emotional labour have the potential to exhaust
both organizational support workers and professionals alike (see James, 1989:19).
Accordingly, an organizational member's subjective experience of work can potentially
affect their work role, and thus the overall goal of delivering services to legal aid clients.
Ronnie Steinberg (1999:144·9), who refers to emotional labour as "relational work,"
contends that "the objectives of most e1ient-oriented organizations, whether profit making
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or nonprofit, are integrally tied to the effective perfonnance ofemotionallabor:'~~While the
handling of client emotions was not included as an official part of each member's job
description, research indicates that the perfonnance of particular aclS ofemotional labour is
sanctioned by the organization as these actions promote the main goal of the organization.
Problems arise because organizational members must help individuals cope with their
immediate, emotional circumstances in order to move on to the provision of more tangible
services, whether it be booking appointments or providing legal services.
Events that occur in the legal aid office affect the day-to-day work lives of
professionals and support workers differently depending on their organizational position. In
a study of the emotional labour experienceO by police detectives, Stenross and Kleinman
(1989:449) suggest two ways to make "emotional labor bearable for other workers:
organizational shields provided by the organization, and status shields provided by
prestige."Sli Receptionists, as front-line service workers, are the first persons to encounter
incoming clients, Data analysis indicates that both support workers and professionals
regularly experience emotional labour as clients move through the organization receiving
services.
Sl Amy Wharton (1999: 160). in her study of the psychosocial consequences of
emotional labour, operationalized emotional labour as "the effort involved in displaying
organizationally sanctioned emotions by those whose jobs require interaction with clients or
customers and for whom these interactions are an important component of their work.~
Sli For a discussion on status shields see 2.4.2.
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The intake workers are the first workers to interview applicants in a private setting.
These workers arethe first to listen to the applicants' stories, and therefore frequently receive
the brunt of emotional onslaughts. Over the course of time the legal secretaries become
familiar with client stories. These workers act as gatekeepers for the lawyers. Given their
high status as professionals, lawyers are thought to maintain a status shield. This shield
should protect these professionals from emotional clients, and thus the lawyers should handle
only rational, legal activities,S? Although there are various levels ofworkcrs for the client to
go through prior to coming into contact with legal aid lawyers. research indicates that these
professionals experience considerable emotional labour originating from client interaction.
In order to provide overall legal representation, the staff lawyers must blend the rationalism
of legal doctrine and the emotionalism of helping clicnts cope with their privatc lives.
Finally, a senior official with Legal Aid has the least direct contact with clients. Although
this individual may experience some fomts of emotional labour from clients, this was not
indicated in my interview.
5,2 Handling the Emotions or Others
Intcractive communication such as face-to-face or voice-to-voicc contact with clients is an
integral component of the support workers' and professionals' work roles in the legal aid
organization. In theireritique ofthe devaluing ofcaring work, England and Folbre (1999:40)
" According to Parker (1994: 162), lawyers "prefer to keep clients distant to avoid
spending emotional resources on them, and so that their professional judgment will remain
unclouded."
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define caring work as "any occupation in which the worker provides a service to someone
with whom heorshe is in personal (usually face-ta-face) contact." However, caring work can
also occur through written or telephone contact (see Steinberg and Figart, 1999; Hoshschild,
1983). Receptionists, as the first workers to enoounter the organization's clients, negotiate
communication between legal aid as an organization and those who require services. The
receptionist's main tasks include responding to and rerouting incoming queries regarding
legal aid through the main switchboard and making appointments. In doing this these front-
line workers experience a substantial amount ofemotional labour. A receptionist maintains
thaI the number of calls could reach "200 to 500" on any particular day. Yet, these workers
are required to placate callers. When receptionists receive several calls simultaneously, they
have to put people on hold. According to a receptionist, they were informed that "they don't
want the phones to be ringing a long time." For example, with "five calls coming in" the
receptionist has to say "Legal Aid Commission Good Morning - one moment please - one
moment please - one moment please ...". Frequently, the receptionist is emphatically told,
"Don't you put me on hold anymore" by those persons who become upset when they are
required to wait. The receptionist maintains, "You just have to make a judgment call on it
whether the client gets upset or nol."
All of the secretaries interviewed have interactive communication with clients
whether it is voice-to-voice or face-to-face contact. Four of the legal secretaries are
responsible for meeting with clients in an effort to reassure them that their cases will be
processed. A legal secretary maintains thai clients who "drop in without an appointment are
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stressed sometimes because they have a court date pending" or maybe these clients "have
never been to court before." When clients become upset the secretaries talk to them. These
workers tell the clients thai "it is nothing 10 worry about- making the first appearance, The
lawyer will see them in court and he will handle it."
While some legal secretaries arc able to modify the behaviour of demanding clients,
other secretaries are unahleto manage this task effectively. The following Iwo quotes explore
the way two secretaries handle demanding telephone conversations with their lawyer's
clients. The first secretary expresses her frustration regarding the amount of"pressure" found
al legal aid. She contends their work environment resembles a "rat race" due to the "client
per lawyer ratio" and the many "demanding clients who don't know how the system works."
This secretary states:
At times, I have gotten calls from one client as high as 15 times a day that probably
doesn't have court until March 2000 (this interview occurred ill early December).
There are a lot of demands here until you have to get abwlutely blunt with them,
'Look, your trial is liot until March 2000 or your case is down in Unified. [will set-
up an appointment with you in the new year.' You hang up and 20 minutes later
they are back on the phone again .,. a lot of it is emotional stress. I have come to
the place where I have had to say, 'The more you are calling me the longer it is
going to take you to get inhere.'
Although the remaining secretaries concur with the previous secretaI)' regarding the number
of incoming calls, other secretaries attempt to understand the client's perspective and
regulate their behaviour accordingly.
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While the following secretary uses an approach comparable to the previous one
(informing the client that they simply could not see the lawyer), she discerned that this
approach would have consequences for the performance of her work in general. The second
secretary states, "When clients drop in, it increases the workload for the legal secretary."This
occurs because time and energy are expended on the c1iem in lieu of other work tasks.
Nonetheless, she reassures the client, thereby reducing the amount of telephone calls. When
this secretary began working for legal aid, she found the clients' behaviour "very frustrating."
Similar 10 the first secretary, she would tell clients, "He is not in. I told you several times that
you have to make an appointment." However, she "found they got more hyper and nervous"
and caJled more frequently. Now, she contends "that if I take the time, the first few times
they drop in, to really talk to them ... to give them some time and explain it, then they are
not so bad." She contends those clients who "can't control it are, maybe, hyper.nervous,
needy and maybe a little obsessive. It's just the way they are."
Having empathy for others and attempting to understand them constitutes the eore
of emotional labour (sec Hochschild 1983). Another secretary who empathizes with clients,
although they "phone in four or five times" regarding the same issue, explains that these
clients "have a right to .... If it was me on the other end I don't know if I could be as calm
as some of these people." Furthermore, she maintains that "sometimes it is two maybe three
weeks or four weeks or two months down the road" before clients have an interview with
their lawyer. Consequently, these c1icnts become vcry frustrated. Some days, "I will gct
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umpteen calls saying, 'I really thought I'd be seen before this' and I feel really badly. I can
understand thai and I can appreciate that."
Steinberg and Figan (1999:184) found that "no matter how trivial, unimportant, or
difficult a situation seems to a police constable or a public health nurse, both must
understand the feelings and concerns orthe victim or client." The following intake worker
was frustrated with an applicant who applied for legal aid because he continually asked her
questions regarding the information she requested. He refused to sign a financial release fonn
because he wanted to know "where Ihis piece of paper was going ... it was like he didn't
wanl anyone to know he was there because it was really embarrassing." She stated. "After
he had gone, to be quite honest, I was thinking '1 had to go through all that.' But, then I
thought about it. Well, I would want to know about it too - like how does it work."
According to Putnam and Mumby (1993:38), "emotional labour is experienced most strongly
when employees are asked to express emotions that contradict their inner feelings." Clearly
shown in the context ofthe following quote is a contradiction between the worker's outward
expression of patience while interacting with the client and their authentic suppression of
frustration. The following receptionist refers to this action as being professional:
It depends on where Ihey are coming from. Some of the clients are hard cases and
stuff, so you gOI to be a bit patient with them. Sometimes it is hard to look at it from
their point of view - you got to have a lot of patience. Sometimes you want to just
scream at them, but you can't. You got to be professional; it depends on the person.
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5.2.1 Being Emotionally Drained
In this section, legal aid workers describe how their encounters with clients emotionally
drains them and how they struggle to cope with these experiences. One intake worker, who
had taken a suicide prevention course, maintained that she did not realize until after the
course had finished that such emotional incidents occurred at hcr workplace. For instance,
an applicant that she financially assessed had many problems and required a lot ofemotional
suppon. During a financial assessment interview, the client passed her a notc that stated "if
things weren't better by Friday she would kill herself." The intake worker stated that the
client's "husband had left her, she had a stroke and everything was really negative."
Consequently, the intake worker "sal with the lady for awhile." She was require<! to inform
the other intake worker that she would be busy for a period of time. Although she explained
that dealing with such an emotional issue "is a little over and above what" they do at legal
aid, she maintains that "We get a few incidents like that in a year." When asked why she
thought an individual had come to legal aid seeking help of this kind, the intake worker
replied, "When people go to legal aid, it's their last resort. This individual didn't know where
else to go and they didn't want to go to family." Another intake worker maintains, "Some
days wejust look at the computer screen and there is nothing on it- just to avoid looking at
the client. These people who come in don't have a lot of coping skills. They come in and
unload." By choosing to regard an inanimate unemotional object, the intake worker can
detach from emotional clients if only briefly.
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Comparable to the experiences of the intake worker, Lawyer H explained his
experiences regarding clients who actually had committed suicide:
The first time a client committed suicide, it just blew me apart. I just found it
difficult to deal with. I wound up asking myself, 'Was it because afme?' One ofthe
second two people Ihad to deliver bad news 10 killed himselfa couple ofdays later,
It didn't affect me in the same way because I had distanced myself. The doctor gave
me some very good advice, 'View it as the problem that comes in the door. don't
gctcmotionallyinvolved.'
Now, this lawyer contends that although he "relates well 10 people it is a problem Ideal with.
When the problem is finished, Iclose the file and I move on." He further maintains, "It took
me a while to pull myself back together enough to be able to do that" because "I had ended
up on sick leave for a while.""
Repeatedly handling emotional clients ean be very exhausting for those required to
perfonn this kind of labour. Some of the workers discussed the fact that encounters with
clients left them emotionally drained. In the folJowing quote, a legal secretary describes her
feelings regarding her interaction with clients:
J really like my work. I dislike when I am talking to a client face-to-face that is
really, really needy or crying or upset because I feel a little drained after they leave.
Then I get another phonC' call right on top ofthat or there is an C'mC'rgC'ncy facing me
right after that and [don't have time. Then I think 'Oh my'. It catches up to you.
$I Griffiths (1986: (72) conducted a study of lawyer-client relations during divorce
cases. He maintains that most lawyers' conception oflheir role includes giving the client some
"moral support, but all consider it very important to maintain their distance from the client."
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Similarto the secretaries, intake workers discuss the need to replenish their energy following
emotional encounters with clients. According to an intake worker:
There are days that I have a lot of empathy. We need to fill up again because we
give so much ofourselves. It is stressful. At Iheend orthe day and we saw eight or
ten people and all aflnose people had the same common denominator, we go home
and we arejust beat. There isa happy medium between becoming an automaton and
taking on their problems. Sometimes il is difficult to find that. Some days you feel
like you are helping people and other days you just don't want to help anyone.
There is a system, but manyclients don't want 10 hear il because they feel vel)' hard
done by - by the system.
For example, when an applicant entered an intake worker's office already angry regarding
an assault charge against his wife. the worker "tried to explain that the police have little
discretion" in these circumstances. Although she tried to appease him through explanation,
the applicant remained angry. She contends, "Sometimes you will have people who will
come in with exceedingly big chips on their shoulders and you are perceived as the enemy.
These times can be really difficult." Although encounters with clients vary in tCmlS of the
emotional labour experienced by organizational members. both professional and non-
professional members of the legal aid organization must seek ways to cope with these
5.3 Providing Emotional Support to Clients: Lawyers as Sodal Workers?
Lawyers define their primary responsibility within the context of their work role. as the
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provision of legal representation for their clients (see Jack and Jack, 1989:29; Countryman
et aI., 1976:230-231). In addition to the provision of legal support, ten sIaff lawyers profess
that they provide emotional support for their clients. While three lawyers accept this
responsibility as part of their work role, the remainder are frustrated with this added
responsibility. Lawyer E accepts that helping the client emotionally is part of his
responsibility as a lawyer:
A lot of our clients are needy ~ause they have been disenfranchised most oftheir
lives. They need sometimes to know that someone is there. As lawyers, I think that
it is our obligation 10 assist them and to let them know they are going to be ok.
La\\l)'cr J stresses the difficulty of separating the client's emotional social needs from their
legal needs. "Ie slates that, "Anyone who says that legal aid is not part social work is crazy
because they are missing the boat totally. Often, there is a need for greater compassion and
understanding." Furthermore, he maintains that "A lot of the needs thal people have when
they come here are not purely legal. How do you separate it? Certainly not in their minds."
Contrary to the previous statements, Lawyer F insists that helping clients emotionally does
not fit his preconceived notions ofwork.ing as a lawyer. He states "I don't view family law
as being a lawyer; I view it as social work." Furthermore, he maintains that "If 1wanted to
be a social worker, I would have got my Arts degree and not gone to law school. I don't like
doing it and don't enjoy it. But, someone has to be an advocate for these people." Similarly,
Lawyer L refers to his work as being similar to the work performed by a social worker:
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Social services were threatening (0 take Ihis woman's kids away from her. The
father was beating the kids up all the lime. I said, 'Look, you got to get away from
him or you are going to lose your kids. Do you love your kids? or Do you love your
husband who isa monsler?' Eventually she gOI her kids, a divorce, a restraining
order; and she was happy.
He contends that this work is "more ofa human thing than a legal thing" because he did not
perform "any greal legal stralegy, any great legal argument." Instead, be simply "did her
divorce and got a restraining order that the guy stay away from her." While he maintains "a
lot of work" was conducted on Ihe case, he "couldn', have 100 cases" similar to this one
because he would not have the time to "serve them properly."
Four lawyers find that family files are the cause ofemotional stress. Lawyer B claims
that whether they work in private practice or legal aid, lawyers that maintain "a high volume
of family files find it very, very stressful- very difficult."
Many of the lawyers resent the need to provide emotional support to their clients
because they do not consider this support a fundamemal component of legal representation.
Whetheror not legal aid lawyers want to provide emotional support for their clients, findings
indicate this support is an essential part oftheir work roles. Some lawyers contend that their
emotional work for the clients is similar to the labour of social workers as opposed to
lawyers.
5.3.1 Reconciling Emotional Labour and Objedivity
"Professional conduct isa type ofrole-detennined behaviour in whieh the defining attributes
of the role specify how a professional relates to other people" (Bacharach et aI., 1995:441).
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Accordingly, being a professional helps to shape the lawyer-client relationship. Jack and Jack
(1989:34) state that the role of the lawyer as "neutral partisan both requires andjustifies an
attomey's preference forthe interests ofthe client ovcrthosc ofothers" [italics added]. While
disagreement exists whether lawyers should provide emotional support for their clients,
consensus exists regarding the need to maintain objectivity as a professional in the lawyer-
client relationship. Developing an emotional attachment to the client would be harmful to
the representation of an individual because objectivity is necessary for the purpose of
properly representing the person. Lawyer E maintains the need to "get close to the client,"
he also maintains there is a "struggle to be objective."
It is hard not to attach some sort of emotional underpinnings to what is going on,
especially ifyou, as the lawyer, feel they are beinghard-done by the other side. You
have to consciously resist it - thai urge to get involved and make it personal.
He further argues that lawyers "can't get sucked into the vortex of their emotional
difficulties." As such, when lawyers "feel" their case has "become personal," they should
"ask another lawyer to take it over." Similarly, Lawyer L maintains, "We should not be
getting involved in clients' lives" because "we cause some of the difficulty for the clients."
Difficulties may arise because:
clients begin to depend on us to solve some ofthe problems they, in fact, should be
resolving. They stop talking to the other side. They become entrenched in their
position. They say, 'Go talk to my lawyer' when they should be talking to each
other.
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Lawyer E contends that although there are various cases that lawyers dislike, "We do it and
you don'l necessarily have \0 like the client or what they are accused of doing. You have to
always remember thai your job is to represent them - to present the best possible defence."
For example, this lawyer maintains that he conducted a cross-examination in which a young
girl "just broke-down in tears." Rhetorically, he questions, "Did that make me feel bad? Yes,
but I still had to do it because that is what my client required. So however distasteful - it is
not us. We have to remove ourselves from that." Comparable to the previous lawyer, Lawyer
G emphasizes a separation of his "moral convictions" regarding clients and his personal
perspective when he states, "I can represent the mosl despicable characters because Ibelieve
in the system and it is not my role to judge." Only one lawyer declared he would be unable
to achieve this separation in some cases. Consequently, he "refuses" to accept these files.
5.3.1.1 Subjective Client Stories
The presentation of a client's story, in the form of a legal affidavit, is fundamentally
important for the legal representation of that client. Lawyer F contends that lawyers must
question whether the clients' stories could, "on a reasonable basis, be true!" Because ''the
judge and the jury are reasonable, the client has to be reasonable," Both an affidavit and an
application are necessary to begin the proceedings. The affidavit contains the substance of
the individual's claim. Although all the lawyers contend that sticking to the facts (being
reasonable) allows them to better represent the client in the court oflaw, divergent opinions
exist regarding the acquisition of information for affidavits. Some lawyers advocate getting
to know the client on a personallevcl as a way to understand their stories. Initially, getting
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to know the client on a personal basis appears contradictory to the notion of objectivity.
However, Lawyer K maintains that although the client "opens up 10 you, you can still remain
objective." He contends that clients may witllhold information from the lawyer if they arc
uncomfortable with them, thereby nullifying access to the truth. For instance, he maintains
that a male lawyer talking to a female about a sexual assault offence has to "know where they
are coming from and where they have been." Furthermore, he states that,
We have to weave the affidavit, weave the application and realistically we are the
ones talking in court. If you can', get there with them, then it is hard to sort out
what is fact and what isficlion and some of it is fiction.
While researchers such as Countryman et al. (1976:230-23\) contend that the primary role
of lawyers is the representation of the client, they argue that a conflicting role of
responsibility to society's interest also exists. Lawyer C maintains that legal aid exists to
provide a "basic service for a client ofmodest means. I interpret that to lay the law down that
I am not your backyard neighbour. I tell people that up front." Furthcnnorc, he proclaims
that,
It is a waste oftime listening to garbage thaI has no relation to the law. I don'l know
how many times I have heard, 'Well it is important lome.' Sobc it. Well, it is not
important 10 me or to the courts. I don't get too many thank-you cards, but then
again I gel the job done and I get a lot ofjobs done.
Furthennorc, he maintains "it is the taxpayer's money." Clients are "just as divorced without
coddling" as they are "with coddling." Coddling refers to those clients who spend a fortune
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on private lawyers in family matters where the person is encouraged to call jftheir spouse
or ex-spouse calls them a nasty name. He maintains thallhis type ofservice is geared toward
"an hour long phone call to the lawyer and it is also good for $300 or $400." However, he
also contends that this practice is not legal. He maintains that legal aid lawyers "don't do
thai" because they "haven't got Ihe time and it is just business only please."
Amendments to the Legal Aid Act authorized thai persons charged with murder
would no longer have their choice of representation. Problems in Ihe lawyer-client
relationship have arisen due to this amendment. According to Kahn (1964:68), "some
substantial degree of mutual trust is required for free and open communication." Lawyer N
contends thai "a person charged with murder is a difficult client because he is scared to
death."W Therefore, the lawyer must obtain:
his confidence and try to calm him down. He thinks, automatically, because you are
on a salary paid by the taxpayer, a govemment employee, you are a piece of shit.
Consequently, a private lawyer is a much, much better lawyer. Without trust it is
hopeless because they won't confide in you and they w?n't take your advice. It
bewmes very difficult.
In these situations, staff lawyers are required to expend more time and energy in an attempt
to gain the clients' trust. Furthennore, this lawyer maintains that prior to the amendment staff
S9 As part of an original longitudinal study conducted by the Centre of Criminology at
the University of Toronto, Ericson and Baranek (1982) explored the criminological organization
of the Canadian Criminal Justice System. Their results indicate legal aid lawyers were viewed as
possessing inferior knowledge relative to ~regular" (private) lawyers, while duty counsel were
viewed as being the least preferable
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lawyers "still ended up representing people on murder charges" because some clients would
say "I know you now and I talked 10 you a couple of times now and I want you to represent
me.• have confidence in you." In contrast, nowadays, he says that when he represenls a client
charged with murder they say, "I don't have any choice. I'm stuck with you. So, they resent
it and it becomes much more difficult." Consequently, "It is almost preferable if they could
have the choice of a private lawyer" at this time. While contradictory opinions exist with
respect to hearing client stories, the element of trust emerges as an essential ingredient
necessary to properly represent clients in emotionally demanding cases such as rape and
murder. In contrast, emotional support for minor family matters is viewed as coddling.
5.4 Unreasonable Clients and EJ.:plaining the Reality of the Legal System
According to Nicky James (1989: 17), "emotion is rarely seen as systematic or structured and
is oflen, by direct reference or association, used as a contrast with 'rational.'" Furthennore,
"rationality is held supreme," while the notion of'''feclings' have come to acquire negative
cOMotations ofunpredictability and irrationality" (James, 1989: 17). All the lawyers maintain
that legal aid clients have to be reasonable when they are attempting to solve their cases.
Contradictory to the rational structure of the law, many clients arc perceived to act with
emotion as opposed to rationality, wh.ich leads to problems. For support workers and
professionals alike, more time is required to handle emotional clients.
Lawyer N dichotomizes criminal and family law. Criminal law allows the lawyer to
"make technical arguments and fine distinctions" such as getting "your guy acquitted and
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evidence excluded so the jury wouldn't consider certain evidence." In the following quote
he details why "there isn't any law" in family cases.
When it comes right down to it It can be really dull and extremely petty.
Sometimes when people have these arguments over 6:30 or 7:30, as a time to bring
the kids home, it gets very, very tedious. Meanwhile, you are trying to get your
clients to be more reasonable.
Clients who understand the capabilities, and therefore the limitations oflhe legal aid system,
are considered reasonable cl ients. Clients expecting services beyond the perceived capability
of legal aid are designated as unreasonable. The goal of legal aid is the provision of legal
representation 10 clients unable to afford these services. Lawyer 1 maintains the "client of
modest means can't afford an Eddie Greenspan defence" simply because they want theircasc
to continue. Furthcnnorc,
Theycall't afford to have a room this size loaded with filingcabillcts all Oil one case
and to have experts brought in from all over the world for a simple custody case.
As such, he further mainlains that "time is very important. That is why you have to focus on
the issues and not get bogged down on the development malters, especially in family
matters." As such, lawyers are required to limit the contextual infonnation surrounding the
client's story. In family court the judge wants to know what is happening now and how the
children can be best looked after as opposed to whether or not the couple had a stormy
relationship tcn years ago.
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Lawyers are cognizant that judges are unwilling to consider unreasonable courses of
action in thc courtroom. Consequently, a lawyer must maintain a reputation as a reasonable
lawyer to get the client a better deal. According to Lawyer C, stafT attorneys "taking
unreasonable positions because their client has instructed them will get a reputation for that."
As sllch,judges will carefully scrutinize documents brought forward by the lawyer. However,
if thc lawyer "consistently puts a very reasonable position before the judge - the judge is
more likely 10 say. 'That sounds reasonable. I'll go along with tha!.'" He further maintains
that, "There is overall success Ihal way - a son of bigger picture success." Lawyer H
maintains that clients unwilling to be "co-operative" and "realistic about their defence are
difficult clients." These individuals can "ruin the lawyer's day or week." Staff lawyers
attempt to resolve family issues prior to court to prevent files from coming baek to them
later. Family clients that are contentious can prevent the closure of their files by refusing to
be reasonable. Clients can be perceived as either rational or irrational depending on their
knowledge of the legal aid system. Rational clients are perceived as being easier to handle
because they have a better understanding of the legal system as opposed to irrational clients
who fail to understand the rational nature of this system. Potentially, more time and energy
is spent on the latter cases.
5.5 Clients' Lack of Appreciation
Stenross and Kleinman's (1989:447-8) study of police detectives found that a lack of
appreciation on behalf of victims was an "emotional burden." Appreciation from clients,
regardi ng work conducted on their behalf, can provide positive feedback to members oflegal
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aid. Positive feedback from clients can increase the worker's positive perception of their
work tasks and work role in general. A legal secretary maintains that although "we do
provide support to people in crisis that support is overlooked." Nonetheless, another
secretary mainlains there are some clients who express their appreciation, which she
maintains is a "vital Ihing.'>l>O A receptionist stated, "We ll)' to make the clients feel as
comfortable as possible" because sometimes "all they need is just someone to listen." For
example,
We had a client who came in this morning. I could tell she felt embarrassed. I said,
'That is all right, thai is what we are here for: That made the client feel bcncr.
When she was leaving she said thank-you to mc. Some clients come back and say
thank-you.
However, on other occasions "it doesn't matter what you do for them, they won't appreciate
it." There are "some people you can't please" such as the "ones who keep coming back, the
ones who are always in trouble."
Eight lawyers maintain that clients evaluate legal services based on the results ofthe
case not the job perfonnance of the lawyer. Accordingly, if the client gets good results the
lawyer is perceived to have perfonned well- irrespective ofthe quantity of time spent on the
case or the quality of work perfonne<l on the client's behalf. Lawyer J maintains thai when
60 Bulan et al. (1997:252) found that "women may feel better about their work when
they feel that theireffcctiveness in fulfilling the afTeclive requirementsisvalued."
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a client's case has negative results, the lawyer is perceived as "not good at their job." Lawyer
Dmaintains,
The things that you dislike are the clients that tum on you and call you all sorts of
names after thanking you profusely for the job that yOll have done. Then the person
doesn't like the look of the jail cell. That happens all the time.
Four lawyers contend that criminal clients appreciate the lawyer's work on their behalf, while
the family clients do not appreciate their work. According to Lawyer H, "Criminal clients
know what the score is, what is realistic and they know when a good job was being done."
These clients will "shake your hand and thank you," ifthey believe the lawyer has "gone Ihat
extra mile for them" although they may have been convicted. Similarly, Lawyer D contends
that "no matter what you do, at the end of the day" the family clients "still have a broken
family." Therefore, "it is nol realistic 10 expect them to be overflowing wilh gratitude
because Ihe lawyer gol them an exira SI00 out of the EX or another night's visit with the
child." Lawyer K states, '" wouldn't say that they are never satisfied, but they never seem to
be as happy as some of the criminal clients."
5.6 Experiencing Emotional Labour: Defining the Boundaries
Periodically, the worker's personal and work environments conflict. According to an intake
worker, "When applicants apply for legal aid I try to be objective. I try to disengage myself
from those individuals I am familiar with on a personal level." This intake worker maintains.
"Several people who knew that I worked for legal aid would call me at home. I don't like
that." A specific incident occurred in which she was acquainted with an applicant, and
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subsequently she referred the person to the other intake worker for their financial assessment.
Problems arose when the intake worker familiar with the applicant became aware there was
infonnation she did not provide. Consequently, she lold the other intake worker that she
would have to do a reassessment. Later that day the applicant called the intake worker and
angrily demanded, "Who do you think you are ... blah, blah, blah."
Stress61 occurring during a workday has the potential to cross over into the person'5
private life. In the following quote a receptionist recounts a particularly stressful workday.
It was frustrating. The phone was going nuts, there was courier people Ihere, there
were clients there and people were calling saying, 'Is this client out there?' My
God,lwasjustouttolunch.
When the workday concluded and she returned home, her head was "literally banging" and
ultimatclyshc"cried."
While two lawyers chose to differentiate clearly between their personal and
professional time, others allowed this line to blur. According 10 Wharton (1993:218),
"cmotional exhaustion is higher among those working longer hours." In this study, five
lawyers maintain that working overtime is necessary to complete all required work tasks.
Lawyer E stated, "Some lawyers are workaholics that arc here all hours ofthe night and day."
According to Lawyer J, "it is not possible to do a thorough, decent job" without working
overtime. Nonetheless, he contends that "it is possible to do a mediocre job." Yet, another
61 According to Krahn and Lowe (1988: J68-9) workers have "little control" over
stressors defined as"objective situations" occurring in the workplace.
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lawyer contends that without working overtime "people would have to wait longer. Service
would be poor. Then I would have to deal with people being upset or whatever."
In comrast, the following lawyers draw definite boundaries between the public sphere
located in their work environment and the private sphere. In the following quote, Lawyer E
clearly differentiates his role as a professional lawyer working for legal aid and his private
life.
I have 10 bean topofmyworkload and it gets to be too much. 1didn't join legal aid
to work 80 hours a week. I do have to work at night because I am a professional
person. The main problem with legal aid is that we gal great lawyers, but Ihey can
only do so much.
Lawyer C describes his approach as "a survival mechanism because burn-outbl is a real risk
at legal aid. Most years we have had someone offon sick leave due to the stress." According
to a senior official with Legal Aid, "a number of people have gone on stress leave."
Nonetheless, he is "not convinced that the stress leave that the person has gone on is totally
job related." Accordingly, he maintains that:
any professional person that is dealing with the public has a lot of pressure aJld
often feellhat they have more demands on their time than they can reasonably
fulfill. Professionals have to decide how they are going to manage their practice and
how they are going to reaCllO all these pressures.
According to a senior official with Legal Aid, "working with an organization that has sick
leave days" could make it "easier" for lawyers to implement leave, as a way to "deal with
62 For a brief discussion on worker bllm-ollt see 2.4.1.
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stress" in their personal life. He questions whether staff lawyers would "try to implement an
approach that would allow them to manage their stresses if they were in private" practice. In
the following excerpt, a senior official with Legal Aid compares the professional work of
being a doctor with a lawyer.
Surgery is scheduled at 9:00 in the morning because emergencies have it bumped
until 4:00 in the afternoon. Although the doctor has been on his feel for 10 hours,
he has still got 10 godo his job. Is Ihe quality compromised because oflha! or is Ihal
stress going to cause him to take time off work? There are certain hazards ill the
profession and being a professional persOIl these things happen.
Although this senior official questions the issue of work, stress and leave, he maintains, "I
am not going to deny that ii's a factor." Lawyer K suggests that lawyers, in general, have
"just got 10 know when enough is enough and don't take the job home with you," However,
he contends this boundary is "difficult" to maintain because "you are dealing with emotions."
Although organizational members attempt to maintain a boundary between their
private lives and their public work role within the organizational environment of legal aid,
this attempt can be difficult. Organizational members acquire information about clients,
generally thought to be personal to the individual. For instance, LawyerG suggests that there
are "things that you learn about other people and their private lives ... their whole emotional
beings are laid bare." In some cases, "their whole sexual relationship is laid bare." This
aecess to the personal details ofclients makes it difficult for workers to remain objective, and
consequently draws workers closer to the personal lives of their clients.
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5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, emotional labour as experienced by organizational members oflega! aid has
been discussed. The findings indicate that emotional labour is experienced by organizational
members, including men and women and by individuals in both professional and non-
professional work roles. These organizational members contend that face-ta-face and voice-
to-voice contact is emotionally draining. Therefore, subsequent to these interactions members
may become fatigued. Moreover, this labour has the potential to generate stress for
organizational members. While receptionists and legal secretaries experience emotional
labour during administrative work tasks such as booking appointments, intake workers
experience this type of labour while executing work tasks such as financially assessing
clients. Although the legal representation of clients requires rational, unemotional work
pcrfonnance, lawyers also experience emotional labour when they are required to offer
emotional support to their clients.
While most ofthe legal aid lawyers provide emotional support for their clients, only
a few of these professionals perceive this aspeCI as an acceptable part of their work role.
Indeed, a majorily of lawyers resent this feature of their work role. Some lawyers perceive
their work role, particularly Ihe cmolionallabour required on family files, as similar to social
work. While some lawyers maintain that there is a need 10 provide emotional support for
their clients, they also emphasize the need to remain objective in order to properly represent
their clients.
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Although appreciation for one's work could generate positive feedback for legal aid
workers, some support workers claim it is overlooked by clients. Similarly, lawyers contend
that clients assess their services based on the results ofthe case as opposed (0 the actual job
perfonnance orthe lawyer. For instance, there may be a lack of appreciation from clients
when lawyers do not win the case for them even though the lawyer may have represented
them well. In order 10 cope with someofthe emotional labour, some organizational members
strive to instill a boundary between the public sphere in which they work and their private,
personal lives. Nonetheless. this boundary docs not always shield the worker from this type
of labour.
Emotional labour exists as a definite part orlhe legal aid environment, and therefore
affects the work roles of organizational members. Workers required to handle emotional
clients or customers without sufficient training or skills may experience adverse effects such
as stress, burnout and alienation. It is therefore critical to recognize the existence of this
emotional labour and its effects on the organization. When legal aid workers experience
emotional labour, the potential for the services rendered to legal aid clients to be negatively
affected increases. Conceivably emotional labour exists within this environment because the
majority oflegal aid clients are the marginalised and the disenfranchised within our society.
Consequently, when they are seeking legal aid services they may carry over problems that
are unrelated to the legal representation of their case.
Chapter 6 Using Time Effectively
6.1 Inlroduction: Conceptualizing Time
Time penneates all facets oforganizational life. B1uedom and Denhardt (1988:303) contend
that organizations manage time as a scarce resource to accomplish organizalional objectives,
while attempting to reach peak efficiency and effectiveness. The organizational objective of
lcgal aid is the delivery of legal services to individuals unable to afford these services.
Organizational members have made several attempts to control time by way of increasing
organizational efficiency. For example, various systems ofdistributing files among lawyers
have been tried. A combination of insufficient manpower, large numbers of incoming files
and the time required to handle emotional clients influences the services rendered to clients.
Gherardi and Strati (1988:153) maintain that multiple fonns of time exist within
organizations. I concur with their interpretation and conceptualize time as a scarce resource
(engendering organizational efficiency) and as inherent within events (melding a subjective
interpretation of work tasks and structural constraints). Although time will be explored in
tenns of scarcity, rationality and efficiency, it is not my intention to further the "dominant
image" of time as objective, homogeneous, quantifiable and uncontrollable (Hassard,
1989:31; see also Sahay, 1997:239). Accordingly, the role oftime will be explored through
the experiences of organizational members. Clark (1985:36) maintains that "time is in the
events and events are defined by organizational members" [italics in original].61 Because
61 Peter Clark (1985:36) states, "sociological analysis requires a theory of time ... [as] a
socially constructed, organizing device by which one set, or trajectory of events is used as a point
of reference for understanding, anticipating and attempting to control other sets ofevcnls." For
additional commentary on Clark's work and a concise, albeit brief literature review regarding the
cyclic-qualitative research in the work-place see John Hassard (1989:24-31).
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organizational members are knowledgeable about their individual work tasks and the
environment of legal aid, they have the capacilyto provide insight regarding the delivery of
services to clients. Although one secretary maintains that the organization is meeting the
needs ortheir clients, the expectations of clients are "never mel in the sense that they want
their service faster." Similarly Lawyer M states,
We have to juggle so many files at one lime. We just kind of wonder when it is
going to get the best of us. Unfonunately, because artha! some clients feel and
sometimes the public perception, is Ihat the clients aren't getting the service that
thcyshouJdbe.
The ongoing flow of events within legal aid demands the prioritization of tasks.
Consequently, there is a need to assign times for the completion of work tasks. However,
organizational members must be flexible regarding the time in which their work tasks are
performed. Failla and Bagnara (1992:678) maintain that the "organization of work is
becoming less rigidly defined by highly rationalized time patterns," particularly in
organizations that utilize information technologies for professional work. Flexibility oftime
can be achieved through flexible labour, which furthers "management control over task,
duration, and scheduling ofactivities, usually rationalized by the pursuit ofminimum costs"
(Blyton et ai, 1989: 134). Below, the relationships among funding, caseloads and computer
generated administrative duties and the ultimate goals of the organization will be explored
in relation to a conceptual understanding of time and the delivery oforganizational services.
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6.2 The Unpredictability of Scheduling
StruclUrally, legal aid is striving to implement more effective use oftime with regard to first
conlact scheduling practices. Currently, the intake workers are contemplating whether they
should be double-booking people, the number of applicants that are no-shows and the
number of people legal aid is processing. An intake worker maintains that the legal aid
organization is allocated funding in relation to the number arpeap!e they process during Ihe
year. When Ihe legal aid organization informs the Department ofJustice that "X number of
people" were processed during the fiscal year, potential funding cuts could occur if the
numbers arc considered low. Although she maintains Ihe importance of this funding
criterion, she views her role as being far more importanl than merely processing the
maximrun nrunber of cases.
Zerubavel's (1976:88-9) definition of timetables as a "set of blocks of time within
which events are durationally fixed, sequentially ordered and located between absolute points
in time" is viewed by myton et al. (1989:6) as "the rationalization of time usc and the
scarcity of time as a basic work resource." While events can be quantitatively fixed within
absolute points of time, the unpredictability of the legal aid environment does not allow
events always to occur during the anticipated time-frame. According to the intake workers,
work days are unpredictable and the number ofincoming applicants is sporadic. For instance.
though workers may expect the office to become busy when they return to work following
a long weekend, occasionally only a few applicants will apply for legal aid. Similarly,
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workers do nOI expect applicants to apply during bad weather. Nonetheless. during bad
weather the office could be blocked with people.
Receptionists and intake workers are unable to organize their schedules with the
assurance thai c1iems will show-up for previously scheduled appointments. On some
occasions the computer screen will indicate that legal aid is booked-up for the whole day, hut
the organization will receive no-shows and people canceling appointments. Consequently,
what starts out looking like a very busy day does nol end up being busy. Applicants who have
not called to cancel their appointments cause problems with scheduling because workers arc
unable to schedule additional applicants. An intake worker maintains thai instead of calling
to cancel, most people simply do not tum-up for their appointment. For example, an imake
worker called an applicant the day of his interview to re-schedule, bul the applicant had
forgotten that he had an appointment.
Iasked him ifhe wanted to re-schedule it. He said, 'No, Idon't know irt want legal
aid to represent me. I'll get back to you.' Some days we could have any number of
those.
There arc fewer problems with people who walk in without an appointment because these
applicants can be assigned to the canceled or no-show time slots. However, if legal aid is
having a busy day, the individual would have to make an appointment for anothcr day.
According 10 an intake worker, to offset some of the unpredictability, appointments
originally booked every halfhour are now being booked every fifteen minutes.
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6.2.1 The Legal Secretaries' Scheduling of Appointments
The unpredictability of the lawyers' schedules affects the secretaries' work tasks and
ultimately the clients of legal aid. While some lawyers allocate specific times for the
secretaries to schedule their clients, other lawyers prefer to arrange their own schedules. A
legal secretary maintains that the most efficient way to schedule appointments is "when you
really know you will have the time." However, the identification of these times can be
difficult, primarily because the lawyer's schedule can "suddenly change oul of the blue."
Consequently, these workers must call up the clients, cancel and then reschedule. This act
can be frustrating because clients have difficulty understanding why a secretary cannot
schedule an appointment. The following secretary states, "I just explain it to the clients.
Sometimes ten times a day, which gets kinda - but, then I think. this person hasn't heard this
before and we have to take our time with everyone."
During their time in court, the lawyers often obtain new court dates for their clients.
Problems arise when lawyers do not give this infonnation to their secretaries. A secretary
states, "Scheduling appointments is really, really difficult with provincial court lawyers-
criminal lawyers" because the secretaries "don't know when they are going to be back. It's
a fluid thing." As such, the lawyers "could be in court going for a review or something that
they think will be a half hour, but they come back two hours later." Sometimes they have to
wait for other activities to take place in court before lhey can present their case or their work
simply look longer than they had expected. A secretary maintains that the amount oftime the
lawyer spends with the client depends on the disclosure and the client's story.
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For example, they may go to visit clients at the penitentiary. How long does that
take? Nobody knows. They may intend to see three clients, but only see one.
Consequently, these la\V)'crs have to go back at another time to see the other clients. Another
secretary maintains that her lawyers "have to lake their own time with things." Accordingly,
these lawyers are flexible with their work time.
When lawyers are required to handle cases in other pans ofNewfoundland, a rippling
effect occurs among other organizational members as they are influenced by these changes.
Frequently lawyers are senl out to handle a two-day trjallhal could lum out to be a five day
trial. For major crimes or charges such as murder, lawyers are required to stay for a
prolonged period oftime. While the lawyer handles this case their main files, retained in the
SI. John's office, must be managed by other lawyers willing to take on these cases.
Secretaries must inquire ofother lawyers, "Can you go down and do this today?" A secretary
maintains that "it's just running and covering. It's just a rat race due 100% to the caseloads."
6.3 Old System vs. New System: A Searcb for Organizational Efficiency
Over the years, several attempts have been made to find legal aid's most efficient, quick and
fair way to assess and distribute files to legal aid lawyers. These systems will be discussed
in an effort to understand the organizational dynamics that make the ongoing search for the
best way to distribute files a challenging lask. An earlier system of allocating files among
staff lawyers is known as the file assignment and distribution system. Within this system, the
majority of lawyers acted as intake lawyers on a rotating basis. Lawyers had a mixed practice
(also known as a general practice) that required them to accept criminal, family or other
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administrative files.6-I Following the acceptance of a file on intake, files were distributed
among various lawyers at file assignment meetings that occurred twice a week. Because
many files had court dates that were previously sel, the acceptance offiles was based on the
availability oflawyers. However, Lawyer Bmaintains that occasionally lawyers would accept
a case "simply out of interest."
The Supreme Team and Provincial Team (also designated the Group Approach)
began in 1998 as a way to cope with the reduction of staff lawyers by IwO members within
the $1. John's office. Lawyers assigned to the Provincial Team were required to handle the
criminal files and they were assigned to acourt-room or series ofcourt-rooms. A stafflawyer
maintains that the Supreme Team handled all the family, civil and administrative law files,
all matters in the supreme court including criminal or family appeals to the court of appeal
in S1. John's, and all conflicts and over-flows originating from the offices outside the S1.
John's area. The Supreme Team became badly over-loaded because there were not enough
lawyers to handle the work-load. The system of distributing files to the Supreme Team and
Provincial Team came to a crisis because as most oCthe lawyers maintain, they could not
take any more files. Lawyer A maintains that "files were coming in and no-one was getting
them." following complaints by some of the lawyers, the system was changed.
A new system of intake was introduced in January of 1999 whereby one lawyer was
assigned intake duties and responsibilities on a full-time basis. As part of this system,
~ A small number of lawyers have it spedfied in their work contractlhat they will
accept only one type of file. According to Lawyer A, they were able to obtain this stipulation
prior to the expansion of legal aid, when "most oflhe work had been sent out."
IJO
lawyers reverted back to accepting all types of files. The permanent intake lawyer assessed
the legal merit of incoming applications, then assigned files to staff lawyers based on a
distribution list. Clients would receive an appointment two or three weeks following their
initial assessment. The assigned lawyer would meet with the client to obtain basic facts for
the application. A third meeting was required to aJlow the client to sign their application for
court. According to Lawyer D, this system was deemed to be "a waste of time" because
clients were required to "make three trips instead of two trips." Similarly, Lawyer L states,
"Things went to hell primarily because people were able to take themselves off the list to
receive files." Furthermore, he maintains thai during "large chunks of the year there were
only two, three or four people on the list taking files," yet the files continued 10 come in
faster than he could close out existing ones.
The current system requires that most staff lawyers act as intake lawyer on a rotating
basis. Lawyer A maintains, "All we are doing is rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic."
Furthennore, he contends, "Ifthere aren't enough bodies to do the work under the old way,
there aren't enough bodies to do the work under the new way. It is still going to be that we
are not going to have enough time to do a proper job on each file." In the current system, the
lawyer acting as intake lawyer reviews only those files being rejected because the Act
requires it. Lawyer N maintains that accepted applications are sent onwards to the lawyer
who will be representing the client. This prevents wasting time with someone who will not
necessarily be their lawyer.
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With the current system Lawyer H maintains that lawyers acting as intake lawyer,
"tend not to take the weak ones," known as the "sympathy files," because they know they
will have 10 handle these files. He maintains that these files have "very liltle merit, but there
is a heart-breaking story that makes your sympathy gland throb." For example,
The woman is on welfare. There is no way she can get a mortgage, but she wants
to buyout the husband's interest in the family home. The lawyer can spend 30, 40,
50,60 or a 100 hours trying to find some way .. Then, the lawyer finally finds a
way (household finance will do it). They manage loccrne up with aco-signer. Then,
they decide they don'l like the chimney and it will have to be replaced. It will cost
another $2500 and she can't swing that because social assislancewi11notincrease
the amount she is prepared to pay against the mortgage. As it was there would have
been 30% interest on it.
Lawyer L maintains that when lawyers can "just accept cases and have someone else deal
with them-then itis oh, I am so sympathetic, 'Yes my dear, we will have someone deal with
that - here you go.'''
Problems with scheduling occur when lawyers maintain a general practice
Frequently, the family law cases conflict with the criminal law files in terms of previously
scheduled dates. Criminal matters are scheduled for court up to four months in advance.
Consequently, court dates are scaut;:rt;:d throughout the lawyer's calendar, which leaves them
fairly fully booked in court three days a week. Meanwhile, as Lawyer 0 maintains, they get
family law files "dropped on them" with three days notice. In such cases time is wasted
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because the lawyer "who is all prepared for the criminal trial and who has been carrying the
family file and knows it - now has to give onc of them up." Lawyer C maintains,
Those taking-on these files have 10 reinvent the wheel on getting to know that file.
They have to go in and do the Irial and build the rapport with the client. Thai is
difficult. The clients says, 'Who is that stranger. I have been dealing with so-and-so
all along. Now, I've got this guy. Who is this bozo? Why is he telling me to do
that,61
Lawyer N maintains that some family files were "changing hands multiple times - going
through three, four, five or six lawyers before anything of substance had been done. That is
not fair to the client." Similar to the previous lawyers, Lawyer Gcontends that there is a "fair
amount of movement" with respect to the lawyers' files. Inadvertently, this movement put
a lot of stress on clients. Furthennore, securing lawyers for the family files became difficult
because some lawyers did want to accept these files. Attempts to distribute files fairly have
been exacerbated by a reduction of lawyers, a high volume of cases and the difficulty
regarding the measurement of work conducted on family and criminal files (simple vs.
complex files, unpredictability of the organizational environment, and trying to provide a
level of service while prioritizing files), as will be discussed below.
6.4 The Complexity of Detennining the Lawyer's Caseload: Sufficient Numbers
A majority of the staff lawyers state that the lack of time and the large amount of files affect
services rendered to legal aid clients. The legal aid organization has been attempting for
6S For the import8nce ofclienttTust, see 5.J.I.I.
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several years to define a workload for each lawyer by detennining an appropriate number of
files that each lawyer should carry. Lawyer M contends that if the organization "had more
lawyers we could provide better service simply by virtue of the numbers game." In 1996. the
revised statutes of Newfoundland proclaimed that individuals charged with murder are
unable to have their choice of lawyer.66 Consequently, staff lawyers are required to handle
almost all incoming files as opposed to redirecting some files to private lawyers. Cost
projections were delineated as justification for this revision. Lawyer A maintains that legal
aid'sapen-ended budget during much afthe 1980561 allowed funds to be spent "very quickly,
without a lot ofcontrol." The inexperience ofsome private lawyers who spend hundreds and
hundreds of hours researching the law was a contributing factor to the amendment.
According to Lawyer N, "Representing a client may cost $100,000, $200,000 or $300,000
and you have a set budget of5 million dollars, not 5.3 million dollars," He maintains that if
a private lawyer is handling a case legal aid could be "way over budget." Consequently, it
becomes difficult for legal aid to predict the budget from year to year. Nonetheless, most
lawyers maintain that the requirement to handle all files in-house left them with "no safety
valve" when they became overloaded.
The Legal Aid Act was amended in July, 1996 (Statistics Canada, 1999b:81). In
accordance with this amendment, subsection 31 (4) was re~aled, While the original Legal Aid
Act of 1975 (RSN 1990 cL-11, 1990: 13) allowed individuals "charged with offences that
carr[ied] a minimum of life imprisonment" to choose their legal representation, the amended Act
revoked this choice (RSN 1990 cL-II, amendment, 1996:25).
61 A fixed budget came inloeffect in Ihe !99{)s.
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In 1996-1997, two full-time staff lawyers from the St John's office were assigned
to a newly developed conflicts office, but their positions were not replaced. Although the
number of lawyers decreased, the remaining lawyers on staff handled the same number of
files. Furthermore, the senior staff lawyer reduced his file intake from "about 90 or 115 cases
to about 55 active files about a year ago." Increased administrative responsibility brought
aboUllhis action. Although the number of lawyers available to accept files has been reduced,
the $1. John's office continues to provide legal aid services.
6.4.1 Time to Do Files
Lawyer J maintained that 1997 was "a brutal year." During this period, he had informed a
senior official with Legal Aid three times that he could not accept additional files, Being
overworked led him to believe that he would be unable to provide the service necessary to
handle an increased number of files. Lawyer M oomends that while private lawyers have "a
little more of the luxury of taking a file and putting in a lot ofwork on that file before going
on to the next one," the volume of work at legal aid regulates the completion of files. For
example, he maintains that "There is never enough time to do all you want to do on a file.
Over the years I have found that there is less and less time for each file." Furthennore, he
contends, "It is a bitofajokc. People will say, 'What research have you done on that case?'
The person will say, 'Research - you have time for research?'''
A lawyer's legal experience can influence the time required to conduct research.
Their perception of files evolves over time. As lawyers become more aware of the legal
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issues. they recognize where there is a defence to work with and where there is not. Lawyer
Fexplains:
When the person gets their first B&E (break and enter) the lawyer tries to research
every issue and lire it OUI. A few years later, the lawyer reads through the disclosure
and says, 'I will argue it on this particular poinl' or just say talheir client, 'You're
screwed. Let's deal with it.'
Ultimately, each lawyer accepts thc maximum number of cases they can handle. The
maximum often depends upon the lawyer's sense ofprofessionalism. The lawyer's provision
of legal representation is regulated externally and internally by the law society and the
organizational procedures oflegal aid (see 4.4). According to Lawyer D, "We don't want 10
put ourselves in a position where we are over-worked if we forget matters, if we do a
sloppy job Ihen the lawyer will look bad in front of their peers and no one wants that."
However, two secrelaries and four lawyers agree that lawyers "slip up" occasionally whereby
such things as "a court date is forgotten." Slip-ups have the potential to occur because most
lcgal aid lawyers handle anywhere from 100 to150 aClive files. Two lawyers maintain that
in any organization there are bad lawyers and "legal aid is no exception." According to
Lawyer E:
There is the perceptioll ill the community that it isn't worth your time and effort to
come down to legal aid because you are not going to get a good job done if you're
Ilot payillg for it. That is a valid one for those clients that don'l get a good level of
service. There are 37 lawyer.; in this organization. Use Ihe 10% quotient - then
3.7% arell't performillg the way they should.
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Only one lawyer maintains there is "loIs of time" to do files. Consequently, he does not see
a need for additional staff lawyers. This lawyer states, "Everyone else will tell you that there
should be more statT lawyers, but every bureaucracy willlell you that. For the most pan,
every bureaucracy is lying." He gave the following reasons for his belicfthat additional staff
members were not needed.
Number one - When you are working for legal aid you don't have to worry about
making money. Most private lawyers spend about 30% of their time just trying to
make money, trying to attract more clients, trying 10 take care of bills such as
paying for the secretary, trying to pay for the office equipment. As legal aid
lawyers, all our time is spent on our cases. Number two - We end up doing the same
case avcr and over and over again. So, we don'l have to spend nearly asmuchtime
on research, after you have been doing it for a while. Number Ihree- We have a lot
of staff. There are 35 lawyers, I think. So, I think we have plenty of staffand plenty
of time.
In spite of his affirmation that "there is time for all cases," this lawyer later commented
"sometimes I wonder if I am missing something," given the high caseload.
6.4.2 The Simplicity and Complexity of Files
When considering the number of files a lawyer should handle, seven lawyers concur "a file
number isn't really significant." Accordingly, Lawyer J maintains that one lawyer "could
actually have 60 files and be far busier than someone with 150 files. It really depends on
what you have." Lawyer E differentiates between a "straightforward divorce" (designated a
no·brainer) and a "a heavy-duty custody case." A straightforward divorce would require
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approximately three meetings with the client. The first meeting would involve eliciting
required infonnation. The second meeting would involve reviewing the petition and having
the client sign it. The lawyer would see the client again in court during their third meeting.
In contrast to the simplicity of this type of case, the lawyer for a heavy-duty custody case
could meet with the client six, eight or even Icn times. The case could involve a supreme
court jury trial and all kinds ofchance argwncnts. The preparation and work required for the
custody case would be far greater. The case could be SCI for six weeks or a month and
necessitate a 101 of material. The lawyer contends that "it takes time to go through it and you
have to keep refreshing" the infonnation previously reviewed because "you get a time lag
between the time you first see them and thc trial datc."
Three lawyers contend that the time spent on files has increased because the law has
become more complex. While some changes within the law were initiated to simplify case
matters, Lawyer J maintains that these changes have created a situation whereby cases
actually take longer. For instance, the newly instituted child support guidelines "would be
incredibly simple to do," because obtaining disclosure is presumed to be straightforward.
However, he expends "a lot more time fighting to get financial disclosure." Therefore,
although the determination ofincome has become less complicated "it takes more time to get
to that step." While complex files require greater periods of time to complete, simple files
require Jess time. Accordingly, these file features must be considered when assessing the
caseload of each lawyer, and therefore the overall number of lawyers required to handle
incoming cases.
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6.4.2.1 External Influences: Siowing-down the Process
Butler (1995:931) contends that time can be experienced through the pacing of "events
outside the control of the participants," As pan oflhe larger justice system, legal aid must
co--ordinate evenls (e.g. scheduling court time for clients) with other organizations and
departments. Therefore, these organizations have the capacity to influence the delivery of
legal aid services to clients of legal aid. Lawyer estates,
We have been lold that the attitude of the Departmcni of Justice is slow it down-
slow down the provision of the service. So, if someone comes in looking for legal
aid and they got to wait eight to ten weeks to have it dealt with, well then they got
to wait eight to ten weeks .. We have had to impose that intcmally, as well. So,
it is going to take longer for people to get things done
Similarly, Lawyer H maintains that this "slow-down has snowballed to the point that people
are gelling nothing done and it is nOI fair to them." Three staff lawyers agree "that any judge
that has been on the bench for 20 years will tell you that a jury trial that took three days in
1983 takes four months now."
Courts rely on the legal aid organization to help the justice system function
effectively. In the past, judges did not want legal aid lawyers in their courtrooms because
they would slow the system down. Nowadays, Lawyer 0 maintains that judges "know that
without a lawyer their day is going to be long and frustrating." Individuals who "represent
themselves by giving legal evidence slow down the whole court process." Lawyers are
required to utilize the court's time efficiently. LawyerG, who "worked the circuit," contends
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that if he declared "everyone not guilty, the trial would be on their next circuit." Since
lawyers are "up there only 10 times a year the system would not function" (see 5.4). Lawyer
A, who views legal aid "as a major cog in the justice system," maintains that,
Without legal aid, the wheels ofjustice would not be turning as efficiently as they
are. Now, some people would argue that they aren't turning a! all. While they turn
slowly. they tum efficiently because we are involved. So, we assist the process and
oil the machine.
6.4.3 The Lawyer's Prioritization of Files
Allocating time is a response to time pressures within organizational environments (McGrath
and Rotchford, 1983:85). Time is constrained by the number of lawyers available to take on
files and the voluminous caseloads. Consequently, lawyers must prioritize action regarding
incoming files, Lawyers manage their caseload by "triaging" files. Files with impending
court dates have lime constraints. Therefore, these files are designatcd as urgent. When
emergency events occur, they require immediate attention. These events necessitate an
immediate re-prioritization of the lawyer's current caseload (see also 'Temporal Ovcrload:
The Rush,' Fine, 1990: 107). For instance, as explained by Lawyer K, emergencies, such as
when a child has been taken out of province, require:
a lot of paper-work done very quickly and seeing a judgc to get some kind of
emergency type order. When things like that come in, other things have to SlOp and
there isno predicting when that might happen.
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During these periods, organizational members increase the pace of their actions to
accommodate a smaller framework of time. Fulthennore, considerable interdependence
among members of legal aid is required when emergencies occur. When an emergency
situation occurs, secretaries depend on the receptionists to advise them when clients arrive.
Receptionists will contact secretaries via the switchboard as opposed to the customary
communication by way of voice mail. If the secretaries are nallocated within their office
space, receptionists will track down the worker 10 convey the infonnation person-Io-person.
During emergencies, secretaries are required to locate other lawyers who are willing to accept
immediate responsibility for the remaining files.
Lawyer E distinguishes between open files and active files. Active files are highly
active and generate a lot ofactivity. Although "back-burner" files generate less activity, they
are still considered active. Consequently, the latter require considerably less time. Inactive
files arc ones that arc slill open, bUI nOlhing is being done on Ihcm. Inactive files do not
require immediate attention, and therefore they are set aside for future action. A legal
secretary maintains thai, generally. lawyers and legal secretaries examine their files "two or
three times a year" checking for inactive files. When there has been no contact from clients
regarding their files for approximately six months, secretaries send a letter to the client. The
letter generally states, "If you don't contact us by such·and-such a lime - then we will have
to close the file" and the client will have to come in and reapply.
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6.4.3.1 Does the Squeaky Wheel Get the Better Service?
Less work may be generated on a file due to a combination afthe lawyer's high caseload and
clients who choose not to contact their lawyers regarding the status of their files. Lawyer L
contends that legal aid is "really client-driven." Similarly, Lawyer M states, "I think my
practice has become 'Who is making a fuss right now?' and 'What has time pressures on it
right now?'" Furthermore, he maintains,
I have a chunk offiles in my cabinet that are important and things that need doing,
but [haven't gOI to them in a long time. The clients aren't making a fuss and it isn't
a situation which is about to blow-up. When I get time I will start dealing wilh
those.
Lawyer D maintains that as the "crisis" continues, other files "become more and more
distant. Then it becomes a blur." He refers to these files as "guilt files" or "widow files"
whereby the "client doesn't bother you because they think they might be a nuisance." Lawyer
A maintains, "Ifthe client has not said anything, then Iam not going to say anything because
frankly I don't have the time." Nonetheless, he maintains that occasionally "there are times
I say, 'I really ought to do something with that file,' but again I don't have the time." In
contrast, other files exist whereby the client calls frequently. According to Lawyer K, "Ifyou
have acomplaining client you'll shut them up-do something to get them offyour back" (see
also 5.2). While the previous lawyer contends, "The squeaky wheel does indeed get the
grease," Lawyer A advocates an alternate method ofdealing with "complaining" clients. He
maintains that the "more insistent" clients do not necessarily get work done on their file
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"quicker" than other cliems. Furthermore, he nOlifies clients, when he receives their file,
whether he will be allotting "case priority or average priority" to their file.
Five lawyers contend thai ifthey have not heard from the client "they probably don 'I
have a problem and they may have resolved the issue they came 10 legal aid about."
Furthermore, with regard 10 some family files Lawyer E maintains that "it is better thaI there
be no activity on" a file because both "panies will have a chance to cool their jets and let
some pressure off-that factof is important." There are SOffie files where a trial date is set for
six months down the road. The lawyer may begin preparations approximately three weeks
before trial. Lawyer 0 maintains that although lawyers postpone files during rush periods,
they make a conscious effort to activate these files at some point. This type offile activation
system is identified as a "tickler system" whereby "no file would stay donnant for longer
than say three weeks before you would get your hands on them."
According to Lawyer K, lawyers are ''required, from time·to·time, to give a fairly
good estimate on what their lime for a particular case is going to be." For instance, when
payment agreements are being set up (see ch 4.3) lawyers are required to provide an estimate
ofthe cost for Ihe forthcoming case. However, five lawyers maintain Ihat estimates provided
ahead oftime can be unreliable. According to Lawyer E, difficulty arises because lawyers do
nol know "when things are going to explode and things that you think are going to take a
while resolve themselves very quickly." Nonetheless, a degree ofpredictability exists in the
sense that lawyers are knowledgeable about their profession and the inner workings of the
legal aid organization. Forexample, a lawyer accepting a murder file will anticipate that such
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a trial will consist of "50, 60 or 70 witnesses." A lawyer accepting a murder file can
anticipate that il will require much time. Accordingly, they recognize that this type offile has
the capacity to encroach on work tasks required for other files.
6.4.4 The Secretaries' Prioritization of Work Tasks
The legal secretary's work environment is significantly affected by their lawyer's work tasks.
Each lawyer has an individual practice. Therefore, the secretary's prioritization ofwork tasks
must be aligned with the lawyer's workload. According to a secretary, the work tasks
required by the lawyer for the current working day such as drafting documents receive top
priority. The next priorities are "the things I have to talk to the lawyer about and I have a
question or two, then my close-outs," which "I usually pul aside." Finally, the "stuff that I
have reviewed and I know they are a lower priority." A secretary affirms that within the legal
aid office, "there is always a bustle because someone is always in a crisis." Consequently,
there is "always a buzz in the office." Forexamplc, "If someone is nmning .. if they come
in and they have a lime date on anything, like appeals, there would have to be a rush-on to
get the appeal done in time." Problems have the potential to arise because each secretary
works for more than one lawyer and emergency situations require immediate action. A
secretary provides the following example,
Three of them could be applications to Unified Family Court to get children back;
and three of them are standing there with their files out to you saying, " need it
right away, J need it right away and J need it right away.'
Secretaries handle these situations by aligning their priorities relative 10 the lawyers. A
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secrelary stales, "If someone has something that has to be done for 2:00 and someone has
something that is due for 5:00;' the task due for two o'clock receives the higher level of
priority. Notably. the priority ofwork tasks can change. For example, a task such as copying
cases for coun, previously due the following week, may suddenly become part ofa deadline
if the lawyer puts "a stack of books on the secretary's desk for a factum" required the
following day. According to a secretary, "Right now everyone is to the max. As long as we
arc given time to do it and everything that is put on your desk is not due within an hour. That
is a good thing."
6.5 Private and Legal Aid Secretaries: Increased Work Role Autonomy
The legal aid lawyer's high cascload level and their time constraints have increased the job
autonomy of legal aid secretaries, while expanding their level of responsibility. According
10 a secretary, lawyers "depend on us for a lot when they aren't around." Another secretary
maintains, "You have no other choice, but to be more involved because the cascloads are
huge." In contrast to secretaries working in the private sector, one legal aid secretary explains
they are "given a lot more responsibility - as much as they can handle," She maintains that
private secretaries are instructed not "to negotiate." Therefore, she maintains that private
secretaries refuse to speak with her because ''they don't have the power." In conlrast, the
legal aid secretary can speak directly to the private lawyer. They have the power to ascertain
the lawyer's "view on a matter," which relates to a client "looking to negoliate da, dot la da."
She maintains, "I feel bad for Ihe private secretaries because I know they have the
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intelligence. I would nol be able to leave here and go to the private bar and keep my mouth
shut after working here and having such freedom."
6.6 The Time Management System: Saving Time or Wasting Time
According to Hunt and Magenau (1984: 120-1). information processing has become a central
part ofthe decision making process. However, Failla and Bagnara (1992:669) state, "the use
ofinfonnalion technologies is mainly directed at increasing organizational efficiency, and
only marginally involves the work activity governed by individual decision-making based
on the active use afknowledge." The Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization has installed
a computer system known as the Legal Aid Management Information System (LAMIS).
Computers, a part of the organizational environment of legal aid, further the accwnulation
of detailed infonnation, which is essential for making decisions that determine client
eligibility for legal aid funding (see 4.3.1, Gathering and Verifying Information). According
to a senior official with Legal Aid, computer generated statistical information is required "to
compile claims to the federal government," thereby increasing the efficiency of their
organizational information. The time management system was primarily adopted 10 record
the lawyer's active time on a file, thereby justifying the lawyer's actions and expenditure of
time on each file. This detailed information legitimizes organizational action funded by
public expenditures.
My findings indicate that organizational members, across alljob categories, perceive
the computer as creating more work tasks and decreasing the speed at which tasks are
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conducted. The time-consuming demands of the new computet program have resulted in
many organizational members becoming dissatisfied with the use of computers within the
context oflegal aid. In the past, priorto the introduction ofcomputers, lawyers recorded their
time for each file on a lime sheet. Time sheets were initiated to account for the amount of
time that a lawyer spent on individual work tasks and the file, in general. Nonetheless,
Lawyer F maintains Ihal some lawyers would account for their time by simply "taking it ofT
the top of their head" when the case was completed or account for lime "only at the end of
the year." With the introduction of the computer system, lawyers were required to account
for their actions as time evolved on each file. Furthermore, the requirement for detailed
infonnation increased when organizational members were required to account for their time
on the computer.
Lawyer J maintains that lawyers, in general, arc "getting kind offrustrated" with the
computer. According to Lm."yer G, the increased pressure to enter time on the wmputer is
"like Big Brother is watching you." Furthennore, he states, "You are a lawyer, not a person
recording time. I haven't got time to punch my time in." Consequently, he delegates this
work task to his secretary. Lawyer N maintains. "We are supposed to record every minute
of every day and to record evcry minute of every day takes a minute. So, you are spending
half of your time rewrding what you are doing." Lawyer C dichotomizes between the
administrative side of working as a lav...yer (time management) and the actual hands-on
representation of the client.
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If I was putting all the time into LAMIS as I should be, I think that it would lake
away time from the clients. I am slicking with my time slips and keeping hand-
wrillcn notes. The tracking ofall the information in LAMIS is nol the main part of
my job. The main part is providing the representation [0 Ihe client.
Four secretaries contend that computers are not gOO<! for day-to-day operations within the
organization. However, the introduction of the computer system is beneficial for long-term
administrative purposes. A secretary maintains,
If information was required six months down the line I could go in and say, 'Yes,
that went on the21"and I personalty brought il up to the sheriff's office' because
that is on the system. Whereas before I would have to think, 'When did I bring it
up?'
Accordingly, a secretary maintains that her work "has become more efficient in terms of
backing up" information. Instead of the secretaries going to "one area, like when your files
arc in storage, you don't have to go to those files. It will keep your old files and new files."
Therefore, stored information, necessary to determine whether conflicts exist, can be
retrieved more easily. Similarly, the intake workers contend that the storage of the client's
financial information on the computer facilitates retrieval after the fact. For example, an
intake worker contends that if someone gives her a name and there are good notes she will
be able to pull it up and tell what has been going on in the file. The receptionists maintain
that computers allow them to make appointments at a faster rate, relative to the manual
organization ofappointments. Using computers, receptionislS simply enter all the necessary
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information, make a note on the computer and save it. However, some days the receptionist
is working on the computer and suddenly it will shut down for two hours. A receptionist
states,
Then you have lacaH all these people back and make appointments. It is really slow
because you are writing everything down manually ~ that makes extra work.
Currently, receptionists do not have access to files stored on the computer. !rsomeone calls
looking for information on the status of their file, the receptionist has 10 call them back.
Receptionists maintain that ifthey had access to client files on the computer system, it would
save some time.
6.6.1 Before and After Camputen
Five legal secretaries described their work as dichotomized between before the use of
computers and after the installation ofthis system. According to a legal secretary, "We were
told we should be saving time because we are on the computers, but we are not saving time."
Another secretary maintains that, prior to the installation ofthe computer system "you typed
a letter, you sent it out and put a copy in their file." In contrast, she states,
Now, ifyou type a letter, you send it out and put a copy in their file. Then you go
into the LAMlS system, explain the main gist ofthe leiter again and save it. You are
doing it twiee in order 10 print il and get il OUI.
Both workers and professionals, across all job categories, contend that the number ofscreens
required to enter infonnation on the computer is a waste of time. According to an intake
worker,
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We were initially promised with the installation nfthe computer system thaI work
would take shorter periods oftime. I have to open twenty different screens during
thecourseofan intcrview. I could do an interview far faster by hand using a hand-
written application form than J can on the computer.
A secretary suggests that "ifyou werc to look over our shoulders and sec the steps in opening
a file, you would see that it is sort ofa waste of time." For instance, the computer "asks you
the crown, thejudgc's name, was there a plea given and was it a $1. John's matter or was it
Stephenville." The problem arises when the secretary is required to enter identical
information repeatedly because the computer does not retain the previously entered
information. Currently, closing Oul a file is accomplished electronically on the LAMIS
system. A secretary Slates, "If it is only one, two or three it is not so bad, but when you have
seventeen" types of infonnation to enter, "it is more labour intensive and time
consuming." From an organizational perspective, the secretary states that "close-outs" are
considered "very important because they give us our stats." However, from an intake
worker's individual perspective, "When you have a lot of current work that has to be donc
today and you have a close-out that you can kind of put off until tomorrow - you sometimes
put that off until tomorro-:v."
Currently, legal secretaries are required to input the lawyer's time when they act as
duty counsel. Prior to the installation of the computer system, the secretaries were nOI
required to perform this task. Instead, this task was perfonned by an administrative worker
located in the accounting department. From an organizational standpoint, this work task
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"should be taking only five minutes perform," but the secretary maintains that this
expectation is feasible only "when you get really good at it and all the information is there."
In reality, a secretary maintains that they are required to stop their work in order to ask their
lawyers whether they "remember" particulars "from that day back - maybe that was two
months ago." The software does not allow the secretaries to omit certain fields. According
to Lawyer C, when the secretary enters the information the "machine is spitting it back at her
or it insists on knowing which subsection it was."
The criminal code has about five different offence sections, ranging from not
showing up for cour110 failing to appear for identification. Lawyers who are in a
hurry lend 10 write section 145. Ifhis secretary doesn't know what subsection, then
it i~ going to be a problem.
This work task was not performed by secretaries prior to the installation of computers. The
fact thai necessary information is often lacking has compounded the secretaries'
dissatisfaction with computers. Nonetheless, a secretary maintains that discussions regarding
the design of another dUly counsel form are ongoing because Ihe lawyers arc nol giving the
secretaries the necessary information.
6.7 Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, the role oftime with regard to the delivery oflegal aid services was
explored. Specifically, computcr tcchnology and factors such as thc lawyers' caseloads and
organizational funding and organizational goals were discussed in relation to the aspect of
time. This chapter began with an exploration of the unpredictability of scheduling clients.
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Receptionists contend that increasing the efficiency of their scheduling practices was
difficult. Some clients who fail to attend previously scheduled appointments neglect to cancel
these appointments in advance. Consequently, receptionists are unable to fit another client
into this time slot unless someone just walks in otTthe street looking for an appointment. The
legal secretaries affirm that their schedules are often difficult to maintain because the
lawyers' work schedules arc oftcn unpredictable.
In order to increase the efficiency of the file intake system, there havc been many
changes to thc distribution offiles among legal aid lawyers. The efficiency ofthis system has
been inhibited by a reduction of lawyers and a high volume of incoming files. Moreover,
assessing the number offiles handled by each lawyer is difficult. Files range in tenns oftheir
complexity, and therefore the amount oftime required to complete them. Funhennore, Ihere
are external influences from other organizations and departments that have the capacity 10
slow-down the process ofcompleting files, and therefore Ihe delivery ofservices to legal aid
clients. Due to voluminous caseloads, lawyers are compelled to carefully prioritize their work
tasks. Legal secretaries also prioritize their work tasks because they work very closely with
the lawyers. Due to the constraints oftime, an unintended consequence has occurred whereby
the job autonomy and responsibility of legal secretaries has increased relative to their
counterparts within the private sector.
Generally, time can be viewed as either a scarce or plentiful resource within an
organizational context. Given the large caseloads and the decreased number of lawyers over
the years, time is considered a scarce commodity within the legal aid organization. From the
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perspective of organizational members, conducting work tasks thai are viewed as non-
beneficial 10 one's immediate work environment is perceived as usurping time.
Organizational members, across all work categories, maintain the new computer system
causes them to waste valuable work time. From an organizational and individual perspective,
increasing the efficiency of work tasks such as scheduling incoming clients and distributing
files among lawyers would help unblock work time. Act:ordingly, legal aid services could
be provided to a greater number of clients.
Chapter 7 Conclusion
7.1 Summary of Findings
According to Wharton (1993:207), "the delivery and consumption of services is central to
contemporary societal developments." In the preceding chapters, an exploratory study ofthe
delivery of legal aid services to clients of the Newfoundland Legal Aid Organization was
reported. Anthony Giddens' theoretical framework, structuration theory, was used to explore
the organizational structure oflegal aid and the agency ofprofessional and non-professional
organizational members. Strncturation theory maintains that both structure and agency are
implicated in the performances of social actors (see 1.3). For this research project, the
primary goal was an exploration ofthe action surrounding the dclivery oflega! aid services
to organizational clientele. Actions relating to the decision making process, time
management and the management of client emotions were examined.
Following a review of literature and discussion of the methodology, data analysis
began with the decision making process. Decisions ranged from the receptionists who made
appointments for clients to meet with intake workers to lawyers determining whether
applicants qualified for legal aid based on legal merits. Employing the concept of decision
making to understand the delivery of legal aid services highlighted the lack of uniformity
within this process. While organizational rules govern and structure the decision making
process in an effort to dispense uniform delivery of services, research findings indicate that
organizational members across various occupational categories havethe capacilyto influence
the determination ofclient eligibility for legal aid funding. This discretionary capability has
the potential to generate positive and negative consequences for organizational clientele.
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Although a lack of unifonnity with regard to service delivery could suggest unfairness, the
acceptance of some cases requires the consideration of extenuating faclors. In spite of the
importance of decision making, Brunsson (1982:32) maintains that "making a decision is
only a step towards action ... [p]ractitioners get things done, act and induce olhers 10 aet."
According to Lipsky (1980:82), street-level bureaucrats "operate under work
conditions characterized by inadequate resources, few controls, indctcnninatc objectives, and
discouraging circwnstances." In chapter five, emotional labour, as experienced by a variety
of organizational members. was discussed as a constituent part of their work roles. The
clement of lime. with regard 10 the perfonnance of work tasks, was explored in chapter six.
These lauer concepts (emotional labour and the element oftime) were employed to facilitate
an understanding of the contextual environment within which the decision making process
occurs and to account for the overall delivery of legal aid services to organizational clientele.
Some lawyers maintain there is a need to provide emotional support to clients. However, in
order to represent clients properly they must remain objective. Many lawyers perceive their
work role as similar to social work. Only a few of the lawyers interviewed for this study,
perceive a requirement to provide emotional labour as an acceptable part oftheir work role.
According to James (1989:26), "emotional labour does not exist in isolation from the
conditions under which it is carried out, rather the circumstances under which it takes place
influence the content and fonn ofemotional labour." A similar statement could be expressed
for the element of time. Due to the high volume of caseloads and general work tasks that
organi7..ational members are required to perfonn as part oftheir work roles, time is perceived
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to be a valuable and limited commodity. The unpredictability of conducting work tasks,
brought about by emotional labour, requires organizational members to re-prioritize work
tasks. For example, due to the potential ofhaving to handle an emotional client, il is difficult
for a lawyer to predict the amount oftime that should be allocated for a client meeting. Other
organizational members such as secretaries are also affected by emotional labour. For
instance, while perfonning general administrative tasks these workers are required to handle
emotionally charged face-ta-face or telephone conversations. Ultimately, time spent
attending to the emotional needs of clients decreases the amount of time that could be
allotted for other more practical and potentially essentiallcgal matters.
Analysisofthc findings derived from an exploration ofthe two concepts, emotional
labour and the constraints oftime, indicates that these may have a negative influence on the
work roles of organizational members. Several recommendations to improve the
organizational environment oflegal aid will be presented below (see 7.3).
7.2 Potential Directions for Future Research Studies
As previously mentioned (2.1), no academic studies have been conducted on the
Newfoundland Legal Aid System. Consequently, research in this area would benefit from a
wide range of studies. To begin, future studies of legal aid should focus on the delivery of
services from the perspectiveofclients. Such a study could explore the experiences ofclients
as they move through the bureaucratic organi7..ation of legal aid. Such a study would
complement this research. Another worthwhile study could focus on the potential financial
and other consequences incurred by individuals who are considered ineligible for legal aid
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funding, particularly the working poor. An exploratory study of the lawyer-client
relationship, within the context of legal aid, would provide valuable insight into the
perspective of power held by both clients of legal aid and the professionals who represent
them (sec 2.2.1, Bogoch, 1994). Data for this type of study could be gathered via interviews
with lawyers and clients of legal aid. The current thesis has provided fundamental
information regarding the delivery oflega! aid services within the Newfoundland Legal Aid
System. Notwithstanding, oomparative studies of legal aid service delivery within rural area
offices, spread across the province ofNewfoundland and Labrador, should be considered as
future research projects.~1
The National Council ofWclfare (1995) recommends that paralegals should be used
to deliver services to legal aid clients. According to the National Council of Welfare
(1995:63) lawyers' associations "want to restrict the role ofparaJegals to the performance
of subordinate tasks under direct lawyer supervision." In an interview wilh a senior official
with Legal Aid, regarding the cost.-effectiveness of paralegals, he affinned Ihat "it hasn't
been a big area in Newfoundland however, it is something that needs to be looked at and
considered." Primarily, he questions whether overall cost efficiency would be served if the
secretarial support staffwere increased or whether it would be more efficient to retain some
paralegals. Notwithstanding, he maintains that paralegals could aid the lawyer in certain
6l Fora potential service delivery variation, !>ee4.5.
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The National Council of Welfare (1995:63) maintains that "it seems ludicrous for
legal aid plans to insist on using only lawyers to perform" work tasks for legal aid clients
when paying customers arc generally satisfied with the services of paralegals. They suggest
thai because lawyers are more expensive than paralegals and legal aid funds are limited,
many services cannot be conducted for clients. Therefore, they suggest that the non-use of
paralegals is "obviously not in the interests of the poor" (National Council of Welfare,
1995:63). Accordingly, a quantitative study could be conducted on the costs and benefits of
utilizing paralegals relative to increasing the number of support staff. It would facilitate
feedback to know if paralegals have sufficient knowledge and legal capability to execute
varied work activities without the supervision of lawyers. Ifyes, would the additional cost
required to hire a paralegal prove effective in tenns of time and funding? Ultimately, if the
paralegals are unable to execute many work tasks beyond those currently perfonned by
support workers, the employment of these workers would not be cost-effective.
As a cost saving measure, the National Council ofWelfare (1995) recommended that
mediation services should be initiated within legal aid organizations. Mediation services,
initiated within the Newfoundland Legal Aid System, were found to be effective (see 4.5).
Nonetheless, mediation services should be examined further, particularly regarding client
satisfaction and overall cost effectiveness. Interviews with members of the Legal Aid
Commission, regarding the allocation of organizational resources, could have facilitated a
better understanding of legal aid services within the NewfoWldland Legal Aid organization.
Knowing the basis on which resources are allocated to some areas of service delivery as
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opposed to others has the potential toadvance knowledge ofservice delivery within legal aid.
Therefore, in order to provide a holistic perspective, I recommend that future studies oflega!
aid in Newfoundland incorporate interviews with members of the Legal Aid Commission.
Several directions for future research studies have become evident as a result ofthis
study. Particular attention should be given 10 furthering the exploration ofwork experiences
and the effects of emotional labour upon organizational members of legal aid. Leidner
(1999:82) maintains that the study of emotional labour is important because service sector
jobs are increasing and emotional labour is becoming more widespread within the context
of work. Leidner further maintains that the impact of emotional labour "on workers, the
public, and the culture at large is an important project for social scientists" (ibid). Notably,
emotional labour was an unanticipated, emergent theme of my research (sce 3.4). Although
I maintain that the collection ofdata for this study was not misguided or skewed in any way,
similar to Fineman (1993) I propose that there is more focus on the negative aspects of
emotional labour almost to the exclusion of anything positive. Therefore, I propose that a
research study with questionnaires specifically designed to account for and measure the
presence of emotional labour be conducted. This type of study would potentially uncover
previously untapped infonnation surrounding legal aid and emotional labour. My findings
for the current research project indicate that time constraints have distinct positive benefits
for some workers (see 6.5). To further substantiate this finding, a comparative analysis of
legal secretaries within the private and legal aid sector could be conducted utilizing concepts
related to work role autonomy and the routinization of work tasks.
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This research indicates tbat a majority of lawyers resent Ihe need to manage their
clients' emotional baggage in addition to handling the legal facts ofeach case. Presupposing
that individuals become lawyers because they want "to avoid the helping professions:~
research questions could consist of the following: What factors motivate SOffie students to
desire employment in legal aid organizations?; Why do some students, originally motivated
to work in the area of legal aid, reject this area of work following their completion of law
school?: and Are law students encountering a socialization process Ihal promotes an
accumulation of wealth through occupational income? Upon securing employment in the
legal aid sector, do newly employed lawyers continue to work in this area? Why or Why not?
Capturing the students' perceptions of the lawyer's work role prior to the beginning of law
school and upon completion would facilitate an understanding of the factors that motivate
people to work in the area of legal aid as opposed to the private sector.
7.3 Implications and Policy Recommendations
Hunter et a!., (1995:50) maintain that "fonnal equalities may function for the benefit of all,
but background social inequalities mean that they do not function for the equal benefit of
all." For the most part, legal aid clientele are disenfranchised (for exceptions, see 4.3.2).
Consequently, those who seek the services of legal aid do not possess the same life chances
as those who enjoy the greater power that accompanies ownership of financial resources.
f>'J This proposal was prompted by a lawyer who delineatcd this reason for becoming a
lawycr.
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Accordingly, I argue that those individuals who seek legal aid selVices require greater
measures of emotional support because they are disenfranchiscd.70
"The same organizational characteristics that limit resources also maximize discretion
at the level orlhe street-level bureaucratic employee" (Clark-Daniclsand Daniels, 1995:461).
The potential for increased power on thc part of organizational members increases the need
to explore ways ofimproving the decision making process that determines legal aid funding.
According to Weiss (1982:82), "training to improve decision quality may miss the mark
unless it is aimed al raising performance on all the skills necessary for the decision."
Furthermore, the author maintains that not only should decision-makers "master a repertoire
of decision-making skills, but also they must know how to use the skills in combinations
appropriate to the decision at hand" (ibid). Skills such as time management and the capacity
to cope with emotional labour arc also necessary in the delivery of legal aid services.
In order to make emotional labour more tolerable for some workers, organizational
shields and status shields were suggested (see 4.6). These recommendations are problematic
in that the application oforganizational shields begs the question ofthe emotional labour of
the workers who act as shields. What about care for the caregiver? Support workers utilized
as human shields, to deflect the emotions of elients from professionals working within the
organization, arc inadequate for both the individual worker and for the organization as a
10 This is not to say that organizational members of legal aid necessarily experience
greater amounts of emotional labour relative to those who work in the private sector. This is a
further area for more research.
,.,
whole. Ifprofessionals warrant shielding from the handling ofemotional labour, why should
support workers be given this work task when they are not provided with training to handle
these problems? While discussing ways to cope with client emotions, an intake worker
stated,
It is important to ha\'c service training to remind you of what perspective you
should becoming from. This is called in.service training. Wedoll'l have much. We
have the opportunity, occasionally, when it is offered through the provincial
government. The legal aid workers are encouraged to participate, parti<;ularly fOf
the intake people who are dealing with Ihis barrage on a daily basis. Learning skills
to deal with the clients' emotions is important.
Nicky James (1989:26) argues that "emotional labour requires learned skills in the same way
that physical labour does." Organizational members require skills to facilitate their ability
to cope with this type of labour as opposed to simply ignoring it.
The Newfoundland Legal Aid organization, in particular, and other legal aid
organizations. in general, could examine the potential benefits and/or disadvantages ofhiring
a social worker to work with organizational members requiring emotional support. A senior
official with Legal Aid maintains that the first intake position was created for a social worker
because "almost every person that came to legal aid - had social needs. But, the problem then
became could you afford to provide legal services and social services to individuals applying
for legal aid."
Prior to the employment ofsuppon workers and legal aid attorneys, these individuals
should be informed that emotional labour is an integral pan of the delivery of legal aid
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services. A selection process could be initiated whereby the attributes of potcntiallcgal aid
lawyers could be assessed relative to their willingness to perform this type of labour in
addition 10 theirprincipallask oflegal representation. Some lawyers maintain thai these tasks
are inextricably joined (see 5.3). Furthennorc, a selection process could be conductcd
whereby individuals would be hired based on their willingness to help others. Psychological
testing could aid this process (see 2.4.1).
According to Whipp (1994:99), time management has been identified as a "common
skill" within leadingcompanies and industries. Similar to emotional labour, the managemcni
of time, as a skill, requires training for both professionals and non-professional workers
Yoels and Clair's (1994) study of medical interns found that these professionals learn to
manage time through work socialization. Similar to the current study, time constraints were
found to negatively impact the services rendered to patients. New computer technology was
introduced to the Newfoundland Legal Aid system. Given the aforementioned value attached
to the element oftime. the performance ofadditional work tasks due to the installation ofthe
computer system is viewed negatively by the majority of organizational members. My
findings indicate that, while the computer database is effcctive with regard to the long-term
storage of information. the installation of the computer system (LAMIS) was deemed to be
wasting valuable work time. While all features cannot be considered when initialing new
technology, due to the multiplicity of variables involved, further study could examine what
changes, ifany, could be made 10 the current computer program to decrease the time required
10 perform computer generated work tasks within the day-to-day operation of the
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organization. Organizational members ft:quire<! to utilize the computer system (LAMIS)
should be consulted for their input regarding elements that could improve the current
computer program.
Final Comments
Within this thesis, an exploratory study of the Newfoundland Legal Aid System was
conducted to further an understanding of the legal aid organization and the subsequent
delivery of legal aid services to clients. Although organizations such as legal aid may be
expected to deliver services in a unifonn manner, the reality exists that the situation for each
legal aid client is not identical. As such, discretionary action, on the part of organizational
members, is an intricate and necessary part ofthe services delivered to legal aid clients. It is
generally the disenfranchised within our society that have insufficient finances to afford legal
representation. If not for legal aid, these individuals would have little or no recourse within
the law. Accordingly, work roles that allocate discretional)' power to workers within
organizations such as legal aid need to be monitored to ensure equality of service delivery.
Although a concern for the quality of services rendered to clients of legal aid emerged as a
chief objective within this study and organizational members of legal aid provide well
intentioned and seemingly adequate services. one must question the quality of services
rendered to legal aid clients. My findings indicate that the delivery of services to clients is
negatively influenced by the constraints of time and emotional labour.
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Appendix II
Inten-jew Questionnaires
Questionnaire I Intake Worker
Interview:
Position: Intake Worker (Financial Assessment Officer)
Datc' 1999
4.
I would like to begin this interview by asking you some information regarding your
work experience.
I. What type of work do you do?
2. How long have you been working for legal aid?
Now I would like to ask you about the process of applying (or legal aid as you
understand it.
3. Who is the first person the client comes inlo contact with when they apply for legal
aid?
,. lfreceptionists are nOI specified - Do all receptionists lake turns "greeting"
legal aid applicants in the "reception area" and on lhe phone?
What are the basic financial eligibility requirements for legal aid funding?
a. Are there any others?
b. Are there any conditions under which clients are accepted who do not fit
these eligibility requirements?
5. What are the most important questions asked of applicants to detennine their
eligibility for legal aid?
a. Are there additional questions that may be asked?
b. Are there any circumstances surrounding a clients case that may require
special questions specific to that case?
i. Can you give me an example?
6. Are financial assessments considered to be the first stage when applying for legal
aid?
a. If No - What is the first stage?
b. If Yes - What are the other stages?
7. Who makes the final decision that detennines the financial eligibility of potential
clients?
a. What do these individuals do regarding the financial eligibility of clients?
Now I would like to talk to you about your work role as an intake worker.
8. What are your duties and responsibilities as an intake worker, within legal aid as an
organization?
9. Does your first encounter with a potential client occur during their financial
assessment?
a. If No - What is involved in your first encounter with the client?
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b.
11.
Are you [and the other intake worker] the only legal aid workers involved in the
financial assessment of applicants?
a. IfNa - What other workers are involved in determining this assessment?
i. What function do these workers play in the financial assessment of
clients?
After a client receives funding -Is their financial status assessed again at any other
point in time?
a. If Yes - Under what circumstances would a client's financial status be
assessed more than once?
Who receives the completed financial assessments?
Now I would like to discuss how your work connects or .-elates to co-workcn
and superiors?
We'll start with the ..
the receptionists
ii. the legal secretaries
iii. theslafflawyers
iv. senior officials for legal aid
v. Are there other workers that I did not mention?
Docs anyone directly or indirectly supervise your work? (to assess possible conflicts-
stress)
a. If Yes - Who directly or indirectly supervises your work?
i. How involved are they in your work?
15. Can you give me a brief example of a typical work-day as an intake worker?
(organizationofthcirwork.schcdule)
16. Now - Can you give me an example of a non-typical work-day you may have
encountered recently?
17. How would you describe your work as an intake worker?
a. Are there aspects of your work that you like or [dislike] more than other
aspects?
i. Why do you like or [dislike] these aspects of your work?
18. Do you think you help legal aid applicants?
a. To what extent do you help applicants?
Now I would like to talk to you about the role o(computer applications in Ihe legal aid
organization.
19. Is the client's financial infonnation stored on the computer?
a. Is client information more or [less] accessible on the computer than when it
was stored manually?
i. Why is it more or ness] accessible on the computer?
Which legal aid workers have access to the client's financial infonnation on
the computer?
14.
12.
13.
10.
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What do these legal aid workers do with the client's financial
information?
20. After the financial assessment is complete - Who is responsible for putting the
client's financial information into the computer?
a. When is this information pul into the computer?
i. What is this task referred to as?
21. What legal aid workers have access to the client's financial information?
a. Why would some legal aid workers not be allowed access to the client's
information?
22. Arc there any imponanl ways that your work as an intake worker has been affected
by the installation of the computer system?
a. During the installation of this system - Did work 'slow-down'?
i. If Yes - What are some ways that the computer system slowed-
down the work of legal aid?
ii. IfNa - Why do you think legal aid work did not slow-down?
23. Did your duties or responsibilities as an intake worker change in any way when the
computer system came "on line"?
a. If Yes-Can you give me some specific ways that your job has changed?
24. Has legal aid work become more or less efficient with the introduction ofan online
computer system?
a. Can you give me some spc<:ific examples of your work that have become
more efficient or (less] efficient due the use of this computer system?
25. Do you think computers helped or (hindered] your job as an intake worker?
a. What are the most important ways that computers have helped or [hindered]
your job as an intake worker?
b. Are there other ways?
Now I would like to ask you about the goals, rules and resources of the legal aid
organization.
26. Can you give me an estimate of the number of clients that you may see in a typical
week?
Are there times during the year that the number of clients increase?
i. When does this increase occur?
b. Are there times during the year that the number of clients decrease?
i. When does this decrease occur?
27. Do you receive any preliminary information regarding an applicant's case before you
assess them?
If Yes- What is included in this information?
i. Who gathers this information?
28. Are clients told they have met the financial requirements before they see the legal
intake lawyer?
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29, Do you feel any pressure from those involved in the determination of client
eligibility?
We'\lstartwith.
a. clients?
b. co-workers?
c. superiors?
d. influences outside the organization?
Are there others that I did not mention that may influence your work?
(worker expectations)
30. Arc there limitations on your time as an intake worker?
a. If Yes - How do these limitations affect your interaction with clients?
31. Are clients permitted (0 tell their individual "stories" surrounding their need for legal
aid?
8. If Yes - Can their "siories" influence their eligibility for legal aid?
i. ([Yes - How do their stories influence their eligibility for legal aid?
32. (fthere were more staff members do you think that more clients would qualify for
legal aid?
33. Are there written rules or regulations that detennine the financial assessment of
applicants?
a, If Yes~What are the most important of these rules?
b. Are there any others?
c. Do you have any individual discretion in applying these rules?
34. Are there occasions that allow the intake worker to work outside these "rules"?
a, If Yes - Under what circumstances could an assessment officer work
outside these rules?
b. Can you give me an example?
35. Are there any informal rules that are not written-down, but are generally accepted and
used when assessing applicants?
a. If Yes - What are the most important rules?
b. Arc there others?
36. Arc there some applicants that need legal aid, but don't qualitY for it based on written
rules or regulations?
a. Can you give me an example?
37. Other than not meeting the financial eligibility requiremenlS and the legal technical
rules surrounding a client's case - Arc there any other reasons that an applicant may
not receive legal aid funding?
38. What arc the main objectives or goals of this organization?
a. Arc there any other goals or obje<:tives of this organization?
i. If the interviewee does not mention clients specifically - What arc
the main obje<:tives with respect to prospective clients?
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39. Do you think legal aid applicants understand the goals and objectives of this
organization when they apply for legal aid?
a. IfNo - How do you think their perception affects their expectations orlegal
aid funding?
40. How far do you think the needs of the clients are met by this organization?
a. If needs are nol being mel- What are the main causes of their needs not
being met?
i. Are there any other possible causes?
41. Do you think there is any other information that I should know, but did not ask
about?
Questionnaire I Receptionist
Interview: __
Position: Receptionists (administrative slafl)
Date' 1999
Background Information
I. I would like to begin this inlerview by asking you how long have you been working
for this organization?
Now I would like to ask you about Ihe process of applying for legal aid as you
understand it.
2. As a receptionist- Are you the first person the client comes into contact with when
they apply for legal aid?
a. If Yes - Do all administrative staff (including the payroll department,
records department and the statistics personnel) take turns "greeting" legal
aid applicants in the "reception area" and on the phone?
b. If No - Who is the first person the client comes into contact with at legal
aid?
3. Are there specific questions that you need to ask legal aid applicants when they apply
for legal aid?
a. JrYes - What are the most important questions that you need to ask them?
i. Are there additional questions that may be asked?
4. What legal aid workers receive the information that you collect from applicants?
5. Do you have access to the financial and legal information that is collected from
clients?
a. What types of client or applicant information do you have access to?
b. Is this information on the computer or stored manually?
6. Do you, as the receptionist, make appointments for legal aid applicants?
a. Are the receptionists the only ones who make the appointments?
7. Approximately- How many telephone calls do you gel in a day from applicants that
are looking for legal aid?
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8. Approximately - How many "walk-ins" does this office receive within a week?
a. Do all "walk-ins" get appointments with intake workers the day they "walk-
in"?
b. If No -Are these applicants scheduled for an appointment at a future dale?
i. Under what circumstances would a "walk-in" be scheduled for
another day?
9. Do you think there times during the year that the number of clients increase?
a. When does this increase occur?
b. Why do you think the number of clients increase during this time of year?
10. Do you think there are times during the year that the number of clients decrease?
a. When does this decrease occur?
11. Are there any differences [and/or similarities) between processing applicants Ihal
make their appointments over the phone and those applicants who are walk-ins?
a. What are the most imponanl differences and/or similarities?
i. Are there others?
12. Do you have any responsibility with respect to mail-in applicants?
a. If Yes - What do you do regarding mail-in applicants?
13. Does the legal aid office keep client information on the financial and legal status of
applicants that do not qualitY for legaJ aid?
a. If Yes -
i. Who keeps them?
ii. How long arc these files kept?
iii. What is the purpose of keeping these files [if the applicant is not
eligible for legal aid]?
iv. Are these non-eligible files stored on the computer or held manually?
14. What types of information do you store on the computer?
a. Do any of these types of information help to determine an applicant's
eligibility for legal aid?
If Yes - What types of information do you colll"Ct that helps to
determine the eligibility of an applicant for legal aid?
15. What types of files do you keep in the reception area that relate to the job of
reception?
16. What types of files arc kept in the records department that refer to the client's
eligibility for legal aid?
a. Are there other types?
17. Is there a particular organization or classification system that you use to organize case
files?
a. If Yes - Can you explain this system to me?
i. Before the computer system was installed - How did you organize
or c1assitY case files?
18. Do you input information regarding applicants or clients of legal aid?
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a. What type of information is this?
19. Does a priority listing exist with regard to the scheduling of legal aid applicants?
a. IfYes- What criteria is used 10 determine whether an applicant an applicant
is scheduled before another applicant?
20. Are there any other duties or responsibilities that you have as a receptionist that we
havcn'tcovercd?
21. Now I would like to discuss how your work connects or relates to co-workers
and superiors? [Whallype ofcontact do you have with these individuals within the
context orthe legal aid organization?]
We'll start with the.
a. the intake workers
b. thesta1flawyers
c. senior officials for legal aid
d. the legal secretaries
e. Are there other workers that I did not mention?
22. Do other legal aid workers directly or indirectly supervise your work? (to assess
possible conflicts-stress)
a. If Yes - Who directly or indirectly supervises your work?
i. How involved are they in your day-to-day work?
23. Can you give me a brief example of a typical work-day as a receptionist?
(organization of their work schedule)
24. Now - Can you give me an example ofa non-typical work-day that you may have
encountered recently?
25. How would you describe your work as a receptionist?
a. Are there aspects of your work that you like or [dislike] more than other
aspects?
i. Why do you like or [dislike] these aspects of your work?
26. Do you think you help legal aid applicants?
a. To what extent do you help applicaOls?
Now I would like to talk to you about the Tole or computer applications in Ihe legal aid
organization.
27. Do you think information that is stored on the computer is more or [less] accessible
compared to the storage of Ihis information manually?
28. Are there any important ways that your work as a receptionist has been affected by
the installation of the computer system?
a. During the installation of this system - Did work 'slow-down'?
i. If Yes - What are some ways that the computer system slowed-
down the work of Icgal aid?
ii. If No - Why do you think legal aid work did not slow-down?
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29. Did your duties or responsibilities as a receptionist change in any way when the
computer system was installed?
a. If Yes - Can you give me some specific ways that your job has changed?
30. Has legal aid work become more or {less] efficient with the introduction of the
present computer system?
a. Can you give me some specific examples of your work that have become
more efficient or [less] efficient due the use of this computer system?
31. Do you think computers have helped or [hindered] your job as a receptionist?
a. What are the most imponant ways Ihat computers have helped or [hindered]
your job as a receptionist?
b. Are there other ways?
Now I would like to ask you about the goals, rules and resources of the legal aid
organization.
32. Are there limits or constraints on your lime as a receptionist?
a. If Yes - How did these limitations affect your interaction with clients?
33. Do you feel any pressure from those involved in the determination of client
eligibility?
We'll start with.
a, clients?
b. co--workers?
c. superiors?
d. influences outside the organization?
Are there others that I did not mention that may influence your work?
(worker expectations)
34. If there were more staff members do you think that more clients would qualitY for
legal aid?
35. Are there written rules or regulations that determine bow you do your job as a
receptionist?
a. If Yes - What are the most important of these rules?
i. If the receptionist does not mention rules surrounding appointments
for applicants:
- Are there written rules or regulations that determine who receives
an appointment with an intake worker?
ii. Are there any olhers?
iii. Can you use your individual judgement when applying these rules?
(I) Under what circumstances would you as the receptionist work
outside these rules?
(2) Can you give me an example?
36. Are there any informal rules that are not written-down, but are generally accepted and
used when applicants apply for legal aid funding?
a. If Yes - What are the most important rules?
b. Are there others?
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37. What do you lhink are the main goals or objectives of this organization?
a. Are there any other goals or objectives ofthis organization?
i. If the interviewee does not mention applicants and clients specifically
- What arc the main objectives with respect to applicants and
clients?
38. Do you think legal aid applicants understand the goals and objectives of this
organization when they come in to apply for legal aid?
a. If No - How do you think lhis lack of understanding affects how they see
legal aid funding?
39. Do you think the clients' needs are satisfied by this legal aid organization?
a. If No - What are the main causes of their needs not being satisfied?
i. Are there any other possible causes?
40. Do you think there is any other infonnation that I should know, but did not ask
about?
Questionnaire I Legal Secretary
Interview:
Position: Legal Secretaries
Date' 1999
Background Information
I. I would like to begin this interview by asking you how long have you been working
for legal aid?
Now I would like to talk to you about Ihe communicalion you have with legal aid clients
asa legalsecrelary.
2. As a legal secretary - Do you have any responsibilities regarding individuals that
apply for legal aid?
a. If Yes - What are your responsibililies regarding individuals that arc apply
for legal aid?
3. Regarding communication with the lawyer's clients-
a. Do you, as the legal secretary, meet with legal aid applicants or clients at any
point in time?
i. If Yes - Would Ihis meeting be a regular occurrence?
(I) Would you refer to yourself as an intermediary between the
lawyer and the clients?
ii. If No - What Iype of communication do you have with the clients?
b. What are some of the more imponam questions that you would need to ask
the client?
Are there any circumstances surrounding a clients case that may require
additional questions that are specific to a case?
i. Can you give me an example?
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Now I would like to talk to you about your duties and responsibilities as a legal
secretary.
4. How would you describe your duties and responsibilities as a legal secretary, within
legal aid as an organi7.ation?
5. What types of information do you maintain or generate for legal aid clients?
a. Do you store this information on the computer?
6. What types of information do you maintain or generate for the lawyer that you work
for?
a. Do you store this information on the computer?
7. What legal aid workers arc permitted access to the client information that you hold?
a. Which is their objective or function regarding this information?
8. Before the computer system was installed - How did you organize or classify files?
9. Do you make apJXlintments for clients to meet with their assigned lawyers?
a. If Yes~ Does a priority list exist with regard to making appointments with
lawyers and their clients?
i. If Yes~ What criteria is used to detennine whether one client is
scheduled prior to another clients?
ii. Are there any circumstances that would allow a client to meet with
their lawyer without an appointment?
(I) If Yes~ Under what circumstances would an applicant get
a meeting without an appointment?
10. Now I would like to discuss how your work connects or relates to co·workers
and superiors?
We'll start with the.
the receptionists
ii. the intake workers
iii. the staff lawyers
iv. senior officials for legal aid
v. Are there other workers that I did not mention?
11. Do other legal aid workers directly or indirectly supervise your work?
(to assess possible conflicts such as stress)
a. If Yes~Who directly or indirectly supervises your work?
i. How involved are they in your work?
12. Can you give me a brief example ora typical work..Jay as a legal secretary?
(organization of work schedule)
13. Now~ Can you give me an example of a non-typical work..<Jay that you may have
eneountered recently?
14. Are there aspects of your work that you like or dislike more than other aspects?
a. Why do you like or dislike these aspects of your work?
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15. Do you think there is enough time to do the lasks that are required ofyoll as a legal
secretary?
a. lfNo - How does a lack of time affect the work you do as a legal secretary?
16. Do you feel any pressure from those involved in the detennination of client
eligibility?
We'l! start with.
a. clients?
b. co-workers?
superiors?
d. influences outside the organization?
Arc there others that J did not mention that may influence your work?
(worker expectations)
17. If there were more staff members do you think that more clients would qualifY for
legal aid?
18. Do you think you help legal aid clients?
a. To what extent do you help clients?
Now I would like to talk to you about the role ofcompulcr applications in the legal aid
organization.
19. Do you have access to the financial and legal infonnation that is collected from
clients?
a. What types of client or applicant infonnation do you have access to ?
b. Is this infonnation on the computer or stored manually?
20. Are there any important ways that your work, as a legal secretary, has been affected
by the installation of the computer system?
a. During the installation of this system - Did work 'slow-down'?
i. If Yes - What are some ways that the computer system slowed-
down the work of legal aid?
ii. If No - Why do you think legal aid work did not slow-down?
21. Did your duties or responsibilities as a legal secretary change in any way when the
computer system was installed?
a. If Yes - Can you give me some specific ways that your job has changed?
22. Has your work as a legal secretary become more or [less} efficient with the
installation of the computer system?
a. Can you give me some specific examples of your work Ihat have become
more efficient or [lessJ efficient due the use of this computer system?
23. Do you think computers helped or [hinderedJ your job as a legal secretary?
a. What are the most important ways that computers have helped or [hindered]
your job as a legal secretary?
b. Are there other ways?
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Now I would like to ask you about the goals, rules and resources of the legal aid
organization.
24. Approximately - How many clients does a lawyer actively deal with during a week
oeamontn?
a. Do you have client files Ihal are inactive?
i. What is the purpose of retaining these files?
25. Are there times during the year thaI the number ofelieols increase?
a. When does this increase occur?
b. Why do you think the number of clients increase during this time of year?
26. Are Ihere times during the year that the number of clients decrease?
a. When does this decrease occur?
27. Are there written rules or regulations Ihat dctennines who receives an appointment
with the lawyer?
a. IfYes- What are the most important of these rules?
i. Are there any others?
b. Can you use your individual judgement when applying these rules?
i. Can you give me an example?
28. Are there any informal rules that arc not written-down, but arc generally accepted and
used within the context of your job as a legal secretary?
a. If Yes - What arc the most important rules?
b. Are there others?
29. What are the main objcctives or goals of this organization?
a. Are there any other goals orobjectivesofthis organization?If the interviewee
docs not mention clients specifically - What are the main objectives with
respect to legal aid clients?
30. Do you think legal aid applicants Wlderstand the goals and objectives of this
organization when they apply for legal aid?
a. If No - How do you think their lack of understanding affccts their
expectations of legal aid funding?
31. Do you think the needs of the clients are met by this organization?
a. rfNo - What are the main causes of their needs not being met?
i. Are there any other possible causes?
32. Do you think there is any other information that I should know, but did not ask
about?
Questionnaire I Staff Lawyer
Interview:
Position: Staff Lawyer
Date: [999
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I would like 10 begin this intCn'iew by asking you some information regarding your
work experience.
I. How long have you been working for legal aid?
2. Have you worked at other law organizations prior to youremp[oymenl with legal aid?
a. What position did you hold at this agency? (examine the experience of
lawyers)
3. Why did you join the legal aid organization?
Now I would like to talk to you about your work as a lawyer.
4. How would you describe your duties and responsibilities as a siaff lawyer, within
legal aid as an organization?
5. What is your average caseload in a typical week?
a. For more difficult cases~ How many limes would you meet with a client?
b What factors would make a case more difficult relative to others?
6. Are some eases given priority relative 10 other cases?
7. Now I would like to discuss how your work eonnects or relates to eo·workers and
superiors?
We'll start with the.
a. the intake workers
b. otherstaffla\vyers
c. the receptionists
d. senior offieials for legal aid
e. Are there other workers that I did not mention?
8. Does anyone directly or indirectly supervise your work? (to assess possible conflicts)
a. If Yes - Who directly or indirectly supervises your work?
i. How involved are they in your day·lO.-day work?
9. Are there aspects of your work that you like more than other aspects?
a. Why do you like these aspects of your work?
10. Are there aspects of your work that you dislike more than other aspects?
a. Why do you dislike these aspects of your work?
II. What are the most important written rules or regulations that guide your work as a
la\vyer working for legal aid?
a. Are there occasions or circumstances that allow you to work outside these
fonnal "rules" and use your own discretion or judgement?
12. Has computerization affected your work in any way?
a. If Yes - Please explain how computerization has affected your work?
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Now I would like to ask you about the process of applying for legal aid as you
understand it.
13. What are the basic legal eligibility requirements for legal aid funding?
a. Are there any others?
b. Are there any conditions under which clients are accepted who do not fit
these eligibility requirements?
14. What are the mosl important questions asked to applicants to determine their legal
eligibility for legal aid funding?
a. Are there additional questions that may be asked?
b. Arc there any circumstances surrounding a clients case that may require
special questions specific to that case?
i. Can you give me an example?
15. What types of IegoI problems qualify for legal aid?
a. What types orlego] problems would not allow a person to qualify for legal
aid?
16. When you take your tum as the legal intake lawyer are you the only legal aid lawyer
involved in the legal assessment of applicants?
a. If No - What other legal aid workers are involved in determining this
assessment?
What function do these workers have in the legal assessment of
clients?
17. Are you Ihe person who makes the final decision that detennines the legal eligibility
of potential clients?
a. If No - Who makes Ihe final decision?
18. When it is your turn to be the legal intake lawyer do you "take-on" the cases that you
assess or do you assign these cases to other lawyers?
a. If Yes - Do these lawyers re·assess the cases thai are passed on to them?
19. Approximately, what percentage of applicant cases are rejected?
a. Are there some types of cases that are rejected more often than others?
b. If Yes - Ifyou feel able to discuss it can you give me an example of a case
that you may have rejcctcd reccntly?
i. Were reasons for the rejection given to the client?
(I) If Yes-What were they?
(2) If No - Why were the reasons for the rejection not given to
the client?
20. Other than not meeting the financial and legal eligibility requirements - Are there
any other reasons that an applicant may not receive legal aid funding?
21. Do you have a function or role regarding the appeal process for legal aid?
a. If Yes - What is your function regarding this process?
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Now I would like to ask you about the goals, rules and resources of the legal aid
organization.
22. What determines your easelaad as a slafT lawyer?
a. Can you as a stafT lawyer determine the number of cases you accept?
23. What criteria is used to estimate the time allotted for each case?
24. Do you feci that you have enough time for each case?
25. Do you feci any influence from other people involved in the determination of client
eligibility?
We'llstartwith ..
clients?
b. co-workers?
superiors?
d. influences outside the organization?
Are there others that I did not mention, but that may influence your work?
(worker expectations)
26. Ifthere were more stafflawyers do you think that more clients would quality for legal
aid?
27. What are the main objectives or goals orlhis organization?
a. Are there any other goals or objectives of this organization?
i. If the interviewee does not mention clients specifically~ What are
the main objectives with respect to prospective clients?
28. Do you think legal aid applicants understand the goals and objectives of this
organization when they apply for legal aid?
a. IfNo~ Does the client's perception oflegal aid affect their expectations for
legal aid funding?
29. How far do you think the needs ofthe clients are met by this organization?
a. If needs are not being met~ Why are their needs not being met?
i. Are there any other possible causes?
30. The revised Statutes ofNewfoundland state that individuals charged with a (criminal)
indictable offence will not be able to have their choice of lawyer - What was the
main reason for this revision?
a. What are the implications for client's today?
b. Have there been any other legislative changes. court decisions or government
policies that have affected the services rendered to legal aid clients?
i. Have any of these changes' increased' the legal eligibility of clients
for legal aid?
ii. Have any of these changes 'decreased' the legal eligibility ofclieots
for legal aid?
31. Does the Newfoundland Legal Aid System allot funding for:
a. Class action suits (for specific clients)
b. Public interest advocacy (for client groups)
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Public legal education (and general dissemination ofinfonnation surrounding
legal aid)
i. rrNo - Do you think that legal aid should allot funding for these
"""'?
(I) Why do you think legal aid should (or should not) fund these
areas?
32. Do you think there is any other information that I should know, but did not ask
about?
Questionnaire! Senior Official with L.egal Aid
Interview; __
Position: Senior Official with Legal Aid
Date" 2000
I would like to begin this interview with a very brief discussion of your work
experience.
I. How long have you been working for legal aid?
2. Why did you join the legal aid organization?
Now I would like to talk to you about your duties and responsibilities within the
Newfoundland Legal Aid System.
3. What are your most important duties and responsibilities?
a. Are there others?
4. How oftcn do you hold meetings with legal aid lawyers?
a. What business would be conducted at these meetings?
5. How often do you hold meetings with legal aid support staff?
a. What business would be conducted al these meetings?
6. How oftcn do you meet with legal aid applicants or clients?
a. Whal is the purpose of these meetings?
7. Can you explain to me how the appeal process works?
a. [If nol addressed in the above response] - What is your role regarding the
appeal process?
8. What is the role ofthe Legal Aid Commission regarding the functioningofthc lcgal
aid organization?
a. [Ifnot addressed in the above response] - Does the Legal Aid Commission
determine the allocation of the budget for legal aid?
i. If No - Who determines the allocation of the budget for legal aid?
9. How often would you meet with members of the Legal Aid Commission?
a. What is the general purpose of these meetings?
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Now I would like to ask you about financial and legal resources and how this affects
clients.
10. What are the main objectives or goals oflhis organi7..alion?
a. What implications, ifany, does the availability offunding have regarding the
attainment of these goals?
11. Can you tell me what factors have influenced the creation of the currenl financial
guidelines?
12. Are the currenl financial guidelines the same as the financial guidelines established
in Ihe 1970s?
a. IfNa - Can you Iell me what the changes were?
i. What factors determined these changes?
13. Do you think the current financial guidelines should be changed to allow a greater
number of applicants access 10 legal aid funding?
3. If Yes- What changes do you think should be made?
i. Who has the authority to initiate these changes?
b. If No - Why do you think the present financial guidelines should not be
changed?
14. Have you observed any changes to the legal guidelines that regulate an applicants
eligibility for legal aid funding during the time you worked within the Newfoundland
Legal Aid System?
a. IfYes- What are the most important changes that have affected applicants?
i. Are there any others?
15. 00 you think that legal aid services should be expanded to cover a wider range of
legal problems?
a. If Yes - What are the most important legal problems that you think should
be covered?
i. Are there any others?
b. If No - Why not?
16. What criteria are used to determine the allocation of legal aid funding within this
organization?
a. What legal aid services arc given the most priority?
b. What legal aid services arc given the least priority?
17. What does the availability of legal aid services dcpend on?
18. What implications does the amount of funding have regarding the year-to-year
operation of this organization?
19. What factors influence the number of support staffand lawyers employed with legal
aid?
20. Since you began working with legal aid have you observed any other legislative
changes, government policies or other factors that may have affected the eligibility
of applicants for legal aid?
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If the following questions are not addressed in the preceding response:
a. The revised Statutes of Newfoundland state that individuals charged with a
(criminal) indictable offence will not be able to have their choice of lawyer
- What was the main reason for this revision?
b. In recent years the mixed model oflegal aid delivery in Newfoundland was
changed 10 a staff oriented approach - What was the main reason for this
change?
i. Are there any others?
21. Docs the current number of lawyers on staff influence the decision to allocate legal
aid funding to potential applicants?
a. !fYes - Can you explain how the number of lawyers on staffcan influence
this decision?
22. Do you think a better quality of service would be provided to the client ifthe number
of staff lawyers were increased?
a. If Yes - Can you explain how a better quality of service would be provided
to the client?
23. Have legal aid lawyers ever requested leave due to job-related stress?
a. If Yes - What do you think are the reasons leading to these requests?
i. What are the implications for the organization as a whole when staff
lawyers are given stress leave?
ii What are the implications for c1iems?
24. Are there sufficient support staff to do the work required for the operation of this
organization?
a. If No -In what way would this organization benefit if additional support
stafTwerehired?
How would additional support staffaffect the service provided to the
client?
25. Can you tell me why computers were introduced to the Newfoundland Legal Aid
Systcm?
a. Are there any other reasons?
26. How has the introduction of computers affected the operation of legal aid as an
organization?
a. Are there any other effects of computers?
27. Has the introduction ofcomputers affected thedeliveryoflegal aid services provided
to applicants and clients?
a. If Yes - How has the introduction of computers affected the provision of
legal aid services?
28. Has the introduction of computers affected your work in any way?
a. rfYes - Can you explain how Ihe introduction of computers has affected
your work?
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29. Are there any other effects of computers that you can think of?
]0. Do you think there is any other information that 1 should know, but did nol ask
about?
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Appendix III
AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE FORM
I am carrying out a study that focusses on the decision making process which determines
client eligibility for legal aid services within the Newfoundland legal aid system. This study
is part of my requirement for the degree of Master of Arts. This project is being supervised
by the Department ofSociology al Memorial University. This research project will study the
work roles and responsibilities of legal aid workers; the impact of legal aid resources, such
as computer technology; and the rules, regulations and goals of the legal aid organization.
Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may end the interview at any time. You
may refuse to answer any question. All information will be held in strict confidence and your
name will not be released to any organization or appear in the written thesis report. With
your permission the information you provide will be tape recorded and will not be accessible
to third parties. Following the completion of data transcriptions, tapes will be returned upon
request or erased. The information collected from this study will be used for the thesis report
and academic talks. These assurances ofprivacy are intended to allow you to provide honest
answers that are as complete as possible. Ifyou have any questions that cannot be answered
by me, you may contact my thesis supervisors Dr. Robert Hill (737-4592) and Dr. Peter
Sinclair (737-4020) of the Department of Sociology.
I would like to thank you, in advance, for your assistance with this project.
Having read the above, I agree to take part in the study:
Participant: _
Researcher:
Date:
Date:




